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Abstract
There are a lot of effort have been employed to find out the major factor which increase the
volume of medication waste. However, several survey reports were highlighted the key
factors of medication waste like lack of knowledge on the serious impact of unused
medication waste, neglected the proper disposal technique, not following the drug take bag
system, pharmacy or dispensaries were not providing proper guideline or any materials to
return unused medicines to the pharmacy, not enough campaign or community activities on
medication waste, educational institute were not taking any responsibility like institution base
extra seminar or lecturer on dangerous environmental impact and serious public health
problem due to unused medications. However, this report will be encouraged to the
government policy maker, social and welfare department and health facilities department to
take an emergency necessary steps to reduce or resolved this problem.

Keywords: Knowledge, Attitude, Unused medications, Medication waste, Public health,
Environment.

Introduction
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Medication return program (MRP) was
first introduced in year 2010 as an
initiative from Pharmaceutical Service
Division, Ministry of Health Malaysia.
With its objectives to preserve the
environment
from
hazardous
pharmaceutical compounds and to prevent
accidental ingestion, misuse and abuse of
extra medication, the core function of
MRP is to provide public a safe place to
dispose unused medication [1]. Unused
medication collected by pharmacies is
managed as clinical waste and incinerated
by waste management company. On the
other hand, inappropriate disposal of
unused medication has led to the traces of
pharmaceutical waste like analgesic,
anticonvulsant, antiepileptic, antibiotics
accumulated in landfills and leached into
[2]
freshwater
environment
.
This
detrimental effect can be expected in
countries where landfilling is the
predominant
method of managing
municipal solid waste, such as Malaysia [3,
4]
.
More importantly, Malaysian’s awareness
on environmental hazard caused by unsafe
medication disposal are largely unknown.
Several international studies have shown
that 48-75% of the population are aware
that improper disposal of unwanted
medication will lead to contamination of
the environment [5-8].
From the previously published research
reports which explored the opinion and
practice regarding disposal of unused
medication among patients and general
medication consumers in Malaysia. This
effort was conducted to elucidate unused
medication disposal practice and their
impact on environment as well as public
health. Al-Nagar et al., (2010) performed
an in-depth interview with 28 patients
during the period from December 2009

until February 20.
Majority of the
participants were male, 15 (53.6%), older
than 55 years old, 18 (64.3%), Malay, 20
(71.4%) and married, 24 (85.8%). The
most common diseases reported among the
participants were hypertension, 11 (39.3%)
and diabetes mellitus type II, 6 (21.4%).
There were three main frequent disposal
methods practiced by the respondents, the
majority of them threw unused medication
into the trash, 16 (57.1%), followed by
burning the unused medication, 4 (14.2%)
and storing it in a refrigerator, 4 (14.2%).
The majority of the participants, 17
(60.7%) mentioned that the best way to
educate the public about disposal unused
medication is through school, university
and public campaign. The most used
method to dispose unused medication
among Malaysian patients is a throw of
unused medication into the trash [9].
Azad et al., (2012) performed a descriptive
cross sectional survey involving patientsbased structured questionnaire format with
answer sets; carried out at International
Islamic University Malaysia (Health centre
Gombak campus, Selangor) and the
medical college of the International
Islamic University Malaysia (Kuantan
campus, Pahang). Although, 87% of the
respondents had primary knowledge on
medications waste and its impact on public
health, majority of the respondents (93%)
were not familiar with the drug-take-back
system. However, only ~2% of the total
respondents properly follow the drug-takeback system. Most of the participants
reported disposing off in a manner that
leads to more than 65% ending up in a
landfill. In addition, 83% of the
respondents added another disposal system
that ultimately ended up in a landfill. A
survey suggested that there is an urgent
need to develop public awareness and
dispensing policies & delivery to
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collection bag which reduces the volume
of medication waste [10]. There is a
growing
concern
of
unintended

consequences of inappropriate medications
disposal on the environment and public
health.

Lim et al., (2016) conducted a cross
sectional survey using a self-administered
closed-ended
questionnaire
on
information, medications disposal and
views, awareness of medications take back
program
and
reasons
for
their
unwillingness to return the unused and
unwanted medication to pharmacy or
doctor. A convenient sample of 438
patients at Out Patient Pharmacy and
Patient Registration areas in the hospital
were collected which completed within
three months. Only 44.5% had ever
received information about medications
disposal and were significantly more likely
to return them to a pharmacy or doctor
(29.2% versus 6.0%, p < 0.001). There
were significant differences between
tertiary and non-tertiary institutions with
regard to not returning to pharmacy or
doctor (22.8% versus 42.0 %, p = 0.004).
Some common medications disposal
methods were throwing medications away
with household garbage, 38.3% (n = 168),
returning to pharmacy or doctor, 35.1% (n
= 154) and flushing medications down the
toilet or sink 11.0% (n = 48). About 50.2%
(n = 220) knew about medications take
back program and were significantly more
willing to return the medication to the
assigned location (34.7 % versus20.1%, p
< 0.001). The main reasons for
unwillingness were availability of time,
not convenient or a bother and out-ofvicinity location. There is a clear need to
create public awareness about issues on
safe medication disposal and medications
take back program [11].

set answers. The data was analyzed using
partial least square method. The results
revealed that excess supplied, expired
medicine, changed treatment and side
effects have a significant impact on unused
medication. In addition, overall unused
medication had a significant relationship
with environmental effect. In contrast,
although excess supplied and side effects
had
no
significant
impact
on
environmental effect, expired medicine
and changed treatment had significant
impact on environmental effect. The data
therefore suggested that there are few
factors which increased the volume of
leftover medicine and this led to an
enhanced international awareness of the
potential detrimental effects on the
environment. More effort are needed to
raise public awareness as an initial step
towards promoting behavioural change in
connection to medication wastage [12].

Azad et al., (2016) conducted a descriptive
cross-sectional audit involving patientsbased structured questionnaire format with

Visually
impaired
individuals
are
particularly at higher risk of experiencing
medication error. In a study to identify the
problems encountered by the visually
impaired population when handling their
medication, cross-sectional survey was
conducted using an interviewer-guided
questionnaire with 100 visually impaired
individuals. The questionnaire comprised
of series of questions in medication
management. All of the respondents
perceived that self-administration of
medication was a challenging task. A total
of 89% of respondents were unable to read
the prescription labels, 75% of respondents
did not know the expiry date of their own
medication, and 58% of respondents did
not know the name of the medication.
With regard to storage of medication, 72%
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of respondents did not practice appropriate
methods to store their medication, and
80% of respondents kept the unused
medication. All of the respondents
disposed leftover medication through
household rubbish. A total of 64% of
respondents never practice medication
review. Most (96%) of them did not tell
health-care providers when they faced
difficulties in handling their medication.
Most of the visually impaired individuals
did not receive appropriate assistance
regarding medicine use and having low
awareness in medication management.
This can lead to increased risk of
medication errors or mismanagement
among visually impaired population.
Hence, effective strategies, especially in
pharmaceutical care services, should be
structured to assist this special population
in medication handling [13].
Yang et al., (2018) conducted a crosssectional study in 33 out-patient
pharmacies in Sabah healthcare facilities.
Quota sampling was used to recruit 244
subjects. Data collected from each facility
was identified and trained prior to data
collection. Self-reporting questionnaire
captured data of socio-demographic,
awareness on MRP and patient’s
knowledge and practice towards unused
medication. Independent t-test and chi
square test were performed to detect

differences and association. Subject mean
(SD) age was 45.1(15.5) years and almost
two-third (60%) of the subjects were
female. Majority (73%, 95%CI 67- 78%)
knew that inappropriate disposal of
medication will cause environmental
hazard. Only 54% (95% CI 47-60%) had
heard of MRP, 26% (95%CI 21-32%) had
utilized MRP to return unused medication.
Subject’s awareness on environmental
hazard and MRP were associated with
their practice to return unused medication
(p=0.001 and p<0.001 respectively). Mean
years of education and median family
income were significantly different
between the aware and unaware group
respectively [11.3(6.0) vs 8.9(4.5) yrs,
p=0.003; RM2000 vs RM1260, p<0.001].
The most common unused medication
were analgesics (27.1%), antihypertensive
(24.4%), antiglycemic (14.7%) and
supplements (12%). The two predominant
methods to “dispose” unused medication at
home were through garbage (47.8%) and
return to healthcare facilities (30.0%). This
study established the need for public
awareness
on
MRP,
environment
awareness and disposal practice of
Malaysian citizen. Creative and innovative
recommendations have been made for
MRP promotion and to improve public
knowledge on safety disposal of unused
medication [14].

CONCLUSION
To develop the public awareness about
dangerous effect of medication waste on
public health and environment is the most
important target of this present report. This
report will help facilitate an enhanced

national or local and international
awareness of the potential detrimental
effects on the environment and public
health of unused medication waste.
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Study on Short-term and long-term Quality of life in patients with
acute musculoskeletal injuries undergone treatment
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Abstract
Introduction: This study aimed to investigate the quality of life in patients with acute
musculoskeletal injuries was done during the short and long term.
Methods: This prospective study on 65 patients with acute musculoskeletal injuries in
hospitals affiliated to University of Medical Sciences Iran. Data collection instrument was a
questionnaire SF-36 quality of life. To evaluate changes in quality of life scores using paired
t-test. For statistical analysis software SPSS version 21 was used.
Results: The quality of life score on admission time was in average of 74.4. This time was at
the beginning tracking the quality of life of the people in the study were referred. After a
month follow-up, the average quality of life score, has large drop (61.7). After 6 months of
follow-up in the study, quality of life scores showed that 73.02 number. In this study, quality
of life scores 86.07 in physical function, 76.53 in after limitations due to physical problems,
62.56 in after limitations due to emotional problems, 66.79 in after refreshing, 76.92 in social
functioning 81.65 in pain and 72.53 in after public health shows.
Conclusion: Three-time pursuit of quality of life for patients with musculoskeletal problems
undergone treatment revealed the second one-month period, significantly decrease quality of
life and long-term period of six months is almost equal to the amount in the first period. In
case of non-intervention and proper treatment may lead to a high probability of subjects,
quality of life was worse.
Keywords: quality of life, acute musculoskeletal injury, questionnaire SF-36
Introduction

1
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Musculoskeletal injuries (MSI) are the
most common type of injury in the world.
According to the World Health
Organization
(WHO,
1985),
musculoskeletal problems occur following
a multi-agent etiology, such as working
conditions, physical conditions, workrelated
organizational
conditions,
physiological conditions, and individual
and sociocultural factors. Ergonomic mode
of inappropriate working time, repetition
of a motion during high intensity work,
excessive activity and body placement
under difficult conditions can be
considered as a risk factor that leads to
skeletal musculoskeletal disorders. Other
reasons can be: lack of adequate rest,
excessive work, inappropriate mode of
handling when working with a computer,
long working hours, physiological factors,
etc. [1]. Musculoskeletal pain, as
compared with other types of pain in the
Primary Care Services system, is the most
common type of pain which occurs over
and over again and imposes more
disability and financial burden [2].
According to a recent U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Musculoskeletal disorders
account for 44% of work-related injuries,
costing $45-54 million a year. In Europe,
chronic musculoskeletal disorders occur at
an intermediate or severe level in 19% of
adults, and these conditions can reduce
their daily activities to a high degree and,
as a result, reduce their quality of life [4].
The study of the global burden of diseases
shows that most of the admissions to
health centers caused by traffic accidents
and various non-lethal injuries have been
caused by musculoskeletal injuries. A total
of about 50% of non-lethal injuries
included fractures, and disorders and
muscle soreness [2]. Quality of life is a
mental concept of feeling good and
satisfying life experiences which includes
the positive and negative aspects of a
person's life, and represents a way that a
person understands the state of health and

other aspects of his life and responds to
that[5].
The mental image is one of the effective
factors in the quality of life and health,
research has also shown that people who
have not had a positive mental image of
their bodies have decreased their quality of
life after the disease [6]. The World Health
Organization considers quality of life as a
concept that includes physical health,
mental status, social communication and
environmental conditions. In fact, quality
of life is a patient-centered approach that
evaluates the patient's condition and status
rather than expert assessment [7]. While
the world's people spend more years of life
with disability, they have grown overall in
terms of life expectancy. One of the major
contributing factors in years of life with
disability is chronic musculoskeletal
conditions [8]. Pain is one of the main
attributes of the survival experience of
societies, which has a negative effect on
physical performance and quality of life
scores [9]. Musculoskeletal problems are a
factor for pain and loss of function and
complicated complications with high
prevalence, resulting in high costs and
physiological damage to the individual
[10-11]. In a study on the quality of life of
employed and unemployed women, it was
found
that
the
prevalence
of
musculoskeletal pain in employed women
is slightly higher. Musculoskeletal pain
and depression were recognized as an
effective factor in the quality of life of
both groups [12]. Working life can
increase the quality of life, including the
economic conditions, relationships with
friends and family, career prospects,
entertainment and lifestyle, educational
opportunities,
living
conditions,
expectations of the future, and standard
living standards. Further, quality of life is
related to working conditions, age and
marital status, and the number of children
[13]. Adolescent obesity is also one of the
causes of musculoskeletal disorders, which
limits their physical function and reduces
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their quality of life [14]. Musculoskeletal
pain clearly affects the quality of life
associated
with
health
[15].
Musculoskeletal disorders as one of the
major causes of illness in the world have a
severe negative impact on the quality of
life associated with health [16]. It is also
said that musculoskeletal disorders are
associated with depression, stress and
mental conditions [17]. For this reason,
one of the goals of the Bone and Joint
Decade is to provide health-related quality
of life for people with musculoskeletal
problems or those at risk for these
disorders in a rapidly increasing world of
awareness of Suffering and pain and cost.
By empowering patients to participate in
decision-making on how to care and
provide services for them, early prevention
and treatment can be improved by
expanding
the
understanding
of
musculoskeletal
characteristics
and
improving treatment and prevention
through study [16]. In general, muscle
damage leads to bone fractures, pain,
decreased physical activity, functional
imbalance, motor limitation, disability,
permanent disruption to participation in

sports activities, loss of working time,
health costs, psychological problems And
even death [18]. further, the assessment of
quality of life in patients provides valuable
information to doctors and nurses, because
doctors and nurses as the most important
members of the patient care team from the
first moments after the onset of the disease
have been associated with patients for
years and undertaken emotional support of
the patient and his family and the control
of treatments [19]. Despite the importance
of quality of life, the most relevant
research has been conducted in developed
countries. However, their findings may not
be generalized to the Iranian community.
In addition, the available research has not
been accompanied by decisive results in
this regard. Therefore, the present study
aimed to determine the short-term and
long-term quality of life in the patients
with acute muscular damage requiring
supportive care in the short term of one
month and a long term of 6 months,
perhaps, with its accurate identification in
the planning of necessary health services
care for these patients is useful.

Materials and methods
This research is a prospective before-after
study conducted on Sixty-five patients
with acute skeletal musculoskeletal
injuries in need of supportive care referred
to hospitals affiliated to the University of
Iran, including Haft Tir Martyrs Hospital,
Rasoul Akram, Firoozabadi and others.
People over the age of 15 will be enrolled
in the study. People who need surgery or
physiotherapy will be excluded from the
study. People who are not able to work
together, such as those with mental
retardation and people with cerebral palsy,
will also be excluded from the study. For
each patient, information about the type of
musculoskeletal injuries and the time
needed for complete recovery will be
collected and the quality of life of the

patients will be assessed and evaluated at
three points in time, one month after
injury, and six months after the injury. In
the implementation of this plan, all
provisions of the Helsinki Statement will
be implemented. Descriptions are given to
individuals for collaborative research and
their consent to be included in the study is
asked verbally. Researchers are committed
to the Helsinki Treaty at all stages of their
research, and the information of
participants is used without disclosing
their identities. Persons will be free to
discontinue to cooperate in this research at
any stage of the research and for any
reason or even without any specific cause.
Individual data is encoded to exclude their
names. Data collection is done through SFPage | 10
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36 quality of life questionnaire. The
Quality of Life Questionnaire (36SF) has
36 questions and consists of 8 subscales
and each subscale consists of 2 to 10
items. The eight subscales of this
questionnaire are: physical functioning
(PF), role impairment due to physical
health (RP), role impairment due to
emotional health (RE), energy/fatigue
(EF), emotional well-being (EW), social
function (SF), Pain (P) and General Health
(GH). Further, the integration of sub-scales
involves two subsamples with the names
of physical health and mental health. In
this questionnaire, lower scores represent
lower quality of life and vice versa.
Montazeri and his colleagues examined the

reliability of this questionnaire for the
Iranian society and obtained the standard
coefficients of reliability of the scale of
this questionnaire between 0.77 and 0.9,
which indicates the suitability of
questionnaire for use in the Iranian society.
The results for quantitative variables are
expressed as mean and standard deviation
(mean ± SD) and for the qualitative
variables, expressed as percentages. T-test
was used to compare quantitative
variables, and chi-square test was used to
compare qualitative variables. Paired t-test
is used to assess changes in the quality of
life score. The significance level is
considered less than 0.05. SPSS 21 will be
used to analyze the data.

Findings and results
The ratio of male participants in this study
was 58.5% and the female ratio was
41.5%. The average age of participants in
this study was 35.71 years, the oldest in
the study was 60 years old, and the
youngest was 17 years old. The majority
of participants in the study studied had a
diploma (69.2%). Other participants were
combined with 13.8% of the diploma and

13.8% of the diploma and 3.1% of the
bachelor's degree. Short leg cast with
41.5%, and left short-leg cast, THUMP
cast, Bandagh 8, hand volar cast, Short
gypsum and Left-foot cast with the
abundance of 1.5% are the largest and the
least therapeutic procedures respectively
(Table 4).

Table 1. Procedures
FREQUENCEY PERCENT

FREQUENCEY

VARIABLE

41.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
4.6
16.9
13.8

27
1
1
1
3
11
9

SHORT LEG CAST
THUMP cast
left short-leg cast
Bandagh 8
jones Bandagh
Short hand cast
LONG LEG CAST

9.2
3.1
1.5
1.5
1.5

6
2
1
1
1

LONG HAND CAST
gypsum
hand volar cast
SHORT gypsum
LEFT LEG CAST
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SUM
After calculating the quality of life score, the average quality of life at admission was 74.4.
After a month of follow-up, the average total quality of life in the study population was 61.7.
After completing the 6-month follow-up period, the overall average of quality of life of the
participants in the study was 73.02 (Table 2).

Table 2. Average score of quality of life at admission
VARIABLE

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

Quality
of 25
97.43
life
at
admission
Quality
of 19.17
96.94
life
one
month after
admission
Quality
of 22.92
97.65
life
six
month after
admission
Average quality of life one month after
admission significantly decreased (p =
0.001). However, there was no statistically
significant correlation between the mean
of quality of life and its mean in return
after 6 months and follow up (p = 0.24).
That is, supportive care has been able to
quality of life

quality of
admission

PHYSICAL FUNCTION
PHYSICAL ROLE
MENTAL HEALTH
ENERGY
EMOTIONAL ROLE
SOCIAL FUNCTION
PHYSICAL PAIN

86.0769
76.5385
62.5641
66.7949
69.0462
76.9231
81.6538

life

MEAN
74.4

RANGE OF STANDARD
VARIATION DEVIATION
72.43
19.2

61.7

77.78

19.07

73.02

74.73

17.47

bring quality of life back to the time of
visit. There was difference about 1.4 units
of quality of life at 6 months after referral
and during referral (Table 2).
Table 3. Changes at various dimensions of
quality of life

at quality of life one quality of life six
month
after month
after
admission
admission
63.8205
81.3846
52.6923
74.2308
65.1282
62.0513
56.1538
62.6042
63.3385
65.9219
61.5385
73.6538
55.2308
75.6538
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GENERAL HEALTH

72.5385

The quality of life score (the physical
function) decreased significantly after one
month after the visit (p = 0.001). After 6
months follow up, the quality of life of the
patient increased to one month and
decreased to 4.69 after the first visit, which
was statistically significant (p = 0.008).
The average quality of life (physical
function) showed decrease (23.84) one
month after the visit (p = 0.001), which
this difference reached to 23 units of
difference after six month and this
difference was not significant statistically
(0.585 = p). The average quality of life
(mental health) after one month (0.51 unit
of decrease) and six months (2.56 unit of
decrease) was not significant statistically.
Dimension of quality of life (energy)
decreased by 10.64 units (p = 0.001) after
a month and decreased by 4.19 units after
6 months from the beginning of the visit,
which both were statistically significant. In
the emotional role, the difference was also
observed with referrals 5.7 and 3.12,

71.1346

76

respectively, 1 month and 6 months after
referral, both of which were statistically
significant (p = 0.001) and (p=0.022). In
the dimension of social function, the mean
of quality of life in individuals was 15.38
units less (p = 0.001), which was 3.26 after
6 months, due to the relative improvement
of patients. However, it was not significant
(p = 0.062). The quality of life scores in
the aspect of physical pain showed a
decrease of 26.42 units after one month of
follow-up, that is, the pain of patients was
relatively high. After completing the 6month follow-up period, the difference in
the quality of life score in the study
showed a decrease of 11 units, both of
which were statistically significant (p =
0.001). Changes in quality of life in the
general health dimension in the first month
decreased by 1.4 units (which was not
statistically significant: p =0.4) and
showed an increase of 3.46 units 6 months
after referral (p = 0.025).

Discussion
The present study aimed to determine onemonth short-term quality of life and sixmonth long-term quality of life in patients
with acute musculoskeletal disorders
requiring supportive care. The participants
in this study were 65, of which 38 (58.5%)
were male and 27 (41.5%) were female.
The majority of them (69.2%) had a postgraduate degree. Therapeutic procedures
for these patients were Short leg cast, and
left short-leg cast, THUMP cast, Bandagh
8, hand volar cast, Short gypsum and Leftfoot cast. In general, they did not have
severe and fatal injuries and were selected
among those who came to hospitals
affiliated to Iran University of Medical
Sciences and had inclusion criteria for this
study. Quality of life score of individuals
during referral to take care was 74.4, that

is, in the beginning of follow-up the
individuals with quality of life score
participated in the study. After one month
follow-up, average score of quality of life
declined. After 6 months of follow up, the
quality of life score of individuals showed
73.02. In general, the present study shows
that one month after the admission, people
with musculoskeletal disorders experience
a relative decline in their quality of life,
and after 6 months with a recovery, the
quality of life score is relatively higher
than the acceptable level, but it does not
return to its original state. In a study by
MAC Van Son et al in 2015, 171 patients
with lower limb fractures with an average
age of 49.7 years, using the WHOQOLBREF
questionnaire
and
the
musculoskeletal
muscle performance
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evaluation questionnaire during the followup period 1) at diagnosis, 2) One week
after diagnosis and 3 months after the
diagnosis, the results indicate that although
significant improvements in patient's
physical health score were achieved,
patients did not return to the initial
conditions before the injury. Based on the
results of our study, it was found that after
supportive treatment, physical function
increased in the first month. Further,
during follow up, it was found that after
six months of follow-up, physical
performance increased over a one-month
period. But, like the study, the physical
performance of patients did not return to
its original state but was greatly improved,
and physiological performance rates were
largely close to pre-injury rates. In the
study of M. A. C. Van Son et al., It was
found that after the end of the follow-up
period (6 months), the physiological
function of patients was significantly
worse compared to the time before the
injury.
In our study, it was found that physical
constraints after supportive care increased
in the first follow-up month, but after 6
months, physical limitations were reduced
and have almost equal scores with the
physical constraints upon admission.
Further, the results of the study by MAC
Van Son et al.showed that the social
function in the first week after diagnosis
and treatment was improved relative to the
social relationship, the scores of this area
improved after 6 months compared to one
week period. However, the privileges of
this area are lower than the pre-injury
period, which indicates that during the six
months of follow-up, the social
relationship of the participants has not yet
fully recovered [20]. In the study of
Antonio Ignacio Cuesta-Vargas et al in
Spain, which evaluated the effect of 8
weeks of multi-model physiotherapy on
general health status and quality of life in
224 patients
with
musculoskeletal
disorders, the results showed that the

results obtained from The assessment of
physical condition is significant.
The results of this study also had relevant
clinical changes in terms of relative
improvement of baseline privileges.
During the whole eight weeks of treatment
using the multimodal physiotherapy
program, it seems to improve the general
health and improve the quality of life
associated with health and quality of life in
patients with musculoskeletal disorders.
The results of this study show an average
improvement in the quality of life of the
participants in the study. If patients did not
receive treatment, there was little chance
of returning to the extent that they received
the treatment before the injury. Therefore,
it can be said that in the present study, the
quality of life of individuals has increased,
but it is not yet equal to the amount before
the injury time [21]. Comparison of quality
of life scores in the present study with the
study of Sori and colleagues on 165 car
assembly workers with musculoskeletal
problems showed that the quality of life
scores of 86.07 in terms of physical
function, 76.53 in terms of limitation of
Physical problems, 62.56 in The
limitations of emotional problems, 66.79
in vitality, 76.92 in social performance
dimension, 81.65 in pain dimension and
72.53 in general health. The quality of life
scores of these dimensions were
respectively in formal study, 38.2 for
physical function, 95.2 for limitation due
to physical problems, 44.2 for emotional
problems, 40.6 for vitality, 40 for social
function, 46.1 for pain dimension, 35.2 for
health
dimension
Public
shows.
Comparing these results shows a very
large difference between the quality of life
scores in the various dimensions of these
two studies, which can be due to
differences in the type of musculoskeletal
problem and due to the underlying
population. Also, the overall score of the
average quality of life in formal study and
colleagues is 46.7, while the average
quality of life in the study population is
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74.4, which can be attributed to the
following reasons [22]. The study by
Heather K. Vincent et al., Which evaluates
the quality of life and musculoskeletal pain
after obesity, reveals a significant
difference in the quality of life in various
aspects of the lives of surgeons who have
not been treated. The results of this study
were approximately 11 increase units for
physical dimension, 12 increase for social
role
dimension,
8
increase
for
physiological pain dimension, 12 increase
for general health dimension, 12 increase
for vitality dimension, 11 increase for
performance, Social, 6 increase in
emotional dimension and 6 increase in
mental health dimension.
In the present study, after 6 months of
follow-up, approximately 5 units were
reduced for physical aspect, 2 units for

social role, 6 for reduction in physical
pain, 4 for general health, 4 for reduction
in vitality dimension, 3 reduction units for
social function, 3 units increase in
emotional dimension and 4 units decrease
in mental health. comparison of these two
studies indicate differences in change of
scores of mental dimensions which the
reason can be due to difference in
characteristics of population under study,
difference in intervention type and
difference in health problem in two
studies. Results from study by Heather K.
Vincent et al indicate that in quality of life
at various dimensions reduces in obese
people with basic problems after 3 months
of study of scores, while as mentioned, in
people underwent injury, quality of life
scores in 3 months of follow-up increased
in all dimensions[23].

Conclusion
At three periods of follow-up during
referral and diagnosis, one month after
supportive care and six months after
supportive care, it was specified that
quality of life at beginning of follow-up
has become less than the normal rate due
to musculoskeletal injuries. After one
month follow-up, it was revealed that
average quality of life decreases
significantly, but after long-term six month
period, quality of life scores approach to

its rate at beginning of follow-up period. it
should be noted that with regard to
existing evidences, under lack of
intervention and appropriate treatment
with high probability, quality of life of
people induced to worse conditions. With
regard to reduced quality of life to
conditions prior to injury, it can do the
activities to improve quality of life in
individuals with such problems using
better interventions.
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Abstract
Background: The first priority in the emergency ward of the hospitals is to control pain and
provide patients comfort and then try to inhibit negative physiological responses.
Aim of the study: The aim of the present study was to compare the effect of injecting lidocaine
and morphine on controlling the acute pain of limb fracture in patients referred to the emergency
ward of a hospitals in Iran.

Methods: In the current randomized double-blind controlled clinical trial, 98 patients with the
age range of 18-65 years and limb fracture pain were divided into two groups of lidocaine and
morphine receivers. Patients with cardiovascular, renal and liver failures and the ones with
known sensitivity to lidocaine and morphine or lack of consciousness were excluded from the
study. The subjects in the groups received 1.5 and 1 mg/kg intravenous (IV) doses of lidocaine
and morphine, respectively. Vital signs, pain scores and other signs and drugs side effects to the
subjects were recorded at 5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes after taking analgesic drugs and the collected
data were analyzed using SPSS ver. 21.

Results: The mean age of the subjects in the morphine and lidocaine receiver groups were
35.65±12.23 and 35.02±11.77 years, respectively. There was a significant relationship regarding
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the mean of pain severity, heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressures and side effects
between the groups (P<0.001).
Conclusions: Injecting lidocaine can be considered as a likely suitable agent to manage pain in
the patients with limb fracture.

Keywords: lidocaine, morphine, acute pain, limb fracture, Iran, injection.

Introduction
Nowadays, trauma damages develop rapidly

pain such as changing pain perception in the

following different fractures and pains (1).

central nervous system (opioids), inhibiting

Patients with trauma and limber injuries,

the production of local mediators (anti-

referring to the emergency wards of

inflammatory drugs) and/or preventing the

hospitals need urgent treatment using an

transmission of messages through the spinal

effective pain controlling method; pain

cord (neuraxial block) (7, 8).

management is one of the most important
health care goals in the emergency wards.
There are helpful attempts to control pain,
but in some cases the level of pain
management might not be satisfactory (2-4).

Opioids are one of the most effective drugs
to manage acute pains, but there are some
complications regarding their use; for
example, dependency and related side
effects. Drug side effects cause emergency

The main goal to control pain in the

wards to prescribe lower doses of opioids,

emergency ward is to provide patients

which may not provide the desirable level of

comfort and then inhibit physiological

pain relief (8, 9). Morphine is one of the

negative responses (5, 6). There are suitable

most

drugs with specific mechanisms to control

opioids which newly introduced analgesics

known

and

applicable

analgesic
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are usually compared to it. The exclusive

Lidocaine is a local anesthetic considered as

properties of morphine cause its easy

a suitable option to manage visceral and

penetration to the central nervous system

central pains when opioids are not helpful or

(CNS), but its therapeutic effects occur

cause complications. Lidocaine is used

slowly due to the low fat solubility. It means

intravenously to control neuropathic pains

that morphine weakens respiratory system

such as diabetic neuropathy, post-surgery

with lower probability compared to quick-

pains, pains caused by herpes simplex virus

acting

infection,

opioids

after

the

doses

of

malignancies (14, 15). Hence, considering

analgesics as bolus. On the other hand, slow

the possibility of undesirable analgesia due

onset of morphine effect may increase the

to morphine prescription and the associated

prescription of different doses which may

complications, and also similar to the

result in drug toxicity. The main side effects

analgesic effects of lidocaine with lower

of morphine are nausea, severe drowsiness,

complications, it seems that lidocaine can be

increased breathing rate and blood pressure

used as an analgesic drug to manage acute

drop. By increasing the dose of morphine,

pains

the effectiveness decreases due to drug

Therefore, the current study aimed to asess

tolerance (10-13). Using morphine solely

the effect of intravenous (IV) lidocaine, as

cannot cause pain relief and physicians look

an alternative for morphine, to create

for co-administration of morphine with other

optimal

agents with different mechanisms.

complications in patients with limb fracture.

administration

and
of

also

common

in

headache

patients

analgesia

and

with

neurological

limb

with

fracture.

decreased
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Materials and methods
The

current

randomized

double-blind

registered in Iranian Registry of Clinical

clinical trial aimed to compare the effect of

Trial (IRCT) with registration number

IV lidocaine and IV morphine to manage

IRCT2016060828342N1.

acute pain in patients with limb fracture

signed the informed written consent and

referring to the emergency wards of a

confident about confidentiality details of the

hospital in Iran. The study was approved in

patients. The study procedure is illustrated

the ethics committee of Iran University of

in

All

subjects

Figure

1.

medical sciences. This study was also
The study population included all patients

of interest to sign the informed consent to

aged 18-65 years referred to the emergency

participate in the study. Patients were

wards of hospital following the limb

assured regarding the employment of

fracture; sampling was continued up to

standard methods and participation in the

completing the sample size of the study.

study did not interfere with the common

Since sampling from all patients was not

treatment procedure.

possible due to different reasons, patients
with the following criteria were excluded
from the study: sensitivity to lidocaine and
morphine, having renal, liver and
cardiovascular (ischemic heart diseases and
arrhythmia) disorders, being illiterate, lack

The sample size was 96 subjects based on
the study by Soleimanpour et al. (15),
considering the power test of 80% and error
of 5%. The subjects were randomly divided
into the two groups of 48. The single doses
of 1.5 mg/kg lidocaine and 1 mg/kg

of consciousness and speech ability and lack
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morphine were administered to the subjects

symptoms and drug side effects were

in groups 1 and 2, respectively.

evaluated at 5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes of the

To inject lidocaine and morphine similar
syringes were used; a 10 mL of morphine

injection and the results with the drug code
were recorded in the checklists.

solution and a 200 mg of 2% lidocaine (20

Data were analyzed using SPSS ver. 21. To

mg/mL lidocaine solution). The code and

compare the quantitative variables between

administered dose of drug was recorded on

the groups, the independent T-test and its

each syringe. The injection was done by a

non-parametric equivalent, and the Mann-

person who was unaware of the content of

Whitney test were used. To compare the

syringes and study groups. To consider the

qualitative variables between the groups,

ethical principles in the current research, if

Chi-square and the Fisher exact tests were

other methods were used to relieve the pain

used. To compare the quantitative variables

in a subject and/or there was a case of

between the groups shortly before and after

subject exchange between the groups, the

the study (evaluating the significance of the

results were evaluated separately.

changes), the paired T-test and its non-

The drug administration was monitored and

parametric equivalent were used.

the vital signs, pain score and other

Results
Table 1 shows the comparison between the

both groups. The mean age of the subjects in

demographic personal data of the subjects in

morphine and lidocaine receiver groups
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were 35.65±12.23 and 35.02±11.77 years,

interval in morphine and lidocaine receiver

respectively;

groups

there

was

no

significant

(P=

0.0001

and

P=

0.0001,

difference between the groups regarding the

respectively). Significant differences were

age (P= 0.799). Also there were no

observed in the minutes 15and 30 of the

significant differences between the groups

study between the groups (P = 0.001 and

regarding the body mass index (BMI) (P=

P=0.001, respectively).

0.833), gender (P= 0.486) and fracture site
(P = 0.623).
The

results

There was a significant difference regarding
the mean of systolic blood pressure in the

of

evaluating

parameters

studied time intervals in morphine and

affected by lidocaine and morphine injection

lidocaine receiver groups (P = 0.0001 and P

are illustrated in Figure 2. Accordingly,

= 0.0001, respectively); the difference was

there was a significant difference regarding

significant in the same regard between the

the mean of respiratory rate (breaths/minute)

groups (P = 0.0001). The significant

in the studied time intervalin morphine and

difference was observed regarding the mean

lidocaine receiver groups (P =0.0001 and P

of systolic blood pressure in the minutes 0

= 0.0001, respectively), but no significant

and 30 between the groups (P = 0.007 and P

difference was observed regarding the

= 0.0001, respectively).

respiratory rate (breaths/minute) in the
studied time interval between the groups (P=
0.167).

There

was

no

insignificant

difference

regarding the diastolic blood pressure in the
studied time interval in the morphine

A significant difference was found in the

receiver group (P= 0.216), but a significant

heart rate (beats/minute) in the studied time

difference was observed in the studied time
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interval in the lidocaine receiver group (P =

intervals between the groups (P = 0.0001, P

0.0001). There was also a significant

= 0.001 and P = 0.0001).

difference regarding the same factor in the
minutes 0, 5 and 30 between the groups (P =
0.0001, P = 0.02 and P= 0.002).

Totally, 30 subjects showed no signs of drug
side effects which 28 out of them were from
lidocaine receiver group. The main side

A significant difference was observed

effects in the morphine receiver group were

regarding the pain severity based on the

drowsiness (39.6%), nausea and vomiting

visual analogue scale (VAS) between the

(37.5%), and in the lidocaine receiver group

studied time intervals in the morphine and

the main side effect was nausea and

lidocaine receiver groups (P = 0.0001 and

vomiting (33.3%). More than half of the

P= 0.0001, respectively). Also, there was a

lidocaine receiver subjects showed no sign

significant difference in the same regard in

of drug side effects. There was a significant

the minutes 5, 10 and 30 of the studied time

difference regarding the frequency of drug
side effects between the groups (P< 0.0001).

Discussion
The current study aimed at assess the effect

significant difference regarding the mean of

of lidocaine, as an alternative to morphine,

pain severity based on VAS in the studied

on patients with limb fracture to create

time interval in the morphine and lidocaine

optimal analgesia and decrease drug side

receiver groups.

effects. Results of the study showed
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Lidocaine applies the analgesic effects

Statistical

through the following mechanisms: blocking

differences regarding the mean of pain

sodium channels and probably suppression

severity in the minutes 5, 10 and 30 of the

of

G-protein

studied time interval and the mean of pain

receptors, which controls anatomic impulses

severity was lower among the subjects who

in the dorsal horn and damaged peripheral

received lidocaine compared to that of the

nerves. Lidocaine makes changes in the

ones who received morphine. In the study by

sympathetic rhythm of smooth muscles

Soleimanpour et al. (2012) conducted in

through the reduction of crossing the

Tabriz, Iran, the pain score in the lidocaine

afferent

Wenderoth

receiver group was significantly lower than

(2013) showed that patients who received

that of morphine receiver group (15). Hence,

lidocaine experienced longer and more

it can be said that compared to morphine,

desirable analgesia (18). In another study,

lidocaine has more analgesic effects on the

Patanwala et al. reported that patients who

patients with limb fracture.

N-methyl-D-aspartate

pathways

and

(16-18).

underwent surgery and received lidocaine
experienced longer and more desirable
analgesia compared to the ones who
received morphine (19). According to the
study by Lin et al., patients with brain
trauma

also

showed

more

desirable

analgesia through receiving lidocaine (20).

analyses

showed

significant

Subjects who received lidocaine had higher
levels of systolic blood pressure in different
time intervals compared to the ones who
received

morphine.

This

result

was

consistent with that of the Soleimanpour et
al. (15), but inconsistent with the results of
Lin et al., which reported that lidocaine and
morphine both had the same effects on the
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decrease of systolic blood pressure (20).

than those of the patients who received

These different results may be derived from

morphine. Lidocaine induces its effects over

different study population, pain severity,

the time and decreases systolic and diastolic

type and pattern of the pain, administered

blood

doses

affecting

morphine. Meanwhile, morphine has low

mechanisms of the two drugs on relieving

effects on blood pressure changes (Figure

the pain.

2).

The level of diastolic blood pressure

There was a significant difference regarding

reduction was different in the groups; a

the mean of respiratory rate (breaths/minute)

significant different was observed between

in the studied time interval in the lidocaine

the minutes 1, 5 and 30 of the study time

receiver group. Lidocaine decreased the

interval, in favor of lidocaine receiver group.

respiratory rate more than morphine in the

Results

by

minutes 0 to 30 of the study time interval

Moharari et al. (2008) in Tehran, and

which was consistent with the results of

Soleimanpour et al. (2012) in Tabriz showed

other studies (15, 22).

and

of

also

the

different

studies

conducted

that the effect of lidocaine on the reduction
of diastolic blood pressure was more than
that of morphine, which was consistent with
the results of the current study. At the
beginning of the treatment, the level of
systolic and diastolic blood pressures in the
patients who received lidocaine was higher

pressures

more,

compared

to

One of the most important results of the
study was that the side effects observed in
95.8% of morphine receivers and 41.7% of
the lidocaine receivers. It means that
lidocaine receivers faced lower drug side
effects. The type of drug side effects is
different in the studies. For example, in the
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study by Soleimanpour et al. (2012), the

compared to morphine, IV lidocaine may

drowsiness was the most frequent side effect

have more desirable analgesic effects and

of lidocaine, but the prevalence of side

lower side effects. Lidocaine is a low cost

effects was generally lower among lidocaine

drug with low temporary side effects and

receivers (15). Hames et al. also indicated

short half-life of 2.5-3 hours (24); also, it

the lower side effects of lidocaine compared

promptly

to morphine (23).

Therefore, IV lidocaine can be considered a

Due to the side effects and therapeutic
window for these two drugs, different doses

responds

to

the

treatment.

safer drug to control acute pains in the
patients with limb fracture.

should be used for different people; in other

The key limitations of the study were short

words, lidocaine has lower limitations with

time and limited resource to involving the

increasing doses, but increasing the dose of

high number patients in the study and

morphine may cause side effects and

unwillingness

toxicity. However, considering some side

participating in the study.

of

some

patients

to

effects of the drugs it can be said that
Conclusions
The current study showed that IV lidocaine

be considered as a likely choice to relieve

has lower side effects and more desirable

pain and cause optimal analgesia in the

analgesic results to relieve the pains of limb

traumatic patients with limb fracture in the

fracture. Also, most of the vital signs had

emergency ward of hospitals.

better statuses in lidocaine receivers. The
current study suggests that IV lidocaine can
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Patients referred to the emergency ward with
acute pain caused by limb fracture and the early
examinations were done

The exclusion criteria: sensitivity to lidocaine and
morphine, having renal, liver and cardiovascular
(ischemic heart diseases and arrhythmia)
disorders, being illiterate, lack of consciousness
and speech ability and lack of interest to sign the
informed consent to participate in the study

96 patients were selected based on the
statistical calculations

Assignment of randomized
double-blind trial

Group 1 with 48 subjects

Injection of 1.5 mg/kg
lidocaine

Group 2 with 48 subjects

Injection of 1 mg/kg morphine

Monitoring and recording vital signs, pain score, other drug symptoms and side
effects in the minutes 5, 10, 15 and 30 of the study

Figure 1. Study Procedure
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Table 1. Comparing the Groups of the Study Based on Demographic Variables and Fracture Site
Variable

Group 1; Morphine Receivers
Mean ± SD

Group 2; Lidocaine P-value
Receivers
Mean ± SD

Age (year)
*BMI

35.65±12.23
25.4±3.25
Frequency (%)

35.02±11.77
25.55±3.61
Frequency (%)

0.779
0.833
P-value

42 (87.5)
6(12.5)

45 (93.8)
3 (6.2)

0.486

17 (14.6)
12 (25)
12 (25)

11 (22.9)
9 (18.8)
14 (29.2)

0.623

Gender
Male
Female
Fractures site
Right upper extremity
Right lower extremity
Left lower extremity
*BMI, body mass index

Figure 2. Comparison change of VAS, blood pressure, breathing rate and heart rate between morphine and lidocaine
received groups duration time interval (minute 0, 5, 10, 15, 30)
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Figure 3. Evaluating the frequency distribution of different drug side effects in the morphine and
lidocaine receiver groups
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Introduction:

With respect to the growing elderly population, the need for attention to their quality
of life (QOL) increases. Two of the factors affecting their quality of life (QOL) are spiritual well-being and
social dignity. This study was carried out with the objective of evaluating the relationship between
spiritual well-being,

Materials and Methods: One hundred fifty elderly patients with cardiovascular disease who were
admitted to the only cardiac center in Ilam were evaluated in the present descriptive analytical research.
The tools used included the Ellison and Paloutzian spiritual health questionnaires, the social dignity
questionnaire for heart patients, and the sf-36 Quality of Life Questionnaire. Data were analyzed using
descriptive & inferential statistics.

Results: The findings showed that most of the participants had moderate spiritual health, moderate
social dignity, and a fairly good QOL. Patients’ social dignity improved by improving their spiritual health
and their QOL. Also, the elderly men had better spiritual health, social dignity, and QOL than did the
elderly women.

Conclusion: With respect to the effects of social dignity and spiritual health on the QOL of patients
with cardiovascular disease, interventions to improve their spiritual health and social dignity in order to
increase their QOL are recommended.

Keywords: Spiritual health, social dignity, quality of life, Elder, heart disease
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Introduction:
For decades, one’s state of health was
based on physical, mental, and social
aspects. Suggestions about including
spiritual health into the concept of health
added a new aspect of individual and group
life for healthcare experts (1). In fact,
spiritual health is the newest aspect of
health which has been placed next to other
aspects of health (2). Some even believe
that other aspects of health are not
sufficient for enjoying perfect health
without also incorporating spiritual health,
and therefore, it is impossible to have a
good quality of life (QOL) without spiritual
health (3).Several studies have shown the
connection between body, mind, and spirit;
and the effect of one’s beliefs and desires
on one’s physical health (4-7).
Health is a holistic concept, which includes
physical, social, cultural, emotional,
intellectual, spiritual, mystical, esoteric,
communicational, and cognitive aspects.
Spiritual health is a less understood concept
among these mentioned aspects, and there
are more challenges facing it (8).Spiritual
health is neither limited to the effects of
prayer nor psychological states on recovery,
nor is it about replacing conventional
medical treatment or medicine (1). It can be
said that spiritual health is an important
aspect of human health and palliative care
that provides coordination and integration
between internal forces, and it is
characterized by stability in life, peace,
balance, and harmony; as well as intimacy
with self, God, society, and the
environment (9). Religious practices may

not treat a patient but they can help a
person feel good, prevent health problems,
and cope with disease and death (10).
Another essential component of specialized
palliative care is respecting the dignity and
rights of other people regardless of
nationality, race, religion, color, age,
gender, socioeconomic status, or political
beliefs (11). Social dignity for patients
includes their social concerns and social
connections that can strengthen or weaken
their dignity (12, 13). Identification and
promotion of a patient’s dignity can lead to
patient satisfaction, confidence in their
care, a reduced length of hospitalization,
and improved patient health outcomes. On
the other hand, reducing a patient's dignity
can undermine the physical and mental
aspects of the patient's health (14, 15). One
of the diseases that reduce spiritual health
and social dignity are heart diseases (16).
Heart diseases are considered the common
chronic illness and the greatest cause of
death among adults; and heart failure is
known as the common final pathway of all
cardiac disorders (17).Heart failure leads to
many symptoms, such as shortness of
breath, dizziness, angina pectoris, edema,
and ascites. These symptoms lead to
decreasing activities and changes in the
patient's lifestyle that affect their
satisfaction and QOL (18). The association
of disability in elderly individuals with heart
diseases leads to negative consequences as
shown in several studies which reported
that older people have a poor QOL. The
objective of this study was to determine the
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relationship between spiritual health, social
dignity, and QOL in elderly patients with
cardiovascular disease in Ilam with respect

to growing trend of elderly population as
well as the importance of cardiovascular
disease.

Materials and methods:
One hundred fifty elderly patients with
cardiovascular disease who were admitted
to the only cardiac center in Ilam were
evaluated in this descriptive analytical
research in 2015 years. Inclusion criteria
included being Muslim, being older than 65
years, having the ability to speak, having a
cardiovascular disease (heart failure,
hypertension, acute coronary syndrome,
myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, or
pericarditis), living in Ilam, and gave
informed consent to participate in the
study.
Tools used included the Ellison and
Paloutzian spiritual health questionnaires
(19-21), the social dignity questionnaire for
heart patients (16) and the sf-36 QOL
Questionnaire (22, 23). Paloutzian and
Allison "spiritual well-being" with 20
questions, and the scoring was based on a
6-point Likert scale ranging from
"completely disagree" to "completely
agree". Negative questions were reversescored. The spiritual wellbeing score (20120) was classified into three levels: high
(100- 120), medium (41-99), and low (2040). The content validity of the
questionnaire was determined by the
Hossein Bagheri and its reliability was
processed (r= 0.99, a=0.97) (19-21). The
Social dignity questionnaire has 77
questions related to communication and

support (family relationships and support,
social relationships and support, and
relationship and support from the health
care providers) and feeling like a burden to
others (physically-psychologically-socially,
economically). This questionnaire was
based on a 6-point Likert scale (completely
agree, agree, relatively agree, relatively
disagree, disagree, or completely disagree)
and the range of scores in each phrase
varies from 1 to 6. Most items score one for
completely disagree and six for completely
agree, and only items 7-9, 13, 15, 17, 34-31,
40, 53-50, 59, 62, and 69-77 were reversescored. The overall score for the
questionnaire is the average of the item
scores with higher scores showing greater
social dignity (16). The SF-36 index has 36
questions
and
eight
health-related
subscales related that measure quality of
life factors. Each question has at least 2 and
at most 6 options, and the score for each
section or sub-scale ranges from zero to 100
with a higher score indicating a better QOL.
QOL was classified as desirable (71-100),
relatively desirable (31-70), or undesirable
(0-30) (22, 23).
Participants were recruited from the CCU &
Post-CCU wards in Shahid Mostafa
Khomeini Hospital in Ilam, the specialized
center for cardiology on a daily basis by
identifying the cardiovascular failure
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patients who were eligible and willing to
participate in the study. Permission was
first obtained from the Research Ethics
Council in Ilam’s University of Medical
Sciences (with
code
958030/81and
41.ir.medilam.rec.1395) and from the
hospital administration. In addition, Also,
the objectives and methods was explained
to each participant, informed consent was
obtained from patients to participate in the
research, and was committed to the

provisions of the Helsinki Declaration at all
stages of research.
SPSS statistical software (version 16) was
used to analyze the data. Data were
described using frequency distribution
tables, mean, standard deviation, and a ttest for independent groups and ANOVA
test were used for data analysis. The
significance level in this study was
considered to be less than 0.05.

Results
The table 1 shows the distribution of mean
and SD related to spiritual health, QOL.
The result showed implies that there is a
statistically significant relationship between
spiritual health and all aspects of social
dignity in cardiac patients and that
increased social dignity increases spiritual

health (P<0.05). There is also a statistically
significant relationship between quality of
life and all aspects of the social dignity
questionnaire except feeling supported by
health care providers, being an economic
burden, and the general feeling of being a
burden (P<0.05).
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Table 1: The distribution of mean and SD related to spiritual health, QOL, and social dignity of elderly people in
terms of demographics
Variable

categories

Gender

Man

percent) (
number
84 )56(

Female
p-value
education

illiterate
Diploma or under diploma
Collegiate
p-value

income

Less than 3Million
Between 3 and 5 million
More than 5 million

job

p-value
Working

66 )44(

99 )66(
)26.7(
40
11 )7.3(
)67.3(
101
30 )20(
)12.7(
19
)85.3(
128
)14.7(
22

Unemployed
p-value
Any chronic
disease
History of
hospitalization

36 )24(
114 )76(

yes
no
p-value
No admission
1 - 2 times
3 - 4 times
> 4 times
p-value

36 )24(

Heart failure
Type of disease

)23.3(
35
54 )36(
)28.7(
43
18 )12(

High blood pressure
Acute Coronary Syndrome
Myocardial infarction
Angina

)31.3(
47
)18.7(
28
)15.3(
23
)10.7(
16

p-value

Spiritual well-being
(Mean ± SD)

quality of life
(Mean ± SD)

Social dignity
(Mean ± SD)

107.02±11.12

55.95±6.69

3.80±1.04

85.22±21.98
0.001
99.27±19.05
89.67±20.19

46.95±9.26
0.001
55.12±8.98
50.04±9.24

3.10±0.94
0.001
3.58±0.94
3.14±1.21

109.1±8.68
0.004
96.25±19.28

57.88±7.20
0.03
52.13±9.33

4.07±1.1
0.01
3.48±1.09

93.32±24.25
110.12±8.49

50.47±9.71
53.66±6.34

3.52±1.04
3.54±0.89

0.009
82.27±21.27

0.47
48.06±8.47

0.96
3.2±0.53

100.03±18.57

52.66±9.04

3.55±1.11

0.001
112.25±7.26
92.75±18.97
0.001
103.28±16.19

0.02
58.88±8.84
49.81±8.04
0.001
54.44±7.61

0.14
4.31±0.94
3.24±0.96
0.001
3.69±0.98

103.24±16.29
91.74±23.11

55.22±8.59
49.77±9.42

3.71±1.09
3.48±0.98

82.22±11.65
0.001
110.58±8.75

42.84±3.31
0.001
56.68±8.29

2.53±0.69
0.001
4.01±1.05

101.80±10.91

55.42±6.77

3.41±0.94

95.14±20.37

51.90±9.18

3.69±1.32

83.26±18.72

44.25±6.10

2.95±0.68

79.37±21.36

42.67±6.16

3.07±0.78

0.001

0.001

0.001

Discussion
The results showed that most of the elderly
patients with cardiovascular diseases in
Ilam had a high level of spiritual health,
similar to the previous research about older

adults (12, 13, 24-26) and heart disease
patients (27, 28). The current results are
consistent to the results obtained by Elahe
Bakhsian Farsiani and her colleagues, which
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indicate a higher score on physical health
than religious health for cancer patients,
(29) but these results are inconsistent with
the result of Reazaie et al, which indicated a
higher score for religious health than
physical health in cancer patients (24).
Findings of the present study showed a
statistically significant relationship between
demographic characteristics and spiritual
health. Statistically significant relationships
have been observed in different studies
between age, gender, and marital status
and spiritual health, similar to the results of
this study (13, 24, 30, and 31). In fact,
religion and spirituality have been
important sources of strength and support
in all stages of life and help with crises and
stressful situations (8). Religion and
spirituality are important for a lot of
individuals, and it is more important for
elderly individuals than young individuals
(11, 32).

with earlier results (25, 33, and 34). There
was a significant relationship between QOL
and demographic characteristics such as
gender,
education,
history
of
hospitalization, and type of heart disease,
but there was no significant relationship
between QOL and income. In a study of
Nabavi et al on elderly people; age, gender,
marital status, occupation, and education
level were among the factors which
affected QOL (35). In a study by Jadidi et al,
significant relationship between QOL and
marital status was reported, but no
significant relationship was reported
between other demographic characteristics,
such as age and education, and QOL.
Differences between the year of the
research and population sample may be
among the reasons for the difference in the
results of this study and previous studies on
elderly patients with cardiovascular
diseases.

Most elderly people in the present study
had an average QOL which is consistent
There was a significant relationship
between social dignity and all demographic
characteristics, except job and income level,
which is consistent with the result of
different studies that show age, gender, and
education affects social dignity in patients
with heart disease (16). This findings also
showed that most elderly patients with
cardiovascular diseases had average social
dignity. We can refer to the research of
Kokino et al (36) that evaluated the extent
of threat to social dignity in patients in four
physical,
psychological,
social
and

existential aspects where the dignity of
patients was at a low level and was
threatened. The population samples can be
among the reasons for different results of
the present study and the study of Kokino
et al, since elderly patients with
cardiovascular disease were evaluated in
the present study but Kokino et al (36)
evaluated patients with end-stage cancer.
Also, elderly people in the present study
may have more social dignity and respect
due to the Islamic and Iranian culture.
Another point is that different aspects of a
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patient’s dignity in the study of Kokino et al
are physical, psychological, social, and
existential aspects but the aspects of social
dignity questionnaire in the present study
are two aspects of communication and
support (relation and support in family,
relation and support in society, relation and
support of health care providers) and being
burden
to
others
(physicallypsychologically-socially, economically) and
all of these factors are considered as factors
affecting the difference between the results
of this study and previous studies.
There was a relationship between QOL and
spiritual health in the present study. Other
studies also reported of relationship
between spiritual health and QOL in various
diseases. These studies include the study of
Finkelestine et al on patients with renal
failure (37), study of Bussing et al (2007) on
cancer patients (38), study of ElaheBakhsian
et al on patients with multiple sclerosis (29),
study of Jadidi et al on elderly people (39),
study of Finocchiaro et al on adults with
paraplegia (40), the study of Jafaret et al on
women with cancer (41), study of Catherine
on people with a spinal cord injury (42),
study of Mehrabi et al on infertile women
(43), study of Jahani et al on patients with
coronary artery disease (44), and study by
Salsman et al on patients with colorectal
cancer, (45) all of which are consistent with
the results of this study. In fact, spirituality
leads to relaxation and anxiety relief during
hard and lonely times. In addition, religion
and spirituality lead to hope and support in
elderly patients with cardiovascular disease
in difficult conditions (46).

Findings of the present study showed that
there was a relationship between QOL and
social dignity in the way that elderly people
who had higher social dignity had a higher
QOL. In the study of Sandes et al, social
connections and supports were influential
in the feeling of wellbeing in patients with
heart failure, but if this supportive
relationship did not exist, they felt like a
burden to others (47). Based on the opinion
of Falk et al, patients with heart failure tend
to have the same connections and friends
as they had before their illness and tend to
maintain their values and be treated as a
complete person and not a patient (48).
Results of studies have shown that
strengthening social dignity has positive
effects on the dignity of patients (36, 49,
and 50) which are in line with the results of
this study.
With respect to the effect of social dignity
and spiritual health on the QOL of patients
with cardiovascular disease, interventions
in order to improve their spiritual health
and social dignity in order to increase their
QOL are recommended.
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Abstract
Genetic factors and numerous polymorphisms were related to breast cancer.
Breast cancer induce of multiple genetic or epigenetic molecular. SNPs was main to differentiation liability in
breast cancer. The present study aimed at investigating the association of SNPs of two genes, MAP3K1
(mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase1) and LSP1 (lymphocyte-specific protein 1) with possibility
of breast cancer in Iranian women.
Two polymorphic variants are association with breast cancer, rs889312 in Chromosome 5and rs3717198 in
Chromosome 11.
Firstly, we assessed these polymorphisms included 126 breast cancer and 160 controls of peripheral blood for
DNA extraction and then using Tetra-Primer ARMS –PCR technique. On the other side were histochemical
pathology test as HER2- , HER2+, ER-, ER+, PR- and PR+ upon breast tumor tissue.
In the current study, LSP1 CT gene polymorphism of SNP variants had statistically significant association
with breast cancer (41.26%)frequency, Odd Ratio; 3.466, CI; 0.202 - 4.733, P value; 0.001* * *).On the other
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hands, number of total test histochemical in MAP3K1 AC and then LSP1TT were highest positive in HER2- ,
HER2+, ER-, ER+, PR- and PR+.
Keywords: LSP1, MAP3K1 gene, polymorphism, breast cancer.

INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the high rates of cancer in women

polymorphism with the risk of breast cancer [5,3,7]

[1].it is a polyfactorial disease such as inner and outer and other studies have failed any association [8,9].
factors [2]. MAP3K1 are members of signaling
pathway and was known from GWAS of breast cancer
genes. LSP1, encodes an intracellular F-actin binding

Current study, is the ﬁrst time, to examination of
relation LSP1 (rs3817198) and MAP3K1 (rs889312)
gene to risk of Breast cancer in Iranian population.

protein adhesion to fibrinogen matrix proteins, and
trans endothelial migration [3, 4]. The relationship
between the LSP1 rs3817198 T > C polymorphism and
breast cancer risk were investigated, but will need to

Rs3817198 in European populations showed a strongly
relations to estrogen-positive than negative.
The MAP3K1 gene, codes serine/threonine protein

outworks. To this time, several study have assessed to kinase, and then it stimulates the JNK pathway.
play of LSP1 and MAP3K1 genotypes in breast cancer The rs889312-C allele showed a risk factor of breast
progress by rs3817198 and rs889312.
We look at LSP1 and MAP3K1 variants, breast tumor
hormone in our population sample.

cancer in European and Asian, and not any in Africans
populations.
Finally, it’s possible a low-risk not only stimulate of
emerging breast cancer but also guidance tumor

Several publications have reported a significant

characteristics carcinoma.

association of the LSP1 rs3817198 T > C
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LSP1 (rs3817198)

bp

F- inner

ACCTGAATCCAGATTCAAACTCGCC

C

250

R- inner

CGGGCTGACTCTAGTGAAATGATCA

T

362

F- outer

CTCTCACCTGACCTCTTGGTCTCCTTT

R- outer

AGTAGGACCTAAGTTCCTGCCCCTCTAT

562

MAP3K1(rs889312)
F- inner

ATGCCCGGTACAGGAGAAAAGA

A

261

R- inner

AACTGATTTGCCATCTCTGTAATTGCACGTG

C

183

F- outer

TCAATTACATGTCACTCCAATGCAAATC

R- outer

TTCTTTGGCTTCAAAGATTTCCTCTTTT

392

Table 1. Internal primers and external by Tetra-Primer ARMS –PCR technique.

SNP

MAP3K1(rs889312)

LSP1 (rs3817198)

Genotyp
e

Controls
(n=160)

%

Cases, overall
(n=126)

%

CC

22

(13.75%)

35

(27.77%)

AC

84

(52.5%)

65

(51.58%)

AA

54

(33.75%)

26

(20.63%)

TT

9

(5.625%)

46

(36.50%)

CT

118

(73.75%)

52

(41.26%)

CC

33

(20.625%)

28

(22.22%)

Table 2: MAP3K1 and LSP1 genotype frequencies [n (%)] for cases and control
SNP

Genotype

OR

95% CL

P value

CC

0.019

0.037-0.198

0.38

AC

0.14

0.021-0.42

0.09

AA

1.086

0.040 - 0.198

0.026

TT

1.321

0.172 - 0.446

0.108

CT

3.466

0.202 - 4.733

0.001* * *

CC

0.042

0.021-0.092

0.17

MAP3K1(rs889312)

LSP1 (rs3817198)

Table 3: Comparison between genotypes MAP3K1 and LSP1, odds ratio and p value, showed that P ***=P<=0.001, **=P<=0.05
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MAP3K1(rs889312)

ER+

ER-

PR+

PR-

HER2+

HER2-

total

AA

2

2

2

2

4

-

12

AC

24

6

24

6

11

20

91

CC

17

-

17

-

5

10

49

CC

9

-

9

-

-

9

27

CT

16

5

16

5

9

12

63

TT

19

5

19

5

9

15

72

LSP1 (rs3817198)

Table 4: Test histochemical in MAP3K1 AC and then LSP1TT were highest positive in HER2- , HER2+, ER-, ER+, PR- and PR+
tumor.

140
120

Frequency

100
80
60

Controls (n=160)
Cases, overall (n=126)

40
20
0
CC

AC
MAP3K1(rs889312)

AA

TT

CT

CC

LSP1 (rs3817198)
Genotype

Graph 1: Column Chart genotype frequencies [n (%)] for cases and control: Analyses of 126 affected women and 160
controls: LSP1 (rs3817198) ;( TT, CT and CC) and MAP3K1 (rs889312) ;( AA, CC and AC).
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LSP1 TT

LSP1 CT

HER2-

Genotype

HER2+
PR-

LSP1 CC

PR+
ERER+
MAP3K3CC

MAP3K3AC

MAP3K3AA
0

5

10

15

20

25

Number of Test

Graph 2: Column Chart Test histochemical Tumor; in MAP3K1 AC and then LSP1TT were highest positive in HER2- , HER2+, ER-,
ER+, PR- and PR+ tumor.

Materials and Methods
A) Patients data:

In this study 126 patients Carcinoma Breast Cancer in Clinical Laboratory data included age, cancer type,
grade 4 and 160 controls patients of the Khas Medical grade of tumor, lymph node, and family background.
The blood and tissue tumor were collects from two
Center and HAZRAT RASOUL MEDICAL COMPLEX,
TEHRAN, Iran were conducted for the genotyped for groups. DNA Extracted of peripheral blood using
FelxiGene Qiagen Germany extraction kit working on
IGF1 in ages 30-60 years.
LSP1 (rs3817198) and MAP3K1 (rs889312) SNPs.
This study was agreed by the Ethical Committee of
Islamic Azad University from samples rights.

B) Genotyping
To design primers, an internal with external with
different lengths for SNPs type. SNPs was examined
by Tetra-Primer ARMS –PCR technique. (Table 1)

The genotypes of this polymorphisms in Patient and
control groups were analyses by p value, Frequency
and odd ratio tests by Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

Results
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The intention of the present study relationship MAP3K 4). That it’s opposite to has been significant LSP1 CT.
and LSP1 to risk of Breast cancer, Because It study
(Table 4, Graph 2). It is possible that a low-risk allele
was for first time upon our population.
not only influences the chance of developing breast
We considered the joint effects of MAP3K1 and LSP1 cancer but also influences tumor characteristics such as
genotypes and hormone-related breast cancer risk
breast carcinoma. There was a significant between
factors. (Tables 4, 3 and Graph 1). However, we report LSP1 CT polymorphism and breast cancer risk
statistically significant associations of MAP3K1 AC (41.26%) frequency, Odd Ratio; 3.466, CI; 0.202 and LSP1 TT genotypes in ER+, PR+ tumors (Table 4.733, P value; 0.001* * *) (Table 2, 3 and Graph 1)

Discussion
we previously studied association FGFR2 to
MAP3K1 AC and LSP1 TT genotypes were
carcinoma breast [15] and so now we observed an
significantly associated with breast cancer
increased risk with the LSP1 rs3817198. On the other
in EA only in estrogen receptor-positive (ER1),
hands Timothy R. Rebbeck in 2009 reported that
progesterone receptor-positive (PR1) tumors
Finally, we observed a significant interaction between mutations in FGFR2 or MAP3K are associated with
LSP1 in CT but not TT women. These results approve HER2 positive tumor [16], that, in current study no
that LSP1 CT was mediate in breast cancer liability butfind any associated with HER2.
NOT any effects to ER and PR tumors.
Polymorphisms in the LSP1 gene may perhaps lead to Therefore, MAP3K1 and LSP1 spatially LSP1 CT,
associate to risk of breast cancer but not any depended
expression protein of signaling pathways, thus
to hormonal ER, PR and HER2.
reducing breast cancer liability [10,11, 12].
So, there are a potential of LSP1 TT to developing
Our results propose that the LSP1 rs3817198 TC
Breast Carcinoma.
polymorphism is a risk factor for breast cancer.
Chen MB in 2011 considered the relationship between
Acknowledgement:
the LSP1 rs3817198 TC polymorphism and breast
cancer risk [7].
A number of new studies BY Butt S in 2012, Campa D We would like to thank the all patients for their
in 2011, and Long J in 2010 were also resulted similar kind collaborations in our projects, the Islamic
in our research [6,9,14]. Long J in 2010 discovered in Azad University for supporting of this Research.
Asian and Caucasian population a high risk of breast
cancer with the LSP1 rs3817198 TC [14].
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Abstract
Background and Object: Subcutaneous enoxaparin injection very often leads to various reaction such as
bruising and pain in the injection site. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the effect of local cold
application on occurrence of bruising and pain on injection site resulting from enoxaparin sodium injection in
patients.
Investigation method: The method employed in this study is clinical trial for which 100 hospitalized patients
in the Coronary Care Unit of Ayatollah Roohani teaching hospital in Babol were selected through
convenience sampling. Patients in the study were divided into 5 groups (4 case groups and 1 control group).
Injections for control group were administered by standard procedure (i.e. 10-second injection without cold
application) for case groups local cold (ice and cold water compress) were applied 5 minutes before injection,
5 minutes before and after injection, 20 minutes after injection, and 5 minutes before and 20 minutes after
injection for which 10-second rule was observed. Data was collated using a researcher-made check list which
consisted of two sections: personal information and a section for recording bruising and pain intensity
measurements. Size of bruises were measure 24, 48 and 72 hours after injection using a transparent millimeter
ruler and pain intensity was measured using VAS visual scale which was done immediately after injection.
Descriptive and inferential tests (independent T test and Chi-squared test) of SPSS 16 were used to analyze
collected data.
Findings: The results indicated that there is a significant difference between control group and case groups in
pain intensity and width of bruise after 24, 48 and 72 hours after injections and this difference was more
noticeable for the case group which receive local cold application 5 minutes before and after injection.
Conclusion: The current study showed that cold application before and after subcutaneous enoxaparin sodium
injection helps reduce pain and bruise width in injection site.
Key words: enoxaparin sodium, pain, bruise, local cold, subcutaneous injection
Introduction
One of the essential skills and nursing intervention is received increasing attention (Dod A’een, 2013).
administering safe injection for patients. Injecting
Enoxaparin is used for treating various conditions and
anticoagulants, in particular, is one of common nursing diseases such as deep vein thrombosis (DVT) with or
intervention which are administered widely for treating without pulmonary embolism, preventing DVT in
thrombosis. Of all anticoagulants, injecting Lowabdominal surgeries, hip replacement surgery which in
molecular-weight heparins such as enoxaparin has
acute cases patients have very limited mobility,
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preventing unstable ischemic angina, myocardial
infarction, and treating myocardial infarction which is
treated medically and with the help of coronary
interventions through skin (Chan, 2001). Therefore,
enoxaparin is low-molecular-weight anticoagulant
with a long half-life which is made through
polymerization of heparin and is injected
subcutaneously. Some medicine such as heparin are
injected subcutaneously (Dehghani et al, 2012).

A similar study done be Dehaghani et al (2012)
showed that 30-second injection method reduces pain
in injection site significantly. Dod A’een et al (2013)
also found that enoxaparin injections administered in
30-second periods compared to 10-second injection
method cause less pain and bruising. Zaybak et al
(2008) investigated the effect of duration of
subcutaneous heparin injection in 50 conscious
patients over 20 years old who have been hospitalized
in neurology, orthopedics and cardiology units of a
This type of injection causes bruises and pain in
hospital. The findings indicated that pain intensity and
hospitalized patients. The pain from injection for long
duration of pain was significantly reduced when 30periods can cause fear of injection in patients and leads
second injection method was employed. However,
to their mistrust of nurses. Bruises in injections site
there was no different in these two variables between
creates some problems such as altering patients’ body
genders in two groups. Amanian (2013) found that
image and fewer available sites on their body for
applying cold prior to injection and warming up the
subsequent injection (Abdikour et al, 2011). Therefore,
injection site 12 hours after injection can help reduce
pain is an emotionally unpleasant experience which is
pain. In another study which compared the effect of
related to possible severe tissue damage (Correl, 2007)
Emla Cream and cold compress 5 minutes prior to
which can vary depending on pace of injection, type of
injection on pain intensity in enoxaparin injection,
medicine and amount of injected medicine (Chan,
Farnia (2014) found that both interventions were
2001). Medical practitioners believe that bruising and
effective in pain reduction. However, Rahmani
pain in subcutaneous injection sites is one of the main
Anaraki et al (2014) found that there was no
concerns among patients who need them for their
significant difference in bruise width between control
treatment (Dod A’een, 2013).
group and case group 24, 48 and 72 hours after
As members of medical team, administering safe and injection. Chenick (2004) also showed that there was
accurate injections is one nurses’ duties and they not no significant difference between two methods of
only need to be aware of side effects of medicine they injecting enoxaparin (i.e. 10-seond and 30-second
use they should also use suitable strategies based on methods) in terms of pain intensity.
scientific proof in order to reduce potential injuries.
Considering importance and necessity of prescribing
Therefore, various methods have been investigated
anticoagulants for various patients, inevitable effect of
including tactile pressure to injection site prior to
side effects of such medicines in patients’ cooperation
injection, apply cold to needle, injecting within a
in continuing treatment, a large number of previous
certain period of time, applying cold before injection
studies found contradictory results and mainly
and warming up the injection site after injection in
investigated various methods of reducing side effects
order to reduce such side effects (Lili, 2010). Early
of subcutaneous injections and few studies focused on
studies in this area have started in 1991 and have
amount of pain and bruising from enoxaparin
continued until now. One such study is that of Chan
injections and also the fact that previous studies on
which aimed to investigate the effect of duration of
investigating the duration of cold application have not
subcutaneous injection of heparin on pain intensity and
determined a standard period of time of applying cold
bruising in injection site. Pain intensity was measured
before or after injection and these studies have not
immediately after injection while bruising was
investigated the effect of cold application, which
measured 48 and 60 hours after injection. The findings
reduces blood flow in injections site, pain and bruising
of this study showed that pain intensity is low and size
resulted from injection.
of bruises is smaller when 30-second injection method
is applied (Chan, 2001).
Research methodology
This study was a clinical trial which consisted of five conducted in Ayatollah Rouhani teaching hospital in
groups (1 control group and 4 case group) of patients Babol in 2015. Patients of the study were selected
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through convenience sampling and random allocation disease in the first section of check list and
in various groups. Inclusion criteria consisted patients measurements of pain using VAS visual scale (ranging
under 65 and over 18 years of age who were not
from 0 to 100 milimeter) ranging from painless to very
pregnant or breastfeeding, received no injections 12 painful. Pain intensity was measured immediately after
hours prior to test and were completely conscious and injection using the visual scale of pain and 24, 48 and
were able to clearly describe their pain. They need not 72 hours later bruise width was measured and findings
to have any coagulation disorders and the amount of were compared. In order to measure bruise width, the
enoxaparin (6000 units) was the same for all of them. nurse assigned for measurement used a transparent
The number of sample group was decided to be 100, ruler and largest diameter of bruise width was
which was divided into 5 groups of 20 people, and was determined by millimeter. It is clear that patients who
determined based on statistics consultant and using the were reluctant to cooperate and/ or were discharged
formula for determining the size of sample population. earlier than 72 hours were excluded from the study.
Precision of pain intensity measurement based on
The researcher started sampling based on inclusion
visual scale, validity and reliability and sensitivity of
criteria and analyzed the side effects 24, 48 and 72
this measurement tool were confirmed by intense,
hours after injection. Injections for control group were
chronic and cancer-related pain in various studies
administered without intervention using standard
(Dehghani 2012). Giveh’ee quoted from Boonstra that
procedure in which injection was administered on left
level of validity of this scale is around 76 to 86 per
or rights side of the abdomen within 5 centimeters
cent and its reliability is estimated from 60 to 77 per
surrounding the navel on where 10-second method
cent (Giveh’ee). Data was analyzed using descriptive
without massaging after injection was applied. j
statistics (mean and standard deviation) and inferential
training was provided for the patients as not to
tests (T test and Chi-squared test) of SPSS 16 with
manipulate the injection site. Cold compress (ice and
significant level lower than p<0.05. It should be noted
water pack) were applied 5 minutes before injection,
that this study was conducted with a permit from
20 minutes before injection, 5 minutes before and after
Office of research with project number () and security
injection and 5 minutes before and 20 minutes after
section of the hospital and prior to carrying out the
injection in intervention groups 1 to 4 respectively.
study purpose of the study and its harmless nature was
Data related to injections were recorded in a
explained to all participants and their informed consent
researcher-made check list by researcher’s trained
was obtained.
colleague which consisted of age, gender, type of
Findings:
Based on the findings descriptive statistics, the
youngest participant was 26 years and the oldest was
65 years old. Average age of sample population was
54.66 and standard deviation was 8.603. Gender
distribution of participants was equal at 50 per cent.

and therefore there is no significant difference in 5
groups in terms of average age of participants (table 2)

ANOVA variance analysis was also used in order to
compare pain intensity in five groups of the study.
Findings show that there is a significant difference in
Based on the findings of Chi-squared test (600/3=2χ, pain intensity in 5 groups (F=2.255, Sig= 0.044). This
means that assuming zero which means equal level of
Sig= 0.463) it can be said that zero can be assumed
pain intensity in five groups is refuted and difference
meaning gender distribution in two groups is equal.
This means that there is no difference among the five in this variable is significant among five groups (tables
groups in terms of number of male and female patients 1 and 2).
and they are identical (table 1)
Findings of ANOVA variance analysis showed that
level of significance (Sig= 0.562) is higher than 0.05
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Table 1 - Descriptive statistics of pain intensity in 5 groups of the study
without
intervention
5 minutes before
injection
20 minutes after
injection
5 minutes before
and 20 minutes
after injection
5 minutes before
and 5 minutes
after injection

No.
20

minimum
0

maximum
4

mean
1/40

standard deviation
1/602

20

0

5

1/15

1/496

20

0

7

1/05

2/038

20

0

2

0/6

0/882

20

0

2

0/2

0/615

Table 2 – Items in ANOVA analysis test (differences in pain intensity in 5 groups)

between groups
within groups
total

sum of squares

degree of freedom

mean square

F

18/26
192/3
210/56

4
95
99

4/565
2/024

2/255

level of
significance
0/044

Using ANOVA variance analysis and with repeated minutes before and after injection) because level of
measurement of bruise width after 24, 48 and 72 hours significance is lower than 5 per cent. In other groups,
after injection a significant difference between bruise however, this difference is not significant (table 3 and
4).
width in group 2 (with cold application 5 minutes
before injection) and group 5 ( cold application 5
Table 3 – descriptive indexes of bruising after 24, 48 and 72 hours in each group
group

variable

No.

minimum

maximum

mean

without
intervention

bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time
bruising
time

20

0

20

4/25

standard
deviation
6/164

20

0

50

6/1

11/79

20

0

50

6/1

11/719

20

0

0

0

0

20

0

5

0/7

1/417

20

0

10

¼

2/722

20

0

5

0/6

1/569

20

0

5

0/75

1/517

20

0

50

3/75

11/428

20

0

4

0/2

0/894

20

0

10

0/55

2/355

20

0

15

1/05

3/363

20

0

5

1

1/622

20

0

10

2/55

3/332

5 minutes
before

20 minutes
after

5 minutes
before and 20
minutes after

5minutes
before and
after
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bruising
time

20

0

20

5/35

7/4

Table 4 – Items in GLM Repeated Measures Analysis of variance (GLMRM) for bruising after 24, 48 and 72
hours
group

source

without
intervention
5 minutes
before
20 minutes
after
5 minutes
before and 20
minutes after
5minutes
before and
after

bruising

bruising
bruising
bruising

GreenhouseGeisser
GreenhouseGeisser
GreenhouseGeisser
GreenhouseGeisser
GreenhouseGeisser

Type III Sum
of Squares
45/633

degree of
freedom
1

mean square

F

45/633

1/313

level of
significance
0/266

8/1

1/039

7/796

4/726

0/041

99/633

1/064

93/644

1/825

0/192

7/3

1/047

6/795

2/285

0/146

211/093

1/146

187/217

8/385

0/007

Discussion:
Findings of this study indicated that there is a
control group and intervention group was statistically
significant difference between two groups of men and significant. In general, it can be said that two case
women (t= 3.039, p<0.05). Based on the data on pain groups receiving cold application (i.e. one with cold
intensity in women (1.43) and men (0.42) in can be
application 5 minutes before and 20 minutes after
said that pain intensity in women is higher compared injection and the other with cold application 5 minutes
to men; however, there is no significance difference in before and 5 minutes after injection) equally
amount of bruising in two genders. Therefore, it can be experienced the lowest level of reported pain. These
concluded that women’s group have lower pain
findings are consistent with those of Kuzu et al (2001)
tolerance compare to men but bruising is not related to who investigated the effect of cold application on pain
gender.
intensity and bruising in injection site of subcutaneous
low-molecular-weight heparin in 63 patients. The
Findings of ANOVA variance analysis, used to
findings of their study done on 63 patients for whom 4
compare pain intensity in 5 groups, showed that there
different injection methods were used showed that
is a significant difference in average pain intensity in 5
applying cold before and after injection significantly
groups (F=2.25 , sig= 0.004). Pain intensity in control
reduces pain in injection site. It seems that the reason
group was by far the highest. These findings are
for contradicting results of the two studies mentioned
consistent with those of Rahmani et al (2014).
above is in the use of cold compress before and after
injections which resulted in longer painless experience.
In their study, titled “Effect of Local Cold and
Subcutaneous Enoxaparin Sodium Duration on Pain Therefore, current study confirms this by using both
Intensity and Bruise at the Injection Site”, Rahmani et cold applications.
al (2014) reported 27.55 - + 38.66 pain intensity for
Repeated measurement of bruising of injection site 24,
control group and 16.17 - +55.30 for intervention
48 and 72 hours after injection in variance analysis
group with a 1.8 difference in pain intensity which is
also revealed that there is a significance difference in
statistically significant. However, average pain
average bruising in intervention groups (the ones using
intensity in intervention group is lower compared to
cold application 5 minutes before and after injection,
control group and highest level of reported pain in
and 5 minutes before injection) but this trend was not
control group is 100 while the highest in intervention
observed in other groups. However, in the study by
group was 56 which is clinically a significant
Rahmani et al (2001), highest average bruising in
difference. This indicates that applying cold reduces
intervention group was observed in the second 24-hour
pain in patients receiving subcutaneous injections. In
period and was almost equal to that of third 24-hour
current study the difference of pain intensity between
period and there was no statistically significant
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difference in bruise width between two groups in the and size of Hematoma found that there is a
second and third 24-hour. However, the findings of a significance difference in size of Hematoma in
study done by Varghese et al (2006) on 100 patients to injection site seen before applying cold between
investigate the effect of local cold application on pain control group and intervention group and this is
intensity and bruising resulted from heparin injection consistent with findings of Rahmani Anaraki et al
showed that bruising trend gradually decreased starting (2014). It seems that contradiction between the
findings of the studies and the current study is in the
from 12 hours and up to 48 and 72 hours after
injection and this is also consistent with the findings of size of sampe population (36 patients). Therefore, the
the current study. Another study done by Silvain et al researchers attempted to eliminate this restriction by
(2012) done to investigate the effect of cold 5 minutes increasing the size of sample population.
before subcutaneous injection of heparin on bruising
Conclusion:
The current study showed that local cold application associated with subcutaneous enoxaparin and for
reduces the size of bruises and pain associated with
training healthcare staff. These findings can also be
injection. Based on the results of this study, it seems used for clinical nursing in order to improve the
that level of pain and bruising associated with injection quality of nursing performance and increase patients’
in intervention groups receiving cold application 5
satisfaction and cooperation. There were some
minutes before and after injection were the lowest.
restrictions in conducting this study including the
Therefore, in order to improve the quality of clinical effect of patients’ cultural background and beliefs and
care and minimizing unpleasant and stressful
everyday life on how they perceive and described their
pain which cannot be controlled or measured.
experiences the findings of this study can be used a
guideline for reducing unpleasant side effects
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A prediction model based on personality traits and domestic violence against
women and child abuse history spouses in Isfahan
Taleb Ali Pour Shari’e2, Sahar Farahmandpour3, Atefeh Ostadzadeh4, Marziyeh Shamkhani5, Zohreh
Zadhasan6, Zeynab Mahar7
Abstract
Background: In recent decades, violence against women, as the most serious social problem beyond cultural,
social and regional remembered.
Objective: The aim of this study is to predict the pattern of domestic violence against women based on
personality traits and history of child abuse in Isfahan wives.
Methods: The research method was descriptive-correlation. The study sample included all women about
domestic violence, the number of 159 students were selected by convenience sampling method domestic
violence against women, child abuse history questionnaire between personality traits and a questionnaire was
distributed. Data correlation and multiple regression analysis were used.
Results: The results showed that personality traits and child abuse, domestic violence against women and
wives predictor of personality trait neuroticism and child abuse, domestic violence against women, there is a
significant positive relationship (P<0.0001). This is despite the fact that the other personality traits includes
extroversion, openness to experience, agreeableness and conscientiousness with domestic violence against
women, there is a significant negative correlation (P<0.0001).
Conclusion: It can be said that personality traits and child abuse, domestic violence against women and wives
predict the personality trait neuroticism and child abuse, domestic violence against women, there is a
significant relationship. These results indicate the relationship between personality traits and child abuse,
spouse that should be considered by researchers.
Keywords: domestic violence, personality traits, child abuse, women.
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In recent decades, violence against women has been in the field of personality psychology among which the
seen as the most serious social problem that exists
trait approaches have been an important progress. The
beyond cultural, social, and regional boundaries.
Big 5 personality traits model is one the most
Violence against women refers to any kind of gender- prominent personality theories in recent years that was
based violence that leads to physical, sexual, or
created through development of personality theories
psychological harm (or increases the likelihood of
and progress in the measurement methods and
these harms), creates suffering for women, or leads to statistical analyses. This model maintains that human
coercive deprivation of personal or social freedom.
being is a rational being that can explain its personality
The most common form of violence against women is and behavior. According to this theory, human being
the violence committed by a partner, which is called can perceive its way of life, and analyze its actions and
domestic violence or partner violence (1). Women can reactions (6). The five factors of personality include
also be violent against men, but various studies have Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness to experience,
shown that women are prone to partner violence 7
Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. Childhood is a
times more than men. In addition, various surveys
stage of life characterized by a high level of
around the world have shown that 10% to more than vulnerability, in which personality traits are stabilized.
50% of women have been subject to some form of
Child abuse that, despite significant progress in
violence by their partners, and in about one-third to
science and technology, still continues to exist as a
half of the cases, physical mistreatment has been
major problem, not only have a negative impact on
accompanied by psychological violence (2). Different children and their families, but also harms the whole
factors, such as poverty, psychiatric disorders, and
society, because today’s abused children could be
alcohol dependence have been implicated for domestic tomorrow’s abusers, and this vicious cycle can
violence (3). Because domestic violence against
continue over and over again (7). It has been found
women is an important factor in many physical harms, that violent people have been subject to violence in
psychological disorders, and other unpleasant
their childhood. Therefore, domestic violence is not
outcomes, it is not only seen as a major problem for limited to one person, and the victim utilizes the
women, but also a continued, hidden epidemic in
violent behaviors learned during childhood to solve
society (4). In 2008, a study on domestic violence that domestic conflicts and tensions during adulthood and
was conducted by the cooperation of the World Health in marriage life (4). Child abuse has been defined from
Organization (WHO) indicated that the prevalence of legal, medical, and social perspectives, and includes
domestic violence against women varied from 15% in any form of physical, sexual, and emotional harm, and
Japan to 71% in Ethiopia, and the prevalence of
neglect imposed on a child (under 18 Years of age) by
physical-sexual violence in the previous year had been an older person (above 18 years of age). Physical child
4% to 54% (5). Domestic violence against women is a abuse involves intentionally inflicting harm on the
phenomenon that is seen all over the world; it not only child’s body by an adult (2). Sexual abuse refers to any
endangers the health, well-being, rights, and
kind of sexual activity with an underage child who
personality of the victim women, but also is regarded cannot have legal consent. Child neglect involves the
as a serious threat to the society. Although physical
failure to meet the child’s basic needs, including food,
harm and death are the most evident and urgent
clothing, support, and educational facilities (5).
outcomes of domestic violence against women, a wide Emotional abuse refers to any kind of child
spectrum of psychological complications (such as
maltreatment that is regarded harmful based on social
chronic physical complaints, reproductive health
criteria and experts’ opinions, that is, any behavior that
problems, and high-risk behaviors, like drug and
affects the behavioral, cognitive, physical, and
alcohol abuse) resulted from couples’ personality
emotional functioning of the child, such as continued
traits, can lead to domestic violence (3). Personality belittling, insulting, and swearing (6). Based on what
refers to stable tendencies and characteristics that
was said, the present study aims to answer the
following question:
determine differences and similarities in people’s
thoughts, emotions, and actions. These characteristics
Can partner’s personality traits and history of abuse
continue over time, and cannot be regarded as simply
during childhood significantly predict domestic
the outcome of social and biological pressure in a
violence against women?
certain time (6). Various theories have been proposed
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METHODS
Likert-type scale. The developers found a Cronbach’s
This was a descriptive-correlational study. The
alpha of .86 for their questionnaire; they also found
statistical population included all women under
domestic violence and their husbands with open cases good validity for the HCAQ. In the present study,
in the Dispute Settlement Council of Isfahan, Iran in Cronbach’s alphas of .81, .85, .79, .80, and .81 were
found for the Emotional abuse, Physical abuse, Sexual
2015; their total number was estimated to be 270.
Using a convenience sampling method and according abuse, and Negligence subscales and the total score,
to Krejcie & Morgan table, a total of 159 individuals respectively.
were selected from this population as the study sample.
The Violence against Women Questionnaire (VAWQ):
The NEO Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI): This is a This 71-item questionnaire was developed by Tabrizi
personality test developed using factor analysis. It is (9). The items are rated on a 4-point Liker-type scale.
The scoring process has two parts: The sum of scores
one of the newest personality scales that was
developed by McCrae & Costa (1985). In the present is calculated and multiplied by 10. Tabrizi (9) reported
study, the short form of the inventory was used. The a Cronbach’s alpha of .83 for the VAWQ indicating
items of NEO-FFI are rated on a 5-point Likert-type the acceptable reliability of the questionnaire and its
scale ranging from totally disagree to totally agree (7). different items and subscales. In the present study a
Cronbach’s alpha of .82 was found for the
It has been validated in various countries. In Iran,
questionnaire.
Garoosi, Mehryar, and Tabatabaei (7) found a
Cronbach’s alpha of .92 for the total scale. In addition,
The data were analyzed using descriptive and
Cronbach’s alphas of .68 to .86 have been reported for
inferential statistics. At the descriptive level, means,
the subscales (7).
standard deviations, etc. and at the inferential level,
The History of Child Abuse Questionnaire (HCAQ): Pearson correlation coefficient and stepwise multiple
This 22-item questionnaire was developed by Yousefi regression analysis were used. All analyses were
performed using SPSS software v.21.
and Shamaei (8). The items are rated on a 5-point

RESULTS
The mean (SD) age of the study participants was 29.23 middle-school education or lower, 36 (22%) had high(5.23) years. The youngest and oldest partners with a school education, and 33 (20%) had a high-school
history of aggression toward women were 26 and 37 diploma or higher.
years old. Among the participants, 90 (56.6%) had
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the study variables.
Variable

Mean

Standard deviation

Neuroticism

23.9

4.8

Extraversion

21.7

3.4

Openness to experience

22.2

3.9

Agreeableness

19.8

2.5

Conscientiousness

20.3

3.1

Emotional abuse

14.7

1.4

Physical abuse

15.9

2.7

Sexual abuse

17.2

2.69

Negligence

16.3

2.4
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Table 2. Stepwise regression analysis of domestic violence against women on personality traits.
Predictive variables

R

R2

Adjusted
R2

F

P

Beta

t

P

tep 1

Neuroticism

.80

.64

.63

281.09

.0001

.80

16.76

0.0001

tep 2

Neuroticism,

.81

.66

.66

155.87

.0001

.72

14.34

0.0001

-.17

-3.40

0.001

.83

11.27

0.0001

-.20

-3.89

0.0001

.15

1.97

0.05

Conscientiousness

tep 3

.82

Neuroticism,
Conscientiousness,

.67

.66

107.16

.0001

Openness to experience

As you can see in Table 2, in the first step,
Neuroticism (R2=.80) could enter the model in the
presence of predictive variables, and predict 64% of
the total variance of the criterion variable. In the
second step, Neuroticism and Conscientiousness
(R2=.81) could enter the model in the presence of

predictive variables, and predict 66.2% of the total
variance of the criterion variable. Finally, in the third
step, Neuroticism, Conscientiousness, and Openness to
experience (R2=.821) could enter the model in the
presence of predictive variables, and predict 66.8% of
the total variance of the criterion variable.

Table 3. Stepwise regression analysis of domestic violence against women on child abuse variables.
Predictive variables

R

R2

Adjusted
R2

F

P

Beta

t

P

Step 1

Physical
abuse

.86

.74

.74

450.47

0.0001

.86

21.22

0.0001

Step 2

Physical
abuse,
Emotional
abuse

.89

.79

.79

299.62

0.0001

.65

13.156

0.0001

.31

6.26

0.0001

.56

10.58

0.0001

.24

4.94

0.0001

.18

3.65

0.0001

.52

9.37

0.0001

Step 2

Step 4

Physical
abuse,
Emotional
abuse,
Negligence

0.0001

Physical

0.0001
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abuse,
Emotional
abuse,
Negligence,
Sexual abuse

.23

4.66

0.0001

.17

3.54

0.001

.09

2.20

0.029

AS you can see in Table 3, in the first step, Physical abuse, and Negligence (R2=.90) could enter the model
abuse (R2=.86) could enter the model in the presence in the presence of predictive variables, and predict
of predictive variables, and predict 74% of the total
80.6% of the total variance of the criterion variable.
variance of the criterion variable. In the second step, Finally, in the fourth step, Physical abuse, Emotional
Physical abuse and Emotional abuse (R2=.89) could abuse, Negligence, and Sexual abuse (R2=.90) could
enter the model in the presence of predictive variables, enter the model in the presence of predictive variables,
and predict 79.1% of the total variance of the criterion and predict 81.1% of the total variance of the criterion
variable. In the third step, Physical abuse, Emotional variable.

DISCUSSION
The study results showed that personality traits and
match the ideal self, that is, they become dominant,
partner’s history of child abuse could significantly
arrogant, ambitious, and abuser, and expect others to
predict domestic violence against women, and there obey them and admire them, and if their partner
was a positive relationship between Neuroticism and refuses to obey them, they become aggressive (12).
domestic violence against women, but there were
Neurotic partners do not tolerate the requirements and
negative relationships between domestic violence
prerequisites of competent functioning, delay their
against women and other personality traits, including tasks with feeble excuses, and try to find faults in the
Extraversion, Openness to experience, Agreeableness, works of those they are attached to, and show
and Conscientiousness. This finding could be
aggression toward them. However, they never want to
explained by the fact that partners with neuroticism
get rid of such relationships that are based on
experience conflicts and paradoxes in their feelings, attachment. These people lack assertiveness and do not
beliefs, and behaviors. They are unable to make
express their needs and demands clearly. They cannot
decisive and appropriate decisions. Inconsistency in ask appropriate equations about what other people
behavior and personality, psychosomatic disorders,
expect from them (13). Therefore, if they are forced to
like shortness of breath, chronic indigestion, severe
do something, they use their typical defense that is
headaches etc. all can be signs of neurotic conflicts in directing their anger toward themselves, and during
them that may lead to domestic violence (1). Because interpersonal relationships, try to put themselves in a
of these internal conflicts, an honest neurotic partner dependent position, but other people often consider
may suddenly become a downright liar, or turn into a their passive and masochistic behavior as kind of
ruthless person after being nice and kind, and show
punishment and deceit against themselves. In other
impulsive behaviors due to not paying attention to
words, neurotic people keep complaining and asking
consequences of actions (10). Neurotic people tend to others to be fair and honest with them to the point that
have dominant personalities that can lead to aggressive their friends and therapists may involve themselves in
behavior and tension in the family. When comparing the problems of the neurotic person, hoping that they
their ideal self to their actual self, neurotic people see can reduce their violence and aggression. Neurotic
their actual self as inferior, therefore, they may doubt people are not happy in their intimate relationships.
their personality and identity. In other words,
They are more focused on their own annoyances and
discrepancy between ideal and actual self may lead to resentments, and tend to direct their anger at other
severe internal tension in neurotic people (11). But
people and objects at home. These people do not have
sometimes the neurotic person gets closer to one of
confidence in themselves, are often pessimistic about
these two, in this case, if they get closer to their ideal the future, and always abuse their partners, physically,
self and see themselves more like that, their behaviors psychologically, and emotionally (14).
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their adulthood, may become negligent toward their
Neuroticism is accompanied by a wide spectrum of
negative emotions, such as anxiety and anger that can wives. Negligence most often occurs in low-income
lead to domestic violence against women. Men who families where lack of proper food, dressing, housing,
sanitation, medical care, and education may be present;
are violent at home, usually live in socio-cultural
environments in which men’s dominance on women is men who have been raised in such conditions may
show negligence and carelessness toward the
considered a normal thing, and aggression and
emotional needs of their wives. Me who have been
violence are regarded as manly characteristics and
subject to sexual abuse during their childhood, may
obedience is seen as a feminine quality. In such
abuse children in their adulthood. In fact, their past
societies, when order is in danger, the use of
experiences, psychological and physiological
aggression and violence to restore order in both the
problems, etc. may be generalized to their marital life.
society and the family is regarded as a legitimate
It can be argued that men who show sadistic
solution (15). Men who use physical punishment to
discipline their children, usually act in the same way to tendencies and aggression when having intercourse
create order at home, and physically punish their wives with their wives, have been subject to sexual abuse
if they do anything wrong (16). Men who treat their during their childhood, or have numerous
children with verbal and non-verbal abuse, blaming or physiological, psychological, and behavioral problems
insulting, swearing, mocking, severe and unreasonable (18).
control, repeated threatening the child with physical
It can be concluded that partner’s personality traits and
punishment, using the child to satisfy their own
history of abuse during childhood can predict domestic
emotional needs, and showing unpredictable
violence against women. The results indicate a link
behavioral responses along with cognitive instability,
between partner’s personality traits and child-abuse, an
act in the same way toward their wives (17). Men who
issue that needs to be further explored by the future
have experienced negligence during their childhood, in
studies.
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Objective: The purpose of this study was determining the relationship between aggression and self-efficacy
and coping strategies among involuntary patients of detention center.

Methods: the statistical population of the study was all the male involuntary patients of detention center of
CHESHMEH SEFID of KERMANSHAH city in 2016. This is a correlational study. Sampling method was
purposive sampling based on the Cohen (1970) table, and 80 people were selected as a sample. The study data
was collected using an aggression and self-efficacy and coping strategies questionnaire and it was analyzed using
descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation and stepwise regression and ANOVA with SPSS-21 software.
Results: The results showed that there is a negative and significant relationship between aggression and
emotion-oriented and avoidance coping strategies and self-efficacy variable but there is positive and significant
relationship between problem-focused coping strategies and self-efficacy variable (P<0.05).
Conclusions: It can be concluded that strengthening psychological factors lead to aggression and crime
reduction.

Keywords: Aggression, Coping strategies, Self-efficacy, Patients

Introduction

C

rime has a history as old as humanity and

issues of criminals and prisoners in particular
its relationship with psychological problems is
one of the most challenging and the most
active areas of research (1). A look at the
prisons condition and the growing number of
prisoners in recent years shows the reduction
of patients’ mental health. Although the
tendency to commit crime is caused by several
factors, some are rooted in internal personality
and some has social roots, personality
characteristics and coping strategies and their

efficacy in coping with stressful situations and
stress has an effective role in aggression and
delinquency and incarceration (2).
Today aggression has risen sharply in the
community and in personal and social
behavior in different age groups (3).
Aggression is done as a visible behavior
intended to damage or harm, and include:
causing damage not only unjustifiable in the
eyes of viewers, but only has meaning in the
ethical and legal framework of a given society
(4). As it was reported more than one fourth of
the population experienced some of these
psychological problems during their life (5). In
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some cases, the type and severity of the
problem reaches to the extent that causes the
legal harassment and intimidation of other
members of society and as a result, causes a
patient's conflict with the law and penal
authorities (6).
The tendency to aggressive behavior on
several hypotheses have been mentioned, but
none alone cannot explain it. The role of
coping styles, (7); and self-efficacy, (8, 2) are
of particular importance among these aspects
and factors. Coping strategies is another
psychological variables that in general plays a
major role in mental health (9). Coping is a
process of psychological, cognitive and
behavioral efforts to resolve those stressful
conditions. Coping is including actionoriented efforts and intra-psychological, for
managing environmental demands, internal
conflicts between them, and there are two
types of coping style for mental pressure;
Problem-focused coping style and emotionoriented coping style (10). In problem-focused
coping styles, the person focus on the pressing
factor and tries to do constructive actions to
change or remove the overwhelming
conditions but in emotion-oriented coping
style the person tries to control emotional
consequences of overwhelming event (11).
Our character and the ability to control life
affairs affect the assessment of the situation
and thus the coping style (12).
Since Bandura (1997) introduced the concept
of self-efficacy for the first time, this structure
has attracted many researches in various
fields. Researches have shown that selfefficacy and behavioral changes and
consequences are highly correlated and selfefficacy is an important predictors of behavior
(13). In Bandura (1997) system self-efficacy
means; "competency, competence and ability
to cope with life that meet and maintain
standards
performance
increase
that.
According to this model, self-efficacy plays a
central role in the psychological states. When
people feel that they are unable to gain
valuable
outcomes
they
will
have
psychological disorders (13).
Recent researches of Bandura (13) have
shown that feelings of low self-efficacy is
related with greater mental pressure. On the
contrary, a sense of high self-efficacy is
correlated with less environmental stress and
responses to stress, power to adapt more and
more interest in health programs and mental

health. Low self-efficacy is related with
depression, anxiety and hostility (14). Thus,
according to conducted researches, the lack of
compatible coping styles in an effective
relationship of mutual influence and can be a
driving factor for the disorder and emotional
behaviors such as aggression and help its
consistency. The results of Lehmann and Ittel
(7) studies showed that there is a significant
relationship between the amount of aggressive
behavior (physical and verbal) and
psychological disorders. Also results showed
that social support can have a moderating role
to play in reducing aggression and
psychological disorders. Grella and Messina
(15) also showed that self- efficacy variable
can be a mediator in the development of
psychological disorders subsequent to the
particular disorder, post-traumatic stress for
the addicted prisoners experienced traumatic
events and addicted inmates without this
experience. Sygit-Kowalkowska et al (16)
showed that there is a significant statistical
relationship between the amount of
experienced stress by poor self-control and
using maladaptive coping styles and emotional
avoidance (P<0.05).
Today, many societies is believed that in every
society, instead of relying solely on punishing
there is a need for places to keep incompatible
and criminals apart from society for a while
and thought that their arrangements were
modified and get back into society. Thus, the
goal of keeping them in prison is the correct
implementation of correctional practices to
reduce re-offending prisoners (1). The
findings of various studies show that between
10 to 15 percent of prisoners are suffering
from mental disorders. Also, the prevalence of
the disorder samples of criminals and
prisoners is much higher than other people in
society (17). Also it was observed that patients
with mental health problems, not only
commits more offense in prison, as a result, it
will increase the length of the sentence, but
more likely to be victims of violence and
abuse and harassment of other inmates (6).
Clinical observations of Mc Shane (1989)
show that patients with mental illnesses, 5
times more than other inmates attack the staff
and other patients. These figures show that the
detention and prison centers need to provide
conditions that prisoners can be under more
precise study and individual and group
psychological treatments. Thus the purpose of
this study is providing some evidence of the
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relationship between aggression and coping
styles and self-efficacy among the patients of

detention center of CHESHMEH SEFID of
KERMANSHAH city.

Materials and Methods
grading and each category contains 16 questions. It
means it measures 16 questions of problem-oriented
Sampling method was purposive sampling based on the
behaviors; 16 questions of emotion-focused behaviors
Cohen (1970) table, and 80 people were selected as a
and16 questions of avoidance -oriented behaviors. The
sample. The study data was collected using;
questionnaire designers have reported a very high level
A) Aggression Questionnaire (AQ): it is one of the most validity and reliability of both scales for adults and
adolescents (18). In Iran Shokri et al (18) have reported
successful self-report questionnaires aggression,
aggression questionnaire by Buss and Perry (1992); the Cronbach's alpha for the total scale and subscale 0.83
problem-focused coping, emotion-oriented and
questionnaire has 29 questions with 4 subscales,
avoidance, respectively; 0.86, 0.81 and 0.79.
including verbal aggression (5 items), physical
aggression (9 items), anger (7 questions) and hostility (8
C) Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (SES): This 10-item scale
items). These factors are classified into three motor
has been developed by Schwarzer and Jerusalem (1979).
components or tools (physical and verbal aggression),
The results of many studies have shown that there is a
emotional (anger) and cognitive (hostility). The
negative relationship between this scale and positive
questionnaire items are arranged in a manner to place the
emotions, optimism and positive relationship between
person on each question on a scale of 5 degrees, Likert
job satisfaction and the scale of depression, anxiety,
scale, from 1 (completely describes me) to 5 (does not
stress, exhaustion and complaints related to health (19).
completely describes me). Buss and Perry (1992)
Now it is used to predict the compatibility of life changes
Psychometric analysis has shown a high internal
and evaluate the effectiveness of clinical practice and
consistency (0.89). Furthermore, the correlation
change in behavior. Participants should answer in a 4subscales of the questionnaire with each other and with
point scale from 1 (not true at all) to 4 (very true) to
the scale ranges 0.60 to 0.78, represent the appropriate
determine the correct amount of each item on their own.
reliability. Mohammadi (2006) reported the coefficients
The items should be added together to obtain the overall
to retest reliability of the questionnaire for the whole
score and the higher the score, the higher a person's
questionnaire 0.78 and its 0.61 – 0.74 for variable
public sense of self. 10 is the minimum score and 40 is
subscales. Also, concurrent validity of the questionnaire
the maximum score of the scale (19). The high internal
using a scale of psychological damage was reported
consistency and test-retest reliability has been reported
generally favorable. In Rustayi et al (6) study,
for this scale ranges (0.0 – 82.93). Cronbach's alpha
Aggression Questionnaire reliability coefficients were
coefficient was established in Iranian samples 30
calculated using Cronbach's alpha which is for the whole
adolescent fatherless girls (0.850) have been reported.
scale of verbal aggression, physical aggression, anger,
Test-retest reliability of self-efficacy scale run on five
and hostility, respectively are 0.79, 0.81, 0.82, 0.83 and
different samples, are obtained in a period of 6 months,
0.80.
within one year 0.55- 0.70 and within two years 0.47 –
0.63
(19).
B) Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS): This
questionnaire was designed by Endler and Parker (1994),
For research data analysis, in addition to using
which includes 48 questions which measures three
descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation), the
coping styles, problem-focused coping, emotion-focused
Pearson correlation coefficient, stepwise regression and
coping and avoidance -oriented coping. Each question is
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used using
graded with 5 degrees Likert scale (never to very much)
SPSS-21 software.
This is descriptive and correlational research.
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Results
Table 1. Descriptive data of research variables
Research variables

Mean

Standard deviation

Verbal aggression

22/11

8/15

Physical aggression

18/05

6/19

Anger

13/72

4/02

Hostility

20/56

8/68

Total score of aggression

36/28

10/45

Self-efficacy

46/34

9/03

Problem-focused coping

15/75

2/12

Emotion-focused coping

22/30

3/01

Avoidance-focused coping

28/19

2/04

As shown in Table 1 in aggression variable the
highest and lowest mean (and standard deviation)
belongs to the components of verbal aggression
(8.22 ± 11.15) and component of anger (4.13 ±
2.72). Also, the mean (standard deviation) of total

score of aggression in male patients prisoner
(10.36 ± 45.28) and their self-efficacy score (9.46
± 3.34). Descriptive statistical analysis of coping
strategies variable in general are among subjects in
Table 1.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between aggression and coping strategies with self-efficacy

Predictive variables

Self-efficacy

P-value

Aggression

-**0/454

0/001

Verbal aggression

-**0/474

0/002

Physical aggression

-**0/460

0/011

Anger

-**0/456

0/008

Hostility

-**0/518

0/004

**

0/688

0/013

Emotion-focused coping

-**0/594

0/001

Avoidance-focused coping

-**0/517

0/042

Problem-focused coping

Findings of Table 2 shows that there is negative
and significant relationship between aggression
and its four sub-scales, also the emotion and
avoidance oriented coping style with self-efficacy

variable but there is a significant positive
relationship between problem focused coping style
and self-efficacy variable (P<0.05).
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Table 3. Results of multivariate stepwise regression analysis based on the self-aggression
Model

1

Non-standard coefficients

Standard
coefficients

B

N
Standard
error

Beta

Fixed

690/27

0/325

Physical aggression

-0/919

0/032

As can be seen in Table 3, among the predictive
variables of the analysis, the only significant
component was physical aggression and operating
verbal aggression, anger and hostility were not
significant in this model. This variable, physical

T

P-value

-

85/236

0/001

-0/518

-5/995

0/001

aggression in predicting the self-efficacy variable
of patients of detention center of CHESHMEH
SEFID of KERMANSHAH city is important and
its contribution to the variance of self-efficacy
among male patients is set based on R is 26.4.

Table 4. Results of multivariate stepwise regression analysis of self-efficacy based on coping styles
Model

1

2

Non-standard coefficients

Standard coefficients

T

P-value

B

N Standard error

Beta

Fixed

13/072

1/377

-

9/496

0/001

Problem-focused coping
style

00/542

0/058

0/688

9/391

0/001

Fixed

16/796

1/575

-

10/665

0/001

Problem-focused coping
style

0/480

00/056

0/610

8/607

0/001

Emotional-focused coping
style

-0/242

0/060

-0/287

-4/056

0/001

As can be seen in Table 4 of the predictor variables
entered in the analysis, just coping style of
problem-focused and emotion-focused coping
styles were significant and avoidance- focused
coping styles was not significant (P> 0.05).

Problem-focused coping style and emotionalfocused coping style were important in prediction
self-efficacy of patient men. The share of these
variables in explaining the variance in self-efficacy
based on the R-set table is 0.541.
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Table 5. The results of the correlation coefficient of aggression and coping strategies
Variable

Problem-focused coping styles

Emotion-focused coping styles

Avoidance-focused
coping styles

Aggression

0/850**

0/797**

0/589*

Verbal Aggression

-0/666**

-0/576*

-0/531*

Physical Aggression

-0/683**

-0/602*

-0/550*

Anger

-0/652**

-0/539*

-0/525*

Hostility

-0/702**

0/587*

-0/532*

Based on the results of Table 5, the hypothesis that
there is a relationship between aggression and

coping strategies were approved and all the
relationships were meaningful.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationship between aggression and self-efficacy
and coping strategies among involuntary patients
of detention center of CHESHMEH SEFID of
KERMANSHAH city. Research findings showed
that using Pearson's correlation coefficient that
there is negative and significant relationship
between aggression and its sub-scales as well,
emotion-oriented coping style and avoidanceoriented and self-efficacy variable but there is
positive and significant relationship between
problem-oriented and self-efficacy variable
(P<0.05). These findings were consistent with
previous studies, including; Grella and Messina
(15), Bogaerts et al (20), Lehmann and Ittel (7),
Wolff et al (21).
Yamamoto et al (8) in a study investigate the
relationship between the self-efficacy and crime in
Japan. The results showed that the crime rate in
144 patients participating in the study are closely
related with self-efficacy scores. The more selfefficacy scores were lower, crime has increased
more.
Other findings showed that among the components
of aggression as verbal aggression, physical
aggression, and anger and hostility only physical
aggression component can explain the changes of
self-efficacy in patients of detention center of
CHESHMEH SEFID of KERMANSHAH city.
This findings of this study was consistent with

previous studies, including; Yamamoto et al (8),
Hansen et al (22), and Fadakar, Gablo et al (23).
Another finding of the research showed that
problem-focused and emotion-oriented coping
styles can define the changes of self-efficacy
variable in detention center. Among the predictive
variables of the analysis, only the problem focused
coping and emotion-focused coping styles were
significant and avoidance focused coping style was
not significant (P>0.05). The problem focused
coping and emotion-focused coping styles are
important in the prediction of self- efficacy
variable of male prisoner. This finding is consistent
with previous studies of Bogaerts et al (20), Wolff
et al (21), and Sygit-Kowalkowska et al. (16).
The results showed that there is a significant
difference between two groups in terms of selfregulation and the use of problem-focused
emotional and avoidance coping styles (P<0.05).
There was also a significant between the early
maladaptive patterns and emotion-oriented and
avoidance coping style and addiction potential
(P<0.005). Also, this study showed that there is a
relationship between aggression and coping
strategies. This findings was consistent with results
of number 8, 11, 15 and 20 studies.
To explain the findings of this study, it should be
mentioned that the efficacy means a person belief
about his ability to cope in certain situations and
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patterns has effect on thought, behavior and
excitement in different levels of human experience
(13). Accordingly, self-efficacy plays a central role
in mental health issues, including control of
aggression and emotional behaviors. Low selfefficacy is related with depression, anxiety, low
self-esteem and inefficient problem-solving
methods, such as emotion-oriented style, on the
contrary high efficacy is related with the ability of
problem-solving and analytical thinking and
improves the performance (19). People with high
self-efficacy with respect to analytical thinking and
confidence in stressful situations have less
emotional behaviors such as verbal aggression and
anger or being shy and compared with those with
lower self-efficacy have less aggression and
unhealthy behavior and criminal act.
Recent research based on the theory of "rational
action / social-cognitive theory of planned
behavior" demonstrated that self-efficacy
component always have a strong predictor for
starting, maintaining and continuing health
behaviors in individuals at different ages (3). This
component affect the behavior of people in two

different ways: first, people who have a strong
sense of self-efficacy to perform a particular
behavior, is likely to make greater efforts to do that
behavior. Second, studies show that people with
low self-efficacy show up greater physiological
responses such as heart rate and blood pressure
frequently in stressful situations (13). This severe
anxiety reactions may cause people with low selfefficacy do less efforts to change behavior in
comparison with those with high self-efficacy and
do physically aggressive behavior and physical
action in frustrating situations. Finally, and perhaps
most important of all, people with high selfefficacy, between cognition and behavior show
more unity and more likely to act on their
knowledge (3); so that they use more adaptive
coping styles such as problem-focused coping style
in stressful situations and have high self-control to
express the aggressive impulses for their language
and unlike people with low self-efficacy have
higher understanding and control over their
emotions. Thus in frustrating situations instead of
anger and hostility use more productive behaviors
such as problem solving and finding and less
damaging solutions.

Conclusion
Several studies indicate that due to higher levels of
testosterone in men, aggressive behavior is
statistically higher compared to women and also
considering that prisoners have educational
problems, arbitrary parenting and inadequate
learning experiences and personality problems,
thus despite the self-efficacy of these people still
we can see the physical type of aggressive behavior
because they experience severe physiological
reactions and high pressure at the time of the
failure and sympathetic part of these people in
response show more severe reactions to stimuli and
vague anxiety. Also, given that at the time of
activation of the brain's anxiety and risk the
possibility of rational behavior is lowered thus
people react with staying in their place for attacks
or escape. Therefore the physical aggression
behavior and dysfunctional coping styles used by

patients is justifiable. This study similar to other
studies in humanities has some limitations.
Because of single gender study due to the subjects
of the study precautions must be considered in
generalizing the results to the other gender
(women) and also lower age groups. Also, it is
possible that the multiplicity and variety of
variables and consequently the number of
questionnaires and research questions has caused
fatigue and reduce its accuracy in responding the
questions.
It is recommended to use these same variables
and conduct a comparative study between female
and male patients. Also it is recommended to study
the relationship between variables of men study
with other psychological problems such as anxiety
disorders, personality disorders and drug abuse
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Abstract
Introduction: pre-hospital emergency is an important department in healthcare
service system. Immediate, efficient and effective healthcare services save lives of
many people and reduce the severity, length of illness and side effects.
Methods: This was a descriptive, cross-sectional study on 5431 missions in five
urban centers in Khorramabad in the first six months of 2016. Mission duration
(dispatch time and response time interval from call receipt to ambulance arrival at
the accident scene) and causes of delay in missions were analyzed.
Findings: findings showed that 74.8% of missions were performed in less than 8
minutes (at the standard time). Dispatch of ambulance from areas other than
nearby centers (29.2%), route crowdedness (traffic) (25%), long distance (22%),
etc. were high frequency causes of delay in response to emergency cases.
Conclusion: given the importance of 115 prehospital emergency care centers in
reducing response time to emergency cases, the Ministry of Healthcare and
Medical Emergency Department and other relevant organizations (e.g. Traffic
Police) should allocate more funds to this sector and perform an accurate need
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assessment for required number of ambulances, emergency equipment and centers
based on population density and public demand in every urban area.
Keywords: prehospital emergency, standard dispatch time, medical emergency

Introduction
discussed in both public and private
sectors in Iran for many years. This
department is tied with societal
healthcare service delivery (this
department is essential in provision
of immediate care services to critical
patients in any society). Since
prehospital emergency care is the
first aid services given to the
patients, efficiency of the system
directly affect the patients and their
families and friends. Timely arrival
of the ambulance at the accident
scene is also an important issue in
this department. Immediate, efficient
and effective emergency care
services could save lives of many
people and reduce both severity and
length of the disease. Emergency
patients require immediate attention
and treatment. Resuscitation is also
vital for these patients in emergency
and crucial situations because it keep
them alive so that they can reach
hospital for specialized treatment
that cannot be provided at the
accident scene. Immediate and
proper treatment can save injured
people and help them to do their
usual daily activities sooner in case
that the injury is not fatal. Delayed
and inefficient treatment would keep
the patients from their usual lives for
a longer period. In some cases,
delayed and inefficient treatment
might result in costly long periods of
healing process rehabilitation for the
patients that will keep the patients to

The government decided to launch
the pre-hospital emergency system in
1997 in Iran after collapse of the roof
at Mehrabad airport terminal that
killed many people. Nowadays,
prehospital care is a vital issue in
treatment of emergency patients. If
all departments in this system
function properly, the ambulance
will be immediately dispatched to the
accident scene in a timely manner,
which will reduce mortality and
disability rates. Successful
performance of this department
depends on various factors including
capability of the authority, trained
personnel, equipment, coordination
and communication system.
Currently, prehospital emergency is
the first unit in contact with critical
patients in any urban health care
system. The more accurate, more
precise and faster the EMS care, the
lower the rate of mortality and
disability. This also increases public
trust in the prehospital emergency
care system (1-3).
Emergency is the most important
department in every health system
(4). Hospitals cannot deliver proper
healthcare services to the patients
unless a medical emergency center is
designed in every hospital. Although
this department is always neglected
by the authorities, it requires
substantial reforms and planning.
Efficiency of this department was
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minutes) before transferring the
patient to the hospital. Emergency
Centers (115 Medical Emergency
Center) are responsible for
transferring injured people and
patients to the nearest healthcare
service center and hospital from
roads, houses, etc. (9). Patient
transfer is an important factor in the
cycle of provision of health care
services to patients (transfer from the
accident scene, house, etc. to either a
hospital or a healthcare center).
Patient transfer system requires
proper management and monitoring
including ambulance, human
resources and equipment (10). Given
the importance of emergency center
in delivering immediate and urgent
care services to the patients and since
time management is a key element in
service delivery to these centers,
proper response and efficient time
management in emergency
department are important factors in
successful high-quality patient care
in order to improve patient care and
health care system (11). Nowadays,
timely patient transfer to medical
centers by ambulances is an
important issue because wellequipped and prepared ambulances
greatly save injured people and
decrease mortality rates (12).
Therefore, the present study assessed
delay in response time interval to
emergency missions and causes of
delay in 115 prehospital emergency
center in Khorramabad.

go back to work for long periods of
time. Thereby, the emergency
department should refrain from any
delay in delivery of healthcare
services (5). In this regard, high
speed of service delivery in health
centers (especially, prehospital
emergency department) reduce
mortality and morbidity rates.
Various scholars have shown that
response time interval to emergency
cases is one of the most important
assessment criterion in emergency
centers (6). Emergency medical
service system guidelines and
principles were compiled in
California in 1993, which were used
to determine standard response time
interval in order to make plan,
organize and assess local emergency
systems in emergency centers (7).
There are different criteria for
calculating standard response time
intervals including the time of the
first call by the caller, the time the
phone was picked up by the operator,
the time the authorized person for
dispatching the ambulance spoke to
the caller and the time the collected
data was recorded in a computer to
dispatch an ambulance. The first
factor (the first call by the caller) is
determined as the best starting point
for response time interval (8).
Skinner (2008) stated that emergency
service department is responsible for
saving the patients in less than the
standard time (less than eight

Methods
This was a descriptive, crosssectional study in 115 emergency

department with five centers in
Khorramabad. One ambulance was
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than eight minutes. Response time
interval to emergency cases was
calculated within the interval from
the first call to the center for
requesting an ambulance (as the
starting point) to technician arrival at
the accident scene (as the end). In
this process, the mission time
interval was originally recorded by
ambulance technicians. Then, the
data was delivered to the operator via
a wireless device. The operator
entered initial data in the software
designed for 115 emergency center.
The mission was recorded in this
software. Causes of delay in mission
was also identified by the individuals
authorized for dispatching the
ambulance since they are fully aware
and infirmed of the missions. Causes
of delay in mission were recorded
per shift. These cases were assessed
and confirmed by the quality control
unit in the next day.

studied as a research environment in
each center. All emergency missions
in the first six months of 2016 (n =
5431) were selected as the statistical
population in order to calculate mean
response time interval to emergency
mission in 115 emergency center in
Khorramabad and causes of delay in
missions (missions lasting longer
than the standard time). Accordingly,
response time interval and causes of
delay were assessed. Standard
response time interval was
determined as eight minutes
according to previous studies.
The collected data was encoded
using SPSS. According to the
research objectives, causes of delay
in missions were extracted from the
software. The collected data was
analyzed at three time intervals,
namely less than eight minutes,
between 8 and 10 minutes, greater

Findings
Of 5431 patients, 3042 (56%) were
females and 2389 (44%) were males.
Mean age of the patients was 39.5 +
13.5. In addition, 4063 missions
(74.8%) were carried out in less than
8 minutes, 939 missions (17.3%)
from 8 to 10 minutes and 429 (7.9%)
in greater than 10 minutes (Table 1).
The content of Table 2 show various
causes for delay in response time
interval to emergency cases. In this

study, frequency of causes of delay
in missions were calculated.
The most frequent causes of long
response time interval was dispatch
of ambulance from areas other than
nearby centers due to inadequate
number of ambulances and route
traffic. The less frequent cause of
long response time interval was
delay in sending the code by the
operator (refer to Table 2).
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Table 1 – response time interval and frequency of missions in urban centers
affiliated to 115 Emergency Center in Khorramabad
Response time
interval
Frequency
(percent)
Total

Less than 8
minutes
4063 (74.8)

Between 8 and 10
minutes
939 (17.3)

Greater than 10
minutes
429 (7.9)

5431 (100)

Table 2 - causes of delay in response and frequency of delayed missions in the
centers affiliated to emergency department in Khorramabad
Cause
Dispatch of ambulance
from areas other than
nearby centers due to
inadequate number of
ambulances
Going to the wrong
address
Delay in dispatch of an
ambulance
Not dispatching the
ambulance
Giving the wrong address
by the caller
Unfavorable weather
Long distance
Route traffic
Unsuitable route (not
well-asphalted and full of
peddles)
Other causes
Total

The number of missions
1585

Percent
29.2

66

1.2

11

0.2

5

0.1

191

3.5

314
1194
1357
56

5.8
22
25
1

622
5431

12
100

It should be noted that the exact time
of the mission was not available to
the author. Therefore, mission

interval was reported in frequency
and percent.

Discussion and Conclusion
Since pre-hospital emergency care
department is tied with societal
healthcare service delivery (this

department is essential in provision
of immediate care services to critical
patients in any society), immediate,
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nearby centers. This constituted a
high percentage of causes of delay in
missions.

efficient and effective care services
save lives of many people and reduce
both severity and length of illness
and side effects of accident injuries.
Therefore, time management is a
gold standard in this department.

Given that dispatch of the closest
ambulance to emergency mission is
one of the main strategies to improve
emergency system (17), strategic
distribution of ambulances and
emergency service centers (based on
the number of ambulance and
received calls in a center) reduces the
risk of dispatch of an ambulance
from areas other than nearby centers,
which ultimately reduces response
time interval (18). Mohammad Rakei
and Farouz Nader (2000) addressed
that response time interval was
greater than standard time due to
inadequate number of ambulance and
long distance between the accident
scenes and emergency centers (19).
Farzad Panahi also reported to
Assembly Health Committee in 2008
that unsuitable geographic
distribution of emergency centers is
involved in response time interval to
emergency cases. Accordingly, the
emergency center can respond to an
emergency case at the shortest
possible time by increasing the
number of emergency centers and
ambulances in a center (20). Jarrell et
al. (2007) also addressed the
importance of ambulance distribution
in emergency centers and reported
that poor management in ambulance
distribution leads to long response
time interval to emergency cases
(21).

Given the importance of time
management in pre-hospital
emergency centers, a high percentage
(25.2%) of missions were carried out
in the interval greater than standard
time interval (less than 8 minutes)
although most of the missions were
carried out within the standard time
interval (in less than 8 minutes) in
this study. These delayed missions
were clinically significant. Jack
Campbell (2007) also reported a
mean response time interval greater
than the standard time interval (9.8
minutes) (13).
Kleindorfer (2003) also reported that
93% to 97% of emergency missions
were carried out within 10 minutes
(14).
Jack Campbell and Timothy Gridley
(2009) also reported that response
time interval was 8.2 minutes in
1059 of total 1945 missions (15).
However, the standard response time
to emergency missions was 8
minutes. Since early hours and
minutes of response to emergencies
are called golden hours, any decrease
in response time interval increases
survival rate of the patients and
consequently reduces mortality rate
(16). Therefore, it is essential to
address causes of delay in mission or
increase in standard response time
interval. The most important cause of
delay in mission was dispatch of
ambulance from regions other than

Response time interval was greater
than standard in densely populated
areas due to crowded passages. This
also increased the risk of dispatch of
ambulance from centers other than
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suitable medical center (27). Each
emergency system should locate
those medical centers well-equipped
with diagnostic devices and excellent
care services (including critical care)
in order to transfer the patient to the
nearest suitable center as soon as
possible. This highlights the
importance of distance in reducing
response time interval to emergency
missions (28). Shabghare (2008)
reported that 34% of missions lasted
longer than standard response time
interval (21). Rakei (2000) also
reported long distance as the cause of
greater than standard response time
to emergency cases (19).

nearby places. Therefore, it is
recommended that the number of
emergency centers and the number of
ambulances in these centers be
increased to overcome crowdedness
in densely populated areas.
Route traffic is the second cause of
greater than standard response time
interval. Population density has
increased and the culture of calling
EMS has been promoted in modern
society. Unfortunately, the number
accidents have also increased
dramatically in modern society.
However, traffic and relevant
problems have decreased efficiency
and speed of ambulances in response
to emergency cases. Therefore,
traffic has increased standard
response time interval to emergency
cases in modern societies (22).

Lynn Eaton (2007) studied the effect
of distance on response time to
emergency cases and reported 94.2%
survival rate in distances from 0 and
10 km, 92.3% survival rate in
distances from 11 to 20 km and
91.2% survival rate in distances
greater than 21 km. The greater the
distance the lower the survival rate
(28). Ayrik Cuneyt also reported that
distance is an important factor in
response time interval to emergency
cases. He reported that distance was
involved in delayed transfer of
cardiac patients to the hospitals (23).
On the other hand, several strategies
can be suggested to decrease
response time interval considering
causes of delays in emergency
missions and the contribution of each
cause in increasing standard response
time interval.

Ayrik Cuneyt (2006) reported that
traffic is a cause of delay in
transferring cardiac patients to the
hospital (23). Shabghare (2008)
reported that 39.6% of emergency
missions lasted greater than standard
response time (greater than 8
minutes) due to traffic (24). A report
in an emergency center in Tehran in
2008 showed that heavy traffic
causes failure of the emergency
center to meet citizen demands in a
timely manner (25). Alavi (2008)
also reported that traffic affects
standard response time interval to
emergency cases (26).
Long distance is the third cause of
greater than standard response time
interval to emergency cases. Patient
transfer should be monitored by the
emergency system and the patients
should be transferred to the nearest

Inadequate number of ambulances,
abnormal distribution of emergency
centers in urban areas, poor need
assessment for the number of
ambulance based on population
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a. Familiarity of emergency

density and public demand in every
urban area, obsolete ambulances and
equipment can be mentioned as the
causes of delay in response due to
dispatch of ambulance from areas
other than nearby emergency centers
and long distance.

technicians with shortcuts,
satellite GPS, radar, GIS,
high-frequency waves and
Trunking (automatic radio
system) systems to find the

Several strategies are proposed to
resolve this issue.

best and most suitable route
in emergency cases

a. Allocate adequate funds to

b. Public training through mass

Medical Emergency
Department in the Ministry of

media to cooperate with the

Health for purchase of new

emergency unit and

ambulances and equipment.

ambulance.
c. Taking into account specific

b. Need assessment by experts
to calculate the number of

passages for ambulance in

required ambulances in each

streets with heavy traffic.
d. Replacing ambulances with

center based on population

motor lances in old or

density.

crowded streets

c. Division of densely populated

e. Reforming old and destroyed

and broad centers to several

routes with the help of civil

small centers

engineers or reconstruction of

d. Standard emergency center

old roads

distribution to reduce

Decrease in response time interval to
115 emergency missions require
proper planning by policy makers in
the Ministry of Health and Medical
Emergency Department in Iran.
Accordingly, more funds should be
allocated to medical emergency
department. Accurate need
assessment should be performed for
the number of required ambulances
and emergency equipment and
centers based on population density
and public demand in every urban
area.

distance between neighboring
centers and allocate more
ambulances to densely
populated areas and those
areas with high requests for
ambulance
Several strategies were also
proposed to resolve traffic issue and
timely response time interval to
emergency cases.
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Auditing Professional Code of Ethics by Nurses who work
at Psychiatric Wards in University Hospitals in Tehran in
2016
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Abstract
Background and Purpose: Ethics is a branch of the humanities whose object is to
determine the value, in accordance with professional ethical standards in any group or
profession. The ethical issues in psychiatric wards are higher due to care of patients with
mental disorder. This study was designed to determine codes of professional ethics
compliance in nurses with standards in psychiatric wards.
Methods: In this descriptive study (auditing), 100 electro convulsive therapies, 100
medication, and 100 cases of physical restraints was observed by sampling event in
psychiatric wards of hospitals affiliation university of Tehran in 2016. Data were gathered
through a researcher made checklist (codes of professional ethics compliance in
psychiatric wards).Data analyzed using descriptive statistics and SPSS software version
19.
Results: Codes of professional ethics conformity rate with standards was 53.1% that
evaluated the breakdown of compliance with codes of professional ethics in treatment by
electro convulsive therapy 51.6%, in medication 49.3% and physical restraint 49.8%.
Conclusion: Codes of professional ethics conformity rate is far from the standards in
psychiatric wards, and in order to improve it, recommended to apply the guideline codes
of professional ethics and supervision by managers on its implementation.
Keywords: Professional ethics, nurse, auditing, psychiatric ward
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principles and standards that determine
the behavior of individuals and groups
and should be explained in any
professional working during a rational
process to provide a common
understanding of the values that should
be preserved and promoted in each
organization (13).

In today's world, ethics is again located
in the spotlight of health-related
professions (1). Ethics is a branch of the
humanities that its object is to determine
values (Right or wrong) in accordance
with ethical standards in each group or
profession (2). Although having the
appropriate level of ethical development
is important for all people, this issue is
particularly important for health care
personnel, including nurses (3) because
they are the largest group that providing
the services in the health care system
(4), have a significant impact on the
quality of health care (4,5) And certainly
we can be said that the nursing
profession is based on ethics principles
(6).

Studies show different results in the
field of regarding the professional ethics
in psychiatric wards. The study of Rezai
stated that some of the principles and
terms of clinical care is not accurate in
patients with psychiatric disorders and
these principles are not covered enough
by usual ethical considerations (14). In a
research conducted in India, 67.8% of
psychiatric nurses that have enough
information in the field of professional
ethics, , and 66.7% of them that have
degree in ethics from well-known
college, faced with various ethical
issues(15). Psychiatric nurses have
many influence in using the ethics and
laws during admission, discharge,
appointments, providing the emotional
and cognitive needs, and explain the
problems to the patient, protecting the
confidential information of patient and
informed consent (16). In a study that
was conducted in Jaipur of India, Only
10 percent of psychiatric nurses had
enough knowledge in relation to ethical
issues in the fields of psychiatry (15).
Performing the professional ethics in
relation with patients with mental
disorders has been a social problem of
the human society for a long time (14)
that control and evaluation of this matter
is the main tasks of managers so that the
follow up of the evaluations will
improve the quality of health care (17).
Auditing is one of the best way to
evaluate Codes of Professional Ethics in
psychiatric wards.

Townsend explains: Ethical problems in
psychiatry ward and psychiatric nurses
is more due to care of patients with
mental disorders (7). Studies indicate
that two-thirds of psychiatric nurses
experience a variety of ethical issues in
Canada(8).At the moment, about 30
percent of the world population has been
affected by a mental disorder that more
than two-thirds of them did not get the
care they need(9). Taking care of
patients with mental disorders is very
specialized and also requires obligation.
Ethical complexity in the care of these
patients have several reasons that the
most important of them is that patient
affected by experience and selfimagination and Suffering from
psychiatric hospitalization due to
stigmatization and loss of social rights
(11). Psychiatric nurses daily encounter
with various ethical issues and it is
important to be able to evaluate fields
and conditions that creating the
unethical behavior (9). The codes of
ethics help the psychiatric nurses to
provide daily care to patients with
considering the boundary between the
independence and treat (12). Codes of
professional ethics are the set of

Auditing is one of the important
components of clinical governance
program (18) and is a method of
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improving the evaluation of patient care
quality (19). Auditing of patient care is a
type of control that demonstrate current
situation of the patient care that we can
recognize the problems and dilemmas
and implement the necessary planning in

order to resolve it (20). Therefore the
present research has been designed to
determine codes of professional ethics
compliance in nurses with standards in
psychiatric wards.

Method
Collection data tool was the researcher
made checklist that was designed by
using the valid Persian and English
articles and protocols and guidelines as
well as nursing and psychiatry reference
books published between 2006 and
2016. Demographic information such as
number of patients, type of ward, and
the number of personnel, work shift and
gender is also studied. Checklist
includes 45 phrases in three parts. The
first part contains 17 phrases on
professional ethics in the electro
convulsive therapy. The second part
consists of 13 phrases about professional
ethics in medication and the third part
contains 15 phrases about professional
ethics in the Physical restraint. Each part
evaluated the five ethical axis that
include; respect, education,
conscientiousness, commitment to
justice and improve the quality of
patient care. Scoring methods consist of
two parts: 1. Yes, which consists of two
parts: (A) Done right "(this part was
scored when the care was done
completely correct). (B) Do not right
(this part was scored when the care was
not done completely correct). 2. No, this
part was scored when the care was not
performed. The scoring is as follows:
Not done (score 0), do not correctly (due
to the low number: score 0) done right
(score 1). Score range of checklist was
determined from 0 to 100. To check the
validity of the checklist, we used the
content and nominal validity index. For
this purpose, the phrases of the checklist
were studied by 10 specialists, nurses
and nurse faculty members to control
relevance, clarity and simplicity content

This descriptive study, is an auditing
research that was conducted in the
psychiatric wards of hospitals affiliation
university Tehran (Razi, Iran, Imam
Hossein, Taleghani, Ruzbeh and Rasul
akram hospitals) in 2016. All nursing
care related to electro convulsive
therapy, medication and physical
restraint in the psychiatric hospitals
organize the samples. By taking into
account the p=0.5, α=0.05 , d=0.1 and
n

Z12 / 2  P1  P 
d2
,

the
using the formula
required sample size calculated 100
cases. Sampling was performed from
April to September 2016 by event
sampling method with an observer
(researcher), and by referring to the
psychiatric wards in mentioned hospitals
in three shifts, morning, evening and
night. During sampling of the event,
which dependents on the knowledge of
observer about the special situation of
the event, the observations happen in
certain situation, thus observer should be
present in that situation to record her
observations(21).By considering that the
number of referrals to psychiatric
hospitals were different and by
considering the number of active beds in
each of these hospitals, observation were
allocated to 38 events in Razi Hospital,
26 events in Ruzbeh Hospital, 18 events
in Iran hospital, 8 events in Imam
Hossein Hospital, 5 events in taleqani
hospital and 5 events in Rasul hospital.
Observations continued from the
beginning steps of all three dimension
(electro convulsive therapy, medication
and physical restraint) to the end of
work and documenting.
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of the questions. To evaluate the
reliability of the tools, we used Interrated coefficient method and ICC = 0.87
was obtained.

University of Medical Science and also
the required coordination with the
Training Unit of the university and head
nurses of the psychiatric wards in
mentioned hospitals was performed.
Authorities were assured about
confidentiality of information and
trusteeship about using of the references.
In order to analyze the data, we used the
descriptive statistics of central indexes
and distribution of SPSS v.19 software.

To perform this research, the ethics
approval was taken from International
Branch of Beheshti University of
Medical Sciences with ethical code of
IR.SBMU.RAM.REC.1395.63 and a
referral was received from the Beheshti

Results
patient about potential drug side effects
with simple words) that was not
observed in 81% of cases, and in
physical restraint related to the
statements (it refuses the intimidating
and threating the patient during physical
containment ) that was not observed in
73% of cases.

In this research 100 events were
observed in each dimension of study that
half of the nurses were female and the
remain of them were men. Codes of
professional ethics conformity rate in
men’s ward, 5.56% and in women’s
ward 60.8% was desirable. Since this
study has been provided on all shifts, the
findings will be reported as follows; the
codes of ethics conformity rate is 50%
desirable in the morning shift, 30.3% in
the afternoon shift and 6.4% in the night
shift. In this research, findings showed
that conformity rate in codes of
professional ethics in psychiatric wards
compared with the ethical standards is as
follows;51.6% in electro convulsive
therapy, 49.3% in medication and 49.8%
in physical restraint that in all
dimensions of the evaluation was just
average. The highest conformity level is
recorded for the registration and
documentation of events in all three
dimensions of research that was
evaluated desirably. The lowest
conformity level have been reported as
follows: In electro convulsive therapy
related to the statement (it explains to
the patient about possible occurrence of
side effects) that was not observed in
75% of cases, In the medication related
to the statements(it explains to the

In this research, any dimension is
studied based on five ethical axis, the
first axis is to respect for the patient, the
second axis is to improve the quality of
patient care, the third axis is patient
education, the fourth axis is the
responsibility, and fifth axis is justice.
The findings based on mentioned five
axis shows that the most conformity rate
was in the fourth axis (responsibility)
that reported desirable and the lowest of
that, was in the third axis (training the
patient) that reported poorly. Results of
all axis conformity are available in table
one.
Generally, based on the table 2 , it can
be said that in all three dimensions ,
electro convulsive therapy, medication,
and physical restraint, the codes of
professional ethics conformity rate with
standards was 53.1% that reported as an
average of score
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Table 1: frequently distribution of the implementation of standards of regarding for the professional ethics
codes in psychiatric wards, based on five axis professional ethics codes in psychiatric hospitals of Affiliation
University of medical sciences and health services of Tehran in 2016
Axes

Dimensions of
research

First axis

(respect to patient)

Second axis

(Improving the quality of
patient care)

Third axis

(patient education)

Fourth axis

(responsibility)

Fifth axis

(Justice)

Done right

Do not right

Not done

Number(percentage)

Number(percentage)

Number(percentage)

First dimension

256 (42.67)

28 (4.67)

316 (52.67)

Average

Second dimension

143 (47.67)

2 (0.67)

155 (51.67)

Average

Third dimension

149 (37.25)

2 (0.5)

249 (62.25)

Average

total

548 (42.15)

32 (2.46)

720 (55.38)

Average

First dimension

199 (66.33)

6 (2)

95 (31.67)

Fine

Second dimension

107 (53.50)

1 (0.50)

92 (46)

Average

Third dimension

346 (69.20)

0 (0)

154 (30.80)

Fine

total

652 (65.20)

7 (0.7)

341 (34.10)

Average

First dimension

134 (33.50)

9 (2.25)

257 (64.25)

Average

Second dimension

63 (21.00)

0 (0)

237 (79.00)

Weak

Third dimension

29 (29.00)

3 (3.00)

68 (68.20)

Weak

total

226 (28.25)

12 (1.50)

562 (70.25)

Weak

First dimension

153 (79.50)

3 (1.50)

44 (23.00)

Fine

Second dimension

218 (72.67)

4 (1.33)

78 (26.00)

Fine

Third dimension

230 (76.67)

2 (0.67)

68 (22.67)

Fine

total

601 (75.13)

9 (1.12)

190 (23.75)

Fine

First dimension

135 (67.50)

6 (3.00)

59 (29.50)

Fine

Second dimension

122 (61.00)

3 (1.50)

75 (37.50)

Average

Third dimension

107 (53.50)

0 (0)

93 (46.50)

Average

total

364 (60.67)

9 (1.50)

227 (37.83)

Fine
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Table 2: code of professional ethics conformity rate with standards in the psychiatric hospitals of university
of medical sciences and health services of Tehran in 2016
Codes of
professional
ethics
compliance

Compliance(y/x)

Current
situation(y)

Setting the
standard(x)

Not done

Done

53.13

2391

4500

2109

2391

Discussion and conclusion
Mohammad Khan Kermanshahi (2012),
Tefagh et al. (2004). It seems that the
reasons of the inconsistency is
difference in research method. In this
research, conformity of standards were
observed directly that could be more
objective and provide more credible
data, while other studies were
investigated view of participants.

In the present research, the conformity
of professional ethics were evaluated as
average (score 53.1). In recent years,
numerous studies have been performed
in this field. Among these present
studies the result of Kumar et al. (2011)
and Ghobadi Far and Mosalanejad
(2013) were agree with this study.
In a study that performed by Kumar et al
in 2011, that was evaluated to assess the
knowledge of nurses about ethical and
legal responsibilities in the field of
Psychiatric (15), 90% of nurses had
average knowledge that is agree with the
evaluations of the present study. In the
study of Ghobadi Far and Mosalanejad
in 2013, that provided in order to
determine the conformity of professional
ethics codes in the medical staff of Jaron
University of Medical Sciences, the
professional ethics codes were estimated
average (22). This study is also agree
with current research.

Study of Su Liang et al in 2012, which
have been provided to evaluate the
attitude of the personnel about ethics
and rights of patients in psychiatric
hospitals in China's Shanghai, revealed
that 87% of personnel feel the need of
Ethics Committee. Only 11% of
personnel were familiar with ethical
codes (23).In the Maarefi et al 2014
study, which have been examined to
determine conformity with codes of
professional ethics of nursing, in the
field of clinical service from view of
patients, the average conformity with
codes of ethical was reported 68.20%
that is at a good level. In this study, it
was not observed significant relation
between demographic data of patients
and their performance of professional
ethics codes of nurses
(13).

Since the purpose of this study is to
determine the conformity of professional
ethics codes with standards in
psychiatric wards, the results were
compared to similar studies which
investigated the conformity of the
professional ethics codes from view of
patients and staff. It is not agree with
the results of Liang Su et al. (2012),
Maarefi et al. (2014), Dehghani and

The results of study of Dehghani and
Mohammad Khan Kermanshahi (2012),
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on the importance of the codes of
professional ethics, yet the conformity
with the professional ethics codes is not
an ideal. It seems that the cause of this
problem have more important aspects of
care and treatment of professional ethics
codes like lack of control system for
perspective of the health care personnel
performance, heavy workload, low
number of personnel and the high
number of patients (26).

which have been provided to determine
the observance of professional ethics
codes in the performance of nursing in
their view in Tehran University of
Medical Sciences, Revealed that the
majority of nurses (72.5%) have
conformity performance with Code of
Ethics (24).
In relation to the observance of
professional ethics in the execution of
medication orders by nurses, Tefagh et
al have provided a study in 2004 that
showed that highest percentage of
nurses (49.6%) had poor performance in
medication (25).

Moreover, the studies showed that
receive appropriate health care services
and providing health services based on
respect for patient privacy and the
principle of the confidentiality are the
most important, and after that, achieving
an efficient system of complaints
Providing appropriate and adequate
information for the patients, respect for
patients' rights in deciding freely to
receive the health services are important
in health care recipients. (27).

In the part of medication in this study ,
the observance of codes of professional
ethics reported average that is agree
with the study of Tefagh et al.
Probably, the reason of the result
difference of this research with other
research could be due to the difference
in the research environment. Previous
research was provided in all wards of
the hospital while present study was
provided specifically in psychiatric
wards. In addition,the time of research
could explain the difference in results,
partly because, over the time, awareness
of ethical issues of both medical staff
and patients has risen and also
approaches associated with the
implementation of ethical codes (such as
clinical governance and accreditation)
have been implemented in the health
care system. Results of some research
suggest that despite the fact that health
managers have an increasing emphasis
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Abstract
Background and objectives: Occupational exposure to silica dust in the silica
mines is several times more than other mines. Silica dust can cause different
complications in body tissues. One of damages caused by exposure to silica is the
effects of oxidation that can lead to DNA fragmentation. The aim of this study
was to assess the extent of damage DNA in blood lymphocytes of Iranian silica
miners using Comet assay.
Material and methods: 70 Iranian silica miners with at least five years history of
exposure to silica and 48 healthy administrative staff with non-exposure to silica
and other chemicals were randomly selected. The DNA damage levels were
determined using the Comet assay under fluorescence microscope and Comet
score software. The obtained results were analyzed using SPSS version 19, t-test
and Pearson's correlation coefficient.
Results: The age of subjects exposed to silica and control were respectively
44.5±7.6 and 41.3±10.3 years and Work experience of exposed and control was
22.5±7.6 and 18.2±10.3 and there were no significant differences in parameters
including age, height, weight, work experience, BMI and blood pressure between
two groups. The tail length (µm) was 3.2±0.98 and 11.52±5.2 in the exposed and
control groups, respectively. The tail DNA% was 1.8±0.52 and 4.2±1.92 in the
exposed and control groups, respectively. The tail moment (µm) was 0.81±0.21
and 1.9± 0.9 in the exposed and control groups, respectively. The DNA damage
was significantly different for all three parameters between the two groups
(p<0.001). In addition, there was a significant linear relationship between the level
of DNA damage and work experience in the exposed group (p<0.001).
Conclusion: The silica dust can increase DNA damage in blood lymphocytes of
exposed workers and this fragmentation enhances by prolonging exposure.
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Introduction
rate of DNA fragmentation in all
concentrations within 2 and 4
hours(10).
In a study on the construction
workers exposed to the silica in
India, there was a significant
difference for DNA fragmentation
between the exposed and control
groups .The amount of DNA
fragmentation was higher in smokers
of case group compared to control
smokers (11) . In another study on
micronucleus in the nasal cells and
lymphocytes of workers exposed to
silica, the micronucleus created in
nasal cells was three times higher,
and in lymphocytes was two times
more than the control group (12).
Another investigative on coal
workers showed a significant
increase in DNA fragmentation in
the case group(13).
The Comet assay, among various
methods to determine the levels of
DNA damage, is a rapid, sensitive
and suitable technique, which
provides the possibility of direct
observation of DNA damage in
individual cells. The Comet assay is
a very sensitive test to identify the
types of damage to DNA. This
method is able to direct assessment
of DNA single-strand and doublestrand breaks in individual cells. In
several in vivo and in vitro studies,
the Comet assay has been used to
investigate genotoxic effects of
compounds and protective impacts of
natural compounds on DNA(1-4) .
This method can assess the effects of
environmental genotoxic substances,

Different chemical, physical and
biological factors are of genotoxic
agents in the living environment and
the workplace that induce various
DNA damage such as singlestranded and double-stranded DNA
fragmentation, mutagenesis and
chromosome fragmentation; if the
cells are not able to repair these
damages, they will lead to varied
mutations in the genes that cause
various diseases including cancer (15). The silica dust is considered as a
possible factor in developing genetic
effects in humans that can be seen in
many professions such as mining,
construction industries and foundry
as well as industrial ceramic, tile and
cement (6).The silica effects on
DNA have been investigated in many
studies. For example, a research on
foundry and pottery workers
revealed that the level of DNA
damage in these workers was higher
than the control group. The study
also found that smoking could trigger
DNA damage(7) . The silica dust
particles can cause lipid peroxidation
and DNA fragmentation during
oxidative process(8). Shi et al.
indicated the silica damages on DNA
and lipid peroxidation caused by the
release of radicals that could lead to
the appearance of fibrosis and
cancer(9). In a study conducted by
Carl Fanizza et al. in Canada, human
lung cells were exposed to different
concentrations of 25, 50 and 100 µg
silica per ml. They found a
significant relationship between the
level of oxidation by silica and the
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the rate of repair and the repair
kinetics of DNA damaged by several
agents. One of the applications for
this approach is to evaluate DNA
damages in subjects exposed to
.

genotoxic agents due to occupational
or environmental conditions. The aim
of this study was to determine the
level of damage DNA caused by
silica among Iranian silica miners

Material and methods
viability was determined using the
Trypan Blue dye exclusion method
(16) .The sample with cell viability
higher 97% was observed. The cells
placed on slides and a layer of
common gel after dissolving the cells
in PBS and mixing with agarose gel
with low melting point. Finally, they
were covered by a layer of agarose
gel with low melting point and were
placed at 4°C for 1 hour in lysis
solution for elimination of the
membrane and proteins. The
electrophoresis solution was used to
break the hydrogen bonds between
the two strands for 20 min at 4°C,
and then electrophoresis was
performed for 20 minutes at a
voltage of 0.65 V/cm length of the
tank. The samples were transferred
to a neutral buffer solution for 10
minutes, fixed by methanol, and
stained with ethidium bromide at a
concentration of 20µg/ml for 10
minutes; and after washing with
water and putting cover slip, images
were taken from the samples using a
fluorescence microscope model
Nikon 50i, Japan. Two slides were
prepared for each sample; and
altogether, 100 cells were examined,
and the DNA damage levels were
determined using the Comet score
version 1.5 software.

In the present study, 70 Iranian silica
miners with at least five years history
of exposure to silica and 48 healthy
administrative staff with nonexposure to silica and other
chemicals were randomly selected.
They completed a questionnaire on
demographic information and also
the form of inclusion criteria,
including questions such as the lack
of infection, no history of exposure
to chemicals or recent exposure to
matters and radioactive devices.
Then morning and fasting blood
samples were obtained from subjects
having inclusion criteria and willing
to participate in this research.
Individual degrees of exposure to the
total and respirable silica dust in
exposed workers were determined
using NIOSH 7601 standard
method(14).
To estimate the genotoxicity of silica
dust, we used alkaline comet assay.
The protocol was carried out
according to Singh et al(15) The
collected blood lymphocytes were
separated using ficoll (Sigma Co. by
centrifugation at 3300 rpm for 15
minutes. The separated lymphocytes
were washed with PBS at 4°C and
were precipitated by centrifugation at
1400 rpm for 15 min at 4°C. After
collecting the blood samples and
isolating the lymphocytes, the cell
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Results
The age was 44.5±7.6 and 41.3±10.3
years as well as the mean work
experience were 13.7±4.2 and
15.2±3.4 years in subjects exposed to
silica and control, respectively.
There were no significant differences

in parameters including age, height,
weight, diet, work experience, BMI
and smoking in the exposed and
control groups. Table 1 shows the
demographic characteristics related
to silica exposure and control groups.

Table 1 - Demographic characteristics of miners and administrative staff of silica mines

Demographic
characteristics
Age (y)
Height (m)
Weight (kg)
Work experience (y)
BMI (kg/m2)

Exposed group

Control group

p-value

44.5±7.6
1.67±0.72
74.6±3.03
22.5±7.6
26.6±2.8

41.3±10.3
1.67±0.67
76.5±3.9
18.2±10.3
27.4±2.5

0.088
0.555
0.708
0.099
0.457

Table 2 - Total and respirable dust and content of silica in dust in silica mines of Iran
(mg/m3)
Number of
Min
Max
Mean ± SD
sample
Total dust
33
2.8
20.2
11.7±5.5
Respirable dust
33
1.2
8.9
4.9±2.7
Silica content of total dust 33
0.34
2.98
1.74±0.76
Silica content of
33
0.2
2.09
1.17±0.57
respirable dust
Table 3- Parameters of DNA damage in blood lymphocytes of miners and administrative
staff of silica mines

Parameters of DNA damage

Tail length (µm)

Tail DNA (%)

Tail moment (µm)

Control group

0.98±3.2

0.52±1.8

0.81± 0.21

Exposed group

11.52 ± 5.2

1.92±4.2

1.9± 0.9

p-value

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001
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Figure 1- Relationship between the level of DNA damage and duration of exposure to silica dust in
the silica mine workers
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Discussion
developing DNA fragmentation.
Although the study design varies
with the present study, but its results
are consistent with the findings of
the present study and confirm the
results of our study.
The in vivo study by evaluating the
effects of silica dust in small casting
industries on DNA fragmentation
revealed that DNA fragmentation in
exposed cases was significantly
different from the control group and
the results of discussed study are in
line with the present study (7). In
addition, in a study on the workers of
asbestos and cement industry,
indexes of DNA fragmentation
showed significant differences
between case and control groups,
consistent with the present study(24)
.
In another research on coal miners,
DNA fragmentation in the exposed
group showed significant difference
with the control group that is
consistent with the current study,
however, the difference is that the
workers in our study were exposed to
almost pure silica(13) . In another
study on the construction workers in
India, the silica dust in the workers
was higher than exposure limit and
DNA fragmentation in the workers
showed significant differences with
the control group. The results of this
study are consistent with this
study(11) . Considering that the
present study has been conducted in
the silica mines of Iran and

The silica dust is one of the
pollutants existing in many
workplaces, especially in the mines.
Most of the studies on workers
exposed to silica have emphasized on
the assessment of its effects on the
respiratory system (17-20). Some
studies have also been done on the
effects of silica dust on the DNA (4,
21, 22). The results of this study
indicated that the silica dust could
lead to DNA fragmentation in
lymphocytes of workers exposed to
silica, which the level of damage
elevated with prolonged exposure. In
this study, the Comet assay was used
to determine the level of DNA
damage in the workers exposed to
silica that among the methods to
determine the levels of DNA damage
is a rapid, easy sensitive and lowcost technique to measure DNA
fragmentation in individual cells.
Some in vitro investigations have
examined the DNA damage caused
by silica. For example, a study that
was conducted on epithelial cells of
mice exposed to silica showed that
DNA fragmentation was observed
along with the increase of OH group
in these cells(23) .In a study carried
out on human lung cells within 2 and
4 hours, DNA fragmentation was
seen in these cells and there was a
significant relationship between
oxidation and DNA fragmentation in
these cells(10) .These in vitro studies
can be a good indicator to determine
the oxidation effect of silicon and
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confounding effects of other
minerals in the development of DNA
fragmentation in this study was
lower than in the similar studies, so it
can be said that the silica could have
major contribution in influencing in

the studied worker's breath air that
was over 98 percent. While in similar
studies mentioned, because minerals
other than silica also exist in the air,
so these substances can contribute to
the DNA fragmentation.

Conclusion
The results of present study showed
that the silica dust available in silica
mines of Iran can increase DNA
fragmentation in blood lymphocytes
of exposed workers and this
fragmentation enhance by prolonging

exposure. Considering the fact that
many workers (in mines and in
industries that consume processed
silica) are exposed to silica dust, it
seems necessary to use methods of
dust control.
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Effectiveness of Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy and
Conscious Group Yoga on Depression, Anxiety, and Stress of
female caregivers of elderlies with Alzheimer
Ensieh harbi1,
Abstract
Background: continuous caregiving for patients with Alzheimer is the most
difficult type of caregiving which can cause psychological disorders and reduction
in life quality of caregivers. Present study aims to examine the effectiveness of
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy and conscious group yoga on depression,
anxiety and stress of female caregivers of the elderlies with Alzheimer who
referred to the Alzheimer Association of Iran.
Methodology: the study was conducted based on a semi-experimental, a
controlled random experiment with baseline testing after intervention and a twomonth follow-up with control group. Twenty-four female caregivers for patients
with Alzheimer who referred to the Alzheimer Association of Iran in city of
Tehran were selected based on availability and were randomly assigned to
experiment (n=12) and control (n=12) group. All the participants filled the
Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale (Dass-21) at three stages of baseline, postintervention and follow-up. Experiment group participated in 8 sessions 2-hour of
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy and conscious group yoga while control
group did not receive any intervention. Collected data of both groups were
analyzed using repeated measurement repeated-measures MANOVA.
Findings: findings of the study showed that mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
and conscious group yoga caused a significant difference in experiment group
compared to control group in terms of depression and stress after the end of
intervention sessions and 2-month follow up. Depression and stress had
significant reduction compared to pre-test while there was no significant
difference in terms of anxiety.
Conclusion: mindfulness-based cognitive therapy and conscious group yoga
resulted in depression and stress reduction in female caregivers of elderlies with
Alzheimer after the treatment sessions and 2-month follow up. However, there
was no change in anxiety.
Keywords: mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, conscious group yoga,
depression, anxiety, stress, caregivers of patients with Alzheimer.

1

. Ph.D. in Psychology of Health, Payam Noor University of Dubai, UAE.
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Introduction
Alzheimer's disease has been
described as a major health problem
following increased age in recent
decades (1). Alzheimer's disease is a
chronic progressive and debilitating
brain disorder that has a profound
effect on memory, intelligence and
the ability for personal care (2). As
this disease has serious consequences
for the patients and their family, it is
one of the most serious disorders at
present time which is often described
as “an endless funeral” (3).
Individuals with Alzheimer's have
difficulty meeting their needs
because of cognitive and behavioral
disorders and require constant (4).
Studies on caregivers of Alzheimer's
patients with neurological problems
have shown that these caregivers
experience some levels of stress,
depression, and lack of satisfaction
in life (5). About one quarter of the
caregivers of patients with
Alzheimer suffer from anxiety (6).
Also, studies have shown that 20%
of caregivers are treated for
psychiatric disorders such as
depression (7). The study of Cheng
et al. on the effect of the burden of
caregiving on the health of family
caregivers of patients with chronic
illness indicated that caregiving
burden has a significant impact on
the physical and psychological health
of caregivers and the time spent on
caregiving and the amount of need
for patient's physical support are the
predictors of caregiving burden (8).
Therefore, designing some
interventions to help and strengthen

them against the problems and
difficulties of caregiving becomes
more important regarding the
increasing number of people with
dementia, along with an increase in
the number of elderly people. In the
field of treatment for psychological
problems such as anxiety, stress and
depression, various approaches have
been used, including medication
therapy and combined therapies (9).
This field of cognitive-behavioral
therapy is introduced since 1970s.
However, following some criticisms
on this approach, other
combinational approaches were also
introduced for this problem (10). For
example, mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy was developed and
has significant effect on treatment
and prevention of recurrence of
anxiety and depression (11).
Mindfulness is usually defined as
being conscious and focusing on
present time. Scholars have shown
that increased mindfulness is
accompanied by consequences such
as pain reduction, anxiety,
depression, eating sickness, stress
and other diseases (12). Yoga is
form of mindfulness and if it is done
on a regulated base, it will be a
unique pattern for mind and body of
those who desire to reach higher
level of health (13). Conscious
moves are done slowly and an
individual is conscious of his
breathing and feelings every
moment. These practices are
basically used in Hatha Yoga (14).
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The conscious yoga involves
discovering the limits of self and not
having to go beyond the borders of
these limits. Instead, they tried to
stay on the border and breathe. This
entails respect for the “message” that
the body gives to the person (15).
Regarding how much we can sustain
this elongation, where and how to
change the moves or when to stop
the exercise, when to refrain from
exercising because of our specific
condition or when to avoid it
completely (16), mindfulness can
help to free individuals from
automatic thoughts, habits and
behavioral patterns and so they play
an important role in behavioral

regulation (17). Studies of Hou (18),
Kogler et al (19), Epstein-Lubow et
al (20), Paller (21) and Whiteboard
(22) and Seyed Esmaili (23)
examined the effectiveness of
mindfulness on health variables of
caregivers for patients with chronic
illness, elderlies and mentally
retarded children. According to what
mentioned above, present study
examines the effectiveness of
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
and conscious group yoga on
depression, anxiety and stress of
female caregivers of the elderlies
with Alzheimer who referred to the
Alzheimer Association of Iran.

Methodology
This is a quasi-experimental study
where in a controlled random clinical
experiment, after taking the informed
consent of Alzheimer Association of
Iran, some caregivers of patients
with Alzheimer referring to this
association were selected as the
participants of the study and were
randomly divided into two groups of
control and experiment under weekly
sessions of mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy and conscious
group yoga (experiment group) and
no intervention (control group). All
the participants signed a written
consent for participation. All the
caregivers of elderlies with
Alzheimer referring to Alzheimer
Association of Iran in Tehran in
2017 were regarded as the population
of the study. Participants of the study
included 24 who were randomly

assigned into experiment group
(n=12) and control group (n=12).
The inclusion and exclusion criteria
of the study were: the main role in
caregiving the patient, being literate,
not having chronic physical and
psychological illness, and having no
experience of participation in the
mindfulness therapy program for
drug abuse, the ability to attend
group therapy sessions, willingness
to participate.
The exclusion criteria for the
experimental group: absences for
more than two sessions of
intervention, unwillingness to
continue attending intervention
sessions, during a study of people
who leave for any reason, including
the specific disease, are not able to
take care of the elderly with
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Alzheimer or death of patient with
Alzheimer during the study.
The mindfulness-based cognitive
therapy and conscious group yoga
were hold by two psychology experts
with master degree who were well
acquainted with intervention method
based on ethical considerations of the
study such as informed participation
and confidentiality of personal data.
Research instruments were filled by
the participants in experiment and
control group in three stages of
before intervention (pre-test), after
intervention (posttest) and two
month follow-up. This treatment was

done in group during 8 session. The
participants in experiment group
received 8 intervention sessions
based on mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy and conscious
group yoga (24) once week for two
hours while control group did not
receive any intervention. Due to
ethical consideration, the participants
in control group received a CD of
yoga exercises at the end of the
sessions. A sum of instructions for
implementing sessions of reducing
stress by mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy are provided in
table 1.

Table1. Summary of functional instruction sessions of mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy
Session
First session: Automatic Pilot

Second session: facing obstacles

Third session: Kindness with
breathing, body and awareness
about breathing and body
movement
Fourth session: learning how to
answer

Fifth session: slowly cope with
difficulty (attendance)

Sixth session: thoughts are not
facts
Seventh session: self-care

Eighth session: going beyond fear

Topic
The introduction of automatic guidance system/knowing how to use present
moment awareness of bodily sensation, thoughts and emotions in reducing
stress/practicing eating raisins1,giving feedback and discussion about the
practice/three - minute breathing, giving assignment for next week and
distributing leaflets of the first session and CDs of meditation
Re-examining body workout/ giving feedback and discussion about examining
body workout/ practicing breathing mindfulness meditation/ /distributing
leaflets of the second session and CDs of meditation
Having conscious sitting with awareness of breathing(the sitting meditation)/
practicing three -minute breathing /distributing leaflets of the third session and
video tape of yoga practices
Re-examining body workout / (in the hospital chapel)/5-minute practicing of
“seeing or hearing”/ re-practicing conscious session with awareness of
breathing and body/ distributing leaflets of fourth session and CDs of
meditation
Practicing breathing /re-practicing conscious session(awareness of breathing
,body, sounds and thoughts)/explaining the stress and identifying participants’
reactions to stress/examining awareness of pleasant and unpleasant events on
feeling ,thoughts and bodily sensations/ practicing 3-minute breathing
/distributing leaflets
practicing sitting meditation (mindfulness of sounds and thoughts)/distributing
leaflets of the sixth session and number4 video tape to participants
Practicing mountain meditation/sleep hygiene/ repeating exercises of the
previous session/making a list of enjoyable activities/distributing leaflets of the
seventh session
Examining body workout /overview of program/examining and discussing
programs /practicing stone, beads and marbles meditation

1

Object attention training
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Research Instrument
some openended questions and one
rule-out question which provide
opportunity for interviewer to be
guided in the new fields, based on
previous answers of respondents
(Marnat, 2003). Bakhtiari (1379; as
quoted by Kabirnezhad et al, 1388)
has translated and adapted this form
(Kabirnzhad, Aliloo, Hashemi,
2000).Semi-structured clinical
interview is used for personality
disorders to assess the 10 DSM-IV
personality disorders of axis ll and
was set in 1997. Content validity is
approved by using experts’ opinions
and test-retest reliability coefficient.
Reliability and validity of this tool
has been accepted in various studies
(Kabirnzhad, Aliloo, Hashemi,
1388). In Bakhtiari’s study (1379),
the content validity of the translated
version of the interview was
confirmed by three professors of
psychology, and test-retest reliability
coefficient of the tool with an
interval of one week was % 87

Demographic Information
Questionnaire
A demographic questionnaire
containing was developed by the
researcher based on the effect of
underlying factors and biological
characteristics on the patients' mood
and quality of life. Demographic
questionnaires included including
items of age, education, economic
status, beginning and duration of
caregiving, history of mental illness
and history of suicide.
Structured Clinical Interview
(SCID)
Was adapted by Frist et al (1997)
(First, Spitzer, Gibbon, Williams,
1997). It is a tool for diagnosis based
on four criteria of Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. This tool has two main
versions: 1- Form SCID-Ι which
assesses major psychiatric disorders
(axis l in the DSM-IV) deals. This
form have been translated and
adapted by Sharifi et.al (1384). This
interview has good validity and
reliability for the diagnosis of mental
disorders. For example, Zanaryny
(2000), in examining diagnostic
reliability between raters, for most
diagnoses has reported more than 70
percent alpha. Bakhtiari's study
(1379), Clinical psychology
professionals and professors has
confirmed the validity of this tool.
Test-retest reliability with an interval
of one week was 0/95 (Bakhtiar,
2000) 2 - Form SCID-II also assesses
personality disorders (axis II DSMIV). This test has been designed
based on branching plan and includes

Anxiety, depression and stress
questionnaire (DASS-21)
The short form of this questionnaire
with 42 questions has been examined
by Leviband (1995) to assess
depression ,anxiety, and stress
(30).Confirmatory factor analysis
results has confirmed the existence
of the 3 factors of depression
,anxiety and stress. Retest coefficient
of 3 subscales of this questionnaire
was mentioned with sample
consisted of 20 patients between
71%-81% at an interval of two
weeks (31).Reliability and validity of
this questionnaire were studied on a
number of subjects in England
(32).Retest reliability for depression,
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anxiety and stress are reported
respectively 80%,76% and 77% and
Chronbach’s alpha for them are
reported respectively 81%,79% and

78%.Validity of this scale was
examined by confirmatory factor
analysis and in main components
method .

Findings
Standard deviation and mean age of
control group and experiment group
were 32.25± 3.07 and 32.33± 2.77.
The standard deviation and mean for
beginning and duration of caregiving
for control and experiment group
were 6.41± 2.96 and 5± 2.13,

respectively. 66.7 percent of control
group and 58.3 percent of
experiment group had a high school
degree. Further, results of the
analysis showed that both groups
were at average level in terms of
income.

Table 2. Average and standard deviation of age, duration of care for patients with Alzheimer's for
control and experiment group

Age
duration of care for
patients with
Alzheimer's

Group
Control
Experimental
Control

Mean
32.25
32.33
6.41

SD
3.07
2.77
2.96

Experimental

5

2.13

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of Depression, Anxiety, stress of separate tests in groups

Depression
Anxiety
Stress

pre-test
1±13.50
1.78±3.50
0.90±16.08

Control(n=12)
post-test
1.15±12.33
1.35±3.25
1.50±14.50

follow
0.93±12.83
1.82±3.66
1.78±14.50

pre-test
2.13±14.75
3.02±4.41
1.97±15.50

As it is shown in table 3, the mean
score of depression and stress at
posttest significantly changes
compared to pre-test while the mean
score of control group had no
significant change at three stages.
Regarding the results of M box for
stress variable (Sig=0.214, F=1.391)
and also (Sig=0.265 F=1.276) for

Experimental(n=12)
post-test
Follow
1.43±6.66
1.26±10.83
2.49±4.25
1.96±3.66
1.80±9.16
1.64±10.83

depression variable, the null
hypothesis is not rejected and
covariance matrices for dependent
variables are equal among various
groups. While, for anxiety
(Sig=0.018 F=2.55) it was shown
that observed covariance matrices of
dependent variables was not equal
among various groups.
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Table 4. Results of repeated measures variance analysis

Depression
Anxiety
stress

Sum of
squares
47.227
1.185
100.042

DF
1
1
1

Squared
mean
47.227
1.185
100.042

As shown in table 4, the
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
and conscious group yoga resulted in
significant reduction of depression
(F=17.361 Sig=0.0001) and stress
(F=78.83, Sig=0.001) in female
caregivers of the elderlies with

F
17.362
0.673
78.839

significance
level
0.0001
0.421
0.0001

Eta
square
0.441
0.030
0.782

Alzheimer. While the results of
repeated measurement MANOVA
for anxiety at three stages (F=0.421
Sig=0.67) showed that there was no
significant difference in groups.

Results and Conclusion
difference in stress and depression of
control group. In the intervention
group, mean of depression and stress
after intervention significantly
decreased. Considering that the two
experiment and control groups are
similar in demographic
characteristics, it can be concluded
that the changes in the mean scores
of stress and depression in the
experiment group can be due to
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy.
Results of the study were in line with
findings of the studies by Hou (18),
Kogler et al (19), Epstein-Lubow et
al (20), Paller (21) and Whiteboard
(22) and Seyed Esmaili (23). In study
of Hou (18), mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy caused reduction in
depression and anxiety symptoms for
patients with chronic disease.
However, there was no significant
difference for stress at present study.
Findings of Kogler et al (19) on
effectiveness of mindfulness-based

Present study aimed to examine the
effectiveness of mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy and conscious
group yoga on depression, anxiety
and stress of female caregivers of the
elderlies with Alzheimer who
referred to the Alzheimer
Association of Iran. Results of the
study showed that this therapy was
effective compared to before
treatment, after two-month follow-up
and compared to control group after
treatment and follow up. Caregiving
for a patient with Alzheimer and
other types of dementia is associated
with a range of challenges (5).
Changes in the disease require these
people to attain high levels of
personal care and supervision, which
causes many caregivers to
experience high levels of stress and
experience their negative effects on
their health, their jobs, their income,
and their financial security. Post-test
results did not show a significant
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intervention on the prevention and
treatment of stress related problems
and the promotion of nurses' health
and nursing care (32). Also, the
study of Whiteboard found that
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
for girls at school age increased the
ability to adapt and reduce their
stress by increasing their awareness
of stressful situations (22). Further,
the study of Rahmani and
Talepasand, mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy in clinical samples
caused a reduction in stress level and
improved their physical and mental
health (33). In fact, it seems that
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
and yoga are effective on reducing
stress and anxiety by increasing the
individuals’ awareness of present
time, through techniques such as
meditation (by focusing on the
breathing and focusing
consciousness here and now) and
yoga (regular exercises) on body
control and, consequently, mind
control (34). This study has some
specific limitations. First limitation is
the small sample size. Although the
study is not affected by the decline in
number of participants, the small
sample size is one of the limitations
which prevents exact estimation of
effect size. Second limitation is
related to self-reporting instrument.
These instruments have some
internal problems (measurement
error, lack of self-control and …).
The third limitation is related to the
lack of control for the domain and
individual factors. It is likely that
participants will have overestimated

cognitive therapy by unofficial
caregivers of relieving patients
showed that mindfulness was a
significant predictor of psychological
suffering, meaning of life and quality
of life in the post-intervention phase.
The study of Epstein-Lubow et al
also showed that mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy results in reduction
of depression symptoms, perceived
stress and caregiving load in
caregivers of weak elderlies (20).
Paller also concluded that
mindfulness training resulted in
increased life quality, reduced
depression symptoms and better
sleeping quality in patients with
cognitive impairment and their
caregivers (21). The study of
whiteboard showed that the
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
to reduce stress resulted in reduced
stress and depression in caregivers of
patients with dementia (22). Study of
Seyed Esmaili also showed the
effectiveness of mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy on reducing the
mental pressure on mothers of
mentally retarded children (23).
Another study also examined the
effectiveness of mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy on samples except
caregivers, all of which indicated the
positive effectiveness of this therapy
on psychological health variables of
individuals. For example, the study
of McKenzie which examined the
effect of mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy on nurses and
nursing assistance in long-term care
centers for the elderly and
highlighted the effectiveness of this
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the effects of the program due to
some underlying factors. Another
possible assumption is that
participants are more likely to
overestimate the effect of treatment
due to their individual tendency,
optimism, and similar factors. It is
also suggested that the future studies
use placebo on control group to
control the effect of waiting. It is
also suggested that larger sample size
are used to achieve the actual effect
size of treatment. The strategies for
prevention and relieving the
caregiving burden of these people are
considered as a priority in health care
community. It is certain that
caregivers of the elderly with

Alzheimer have many stresses that
put their physical and mental health
in a threatening state, and this can
influence on the patient's care and
support process. Therefore, it is
suggested that researchers can use
effective supportive and
interventional approaches such as
mindfulness to reduce various
difficulties of Alzheimer and
elderlies in the community and also
health of caregivers.
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A Descriptive Study on Utilization of Fresh Frozen Plasma in
University of the East Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Medical
Center Incorporated (UERMMMCI)
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Abstract
This study investigated the utilization of fresh frozen plasma in University of the East
Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Medical Center Incorporated.
I.

Introduction and Significance of the Study

Over the years, the significant role of

limited to a few. Conditions such as

blood component in treating certain

treatment

diseases

combined

or

conditions

has

been

of

bleeding
with

tendency

disseminated

recognized. Component therapy has a

intravascular coagulation, clotting factor

profound impact in the practice of

deficiencies and some rare bleeding

transfusion medicine. The extraction of

disorders.

various constituents, including plasma,

including

from the whole blood has led to increase

reactions, allergic reaction due to plasma

efficacy and economic utilization of

protein incompatibility and transfusion-

blood supply. 1Fresh frozen plasma is

related lung injury after fresh frozen

frequently prescribed blood product; its

plasma transfusion.

use continues to rise despite the fact the

transmitting

supply

Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis B

of

plasma

derived

allogeneic blood donation is finite.

from
1,2

1,2,3

Various adverse effects
non-hemolytic

viruses

febrile

It is capable of
like

Human

and Hepatitis C viruses. 1,2

In

clinical practice, fresh frozen plasma is

The appropriate use of fresh frozen

widely used despite its indications being

plasma requires understanding of the
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properties of fresh frozen plasma and its

incorporated in the request

inadequacies, as well as an appreciation

forms to remind the clinicians.

of the complications of fresh frozen
plasma usage.

Our institution is a tertiary

1

hospital in Metro Manila with

Literature search revealed audits of fresh

229-bed

capacity,

with

a

frozen plasma in the Philippines are

broad range of medical and

scarce.

surgical specialties and our
blood bank caters all services.

In order to avoid inappropriate
use of the fresh frozen plasma

A retrospective audit on the

in our institution, we have to

hospital’s fresh frozen plasma

establish Hospital Transfusion

usage with specific aims of

Guidelines

assessing the pattern and rate

based

on

the

existing local guideline, which

of

is The Philippine Clinical

recognize

Practice

For

utilization of fresh frozen

Rational Use of Blood and

plasma and setting up policies

Blood Products. Appropriate

to improve the utility and

indications

reduce the wastage of this

Guidelines

should

be

usage

will
the

help

us

appropriate

important blood products.
II.

Review of Related Literature

Plasma consists of the non-cellular

degrees celsius or colder within 6-8

portion of blood that is separated and

hours of donation in order to preserve its

frozen after donation.

labile coagulation factors (factors V &

It may be

VIII) 3,4,5

prepared from the whole blood or
collected by apheresis. This is separated
from the whole blood and frozen at -25
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Fresh frozen plasma is frozen at - 18

type specific PRBC (AABB), severe

degrees celsius or colder within 6-8

bleeding due to warfarin or patients

hours

contains

taking warfarin who will undergo

functional quantities of all coagulation

emergency surgical procedure, medical

factors. Plasma frozen within 24 hours

situation like open-heart surgery with

(FP24) and thawed plasma may contain

more than 6 units PRBC transfused; and

variably reduced level of Factor V and

for trauma casualties with 30% or more

Factor VII.

blood loss and who will be requiring

of

collection

and

Despite the differences

massive transfusion. 1,4

between FP24, thawed plasma and fresh
frozen plasma, they are generally used
for same indication.

Massive transfusion protocols involve

3,4,5,6

administration of red blood cells and

Plasma transfusion must be ABO-

plasma initially, then adding platelet

compatible with the patient’s red cell.

units or cryoprecipitate later.

(Grade A; Level 2) 4

purpose is to prevent coagulopathy
rather than wait for coagulopathy to

Fresh frozen plasma is indicated for

develop then treat it. Transfusion with

multiple coagulation factor deficiencies

more than five units of RBC together

associated with severe bleeding or

with crystalloid inevitably leads to

disseminated intravascular coagulation

dilutional coagulopathy as shown in

(DIC) with bleeding, single coagulation

some modeling studies.

factor deficiencies when no virus-safe

absence of laboratory tests usually

due to hemorrhagic disease of the
(HDN),

neonates

The benefits

administering blood products in the

fractional product is available, bleeding

newborn

The

outweigh the risk of transfusion in

with

trauma patient in hemorrhagic shock and

coagulopathy who are bleeding or about

with ongoing bleeding.4

to undergo invasive procedure, for
neonatal exchange transfusion AB or
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When

used

to

correct

coagulation factor

treatment of immunodeficiency states.

isolated

deficiencies

5

like

2, 3.

Prophylactic fresh frozen plasma

hemophilia A, B, or C for which no

transfusion

concentrated preparation is available

bleeding incidence, but carries the risk of

(e.g. Factor V or XI) or hemophilia the

acute lung injury. 7

type of which is not determined, the

factor,

the

desired

utilization.

post-

reduce

During

the

two-year

retrospective study of Sameer, et al., they

transfusion level and the duration of
raised levels required.

further

different countries on fresh frozen plasma

specific factor, the pre-transfusion level
the

not

Several audits and studies were done in

dosing depends on the half-life of the

of

may

looked into the usage of fresh frozen

4

plasma and used the guidelines published

The volume of fresh frozen plasma unit is

by College of American Pathologists

approximately 250 mL but variation may

(CAP), National Health and Medical

be expected. The volume may vary from

Research

180-300 mL. 3,4

Australasian

with active labor suffering from severe

absence of severe bleeding (BSH, 126)

anemia with shock.

, hypovolemia,

the

reversal

It was identified

reason is transfusion in pregnant female

reversal of warfarin anticoagulation in the

exchange,

Blood

fresh frozen plasma and the most common

indicated in the following situations like

plasma

For

and

that 53.19% represent inappropriate use of

thus use of fresh frozen plasma is not

4

(NHMRC)

Society

Transfusion (ASBT).

There are risks involved in transfusion

(Grade A, Level 3)

Council

Disseminated

intravascular coagulopathy and chronic

of

liver disease represents the appropriate

prolonged INR in the absence of bleeding,

reasons for transfusion.8

prevention of intraventricular hemorrhage

In the clinical

audit of Garg, et al., they noted that 30%

in preterm infant, treatment of neonates

of the fresh frozen plasma were transfused

with polycythemia, wound healing and
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inappropriately for the purpose of volume

assessed the appropriateness in the usage

expansion

volume

of fresh frozen plasma in a tertiary

disseminated

hospital in India. In this study, like the

or

circulating

replacement.

Also

intravascular coagulopathy and prolonged

others,

prothrombin time are most common

coagulopathy was clearly appropriate

6

disseminated

intravascular

Another is a

reason for transfusion. They reported a

three-month study was done in South

39.4 % of inappropriate utilization of the

Africa by Visser, et al., and revealed a

said blood product.

staggering 39.5% inappropriate use of

frozen plasma for volume expansion was

fresh frozen plasma transfusion due to

the most frequent cause of inappropriate

reason of circulatory volume expansion.9

fresh frozen plasma usage.

The evaluation of fresh frozen plasma

al., surveyed the trends of use of fresh

usage conducted by Kulkarni, et al., which

frozen plasma at a tertiary hospital in

retrospectively done in Medical College

Pakistan,

showed

Hospital,

intravascular

coagulopathy

appropriate indications.

showed

52%

were

The use of fresh

5

Pervaiz, et

disseminated
was

the

inappropriately transfused for absence of

appropriate reason for requesting fresh

bleeding or surgical intervention. It was

frozen plasma, and 81% of transfusions

identified that disseminated intravascular

were inappropriately used, as requested

coagulopathy was the most common

for circulatory volume replacement of

appropriate indication for fresh frozen

burn

plasma transfusion10

hematological

accidental

malignancies

trauma
in

adult

patients, which was alarmingly high. 11

On the other hand, Shinagare, et al.,
conducted a retrospective study and
III.

patients,

Objectives

General Objectives
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To describe the utilization practices of

Medical Center Incorporated

fresh frozen plasma in the different

from

specialties in the University of the East

December 2011.

January

2011

to

Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Medical

2. To describe the fresh frozen

Center Incorporated from January 2011

plasma transfusion indicators

to December 2011.

of

various

specialties

in

University of the East Ramon

Specific Objectives

Magsaysay Memorial Medical
1. To identify the percentage of

Center

the usage of fresh frozen

Incorporated

from

January 2011 to December

plasma of different specialties

2011.

in University of the East
Ramon Magsaysay Memorial

IV.

Materials and Methodology
A. Research Design

B. Data Collection and

The study was a descriptive study.

Analysis

Population

All blood requisition forms of admitted
patients, requested for fresh frozen

The study included all patients in the

plasma transfusion, submitted at the

pay floors and charity ward that were

blood bank section from January 2011 to

admitted in the University of the East

December 2011 were reviewed. Patients

Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Medical

who were requested with fresh frozen

Center Incorporated, and were requested

plasma along with other supplements,

for transfusion with fresh frozen plasma,

such as whole blood, packed red blood

in January 2011 to December 2011.

cell and platelet, were also included in
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the study, as well as, patients in all age

Windows.

Descriptive statistics are

groups.

The following data were

generated to report the proportion of

collected: patient’s demographic data

patients who received fresh frozen

including age, gender and blood group,

plasma and the proportion of patients in

date, department of the requesting

different specialties who were transfused

physician, number of fresh frozen

with fresh frozen plasma. For nominal

plasma units requested and issued. The

data, frequencies and percentages were

clinician’s indication or reason for fresh

generated. For numerical data, mean ±

frozen plasma transfusion was noted.

SD

were

computed

Data were encoded and tallied in IBM
SPSS

version

22

for

Microsoft

.

V.

Results

A total of 386 units of fresh frozen

group, followed by B+ (31 or 23.8%)

plasma were issued by the blood bank

blood group. Thirty or 23% had blood

section to 130 patients that were

group A+ and 4 patients or 3.2 %

requested for transfusion from January

belonged to the AB+ blood group.

2011to December 2011. In this study,

Of the 386 units of fresh frozen plasma

68 (52.3%) males and 62 (47.7%)

that

females were included with mean age of

given

or

issued,

the

breakdown of these, the most units (230

51 years (SD 19.70, range of 1 day to 88
years).

were

or 59.5%) were distributed to the

Fresh frozen plasma was

Department of Internal Medicine, 75

commonly requested in patients with

(19.4%) to the Surgery Department and

age group 30-60 years old. Maximum

43

patients (65 or 50%) have O+ blood

122

(11.1%)

to

the

Neurosurgery
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Department.

The

Department

of

remaining

2.0%

to

Urology

and

Pediatrics were given 22 or 6.0%, 8

Neurology Departments, as shown in

units or 2.0% for Obstetrics and

Figure 1.

Gynecology Department and the other

Internal
Medicine
Surgery
Neurosurgery
Pediatrics

FIGURE 1. FRESH FROZEN PLASMA DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT
DEPARTMENTS

The clinical indications for which the

15.4 % of fresh frozen plasma use, and

130 patients given with fresh frozen

then followed by cases of sepsis

plasma were reviewed in the data

(11.5%).

collected from the blood bank and the

disease like in chronic kidney disease

most common reason for requesting the

and hepatic disease comprises 10.8%

blood component was for surgical use

and 3.1 % to cases with disseminated

(40%),

intravascular coagulation.

followed

by

deranged

Also, anemia of chronic

The least

prothrombin time (17%) as PT >1.5

common

from the midpoint of normal range

coagulopathy, from single coagulation

which is usually 18 seconds.

factor and thrombocytopenia. This was

Active

bleeding from gastrointestinal tract and

reasons

shown on Table 1.

dengue hemorrhagic fever represent
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TABLE 1. CLINICAL INDICATIONS OF DIFFERENT SPECIALTIES
OF UERMMMCI FOR FRESH FROZEN PLASMA UTILIZATION
DEPARTMENT
INDICATION
OBGYN

MEDICINE

NEUROLOGY

GU
(n=77)

(n=5)

PEDIATRICS SURGERY NEUROSURGERY

(n=7)

( n=3)
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(n=24)

(n=13)

(n=1)
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SURGERY
(80.0%)

13 (16.9%)

21 (27.3%)

0

15 (19.5%)

0

0

0

4

1 (14.3%)

1 (100%)

1 (14.3%)

1 (4.2%)

3 (23.1%

0

2 (8.3%)

0

0

0

SEPSIS
0

13 (14.9%)

0

0

ANEMIA
0

11 (14.3%)

1 (14.3%)

4 (5.2%)

0

0

1 (14.3%)

0

0

1 (4.2%)

1 (7.7%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DIC

0

0

COAGULOPATHY
0

9 (69.2%)

0

BLEEDING

0

20 (83.3%)

3 (100%)

DERANGED PT
0

3 (42.9%)

0
(SINGLE COAG FACT)

THROMBOCYTOPENIA
1 (20.0%)

VI.

0

Discussion/Conclusion

Transfusion practice is now a complex

Blood components have been in use

therapeutic discipline. The transfusion

for many years. In the developing

of a blood component can never be

world, there is a shortage of blood and

taken lightly and should be given for a

blood components, and to meet the

proper

careful

needs for these, our blood bank

evaluation of the clinical situation.

requires more than 200 donors per

indication

after
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month.

and Visser et al., from India and a study

Fresh frozen plasma is a

frequently used blood product and

of Pervaiz et al., of Pakistan.

evaluation of its usage is very

19.4% from the Surgery Department and

important.

the rest are from other departments.

Clinical transfusion auditing is valuable

It is shown in this study that 40% of the

in identifying current trends and patterns

requests for fresh frozen plasma units

of fresh frozen plasma usage, as well as,

were for prophylactic transfusion in

areas requiring improvement. The risks

adult patients with normal coagulation

of transfusion and non-availability of

profile but will undergo major invasive

blood components make it crucial to

surgical procedure, with the potential for

optimize fresh frozen plasma transfusion

hemorrhage or massive blood loss. This

and reduce wastage. This study was

result is similar to the inappropriate use

done to evaluate the utilization of fresh

of fresh frozen plasma units, stated in

frozen plasma in our institution. In this

the studies of Kulkarni, et al., and most

study, the indications were identified in

other studies. This study also reported

reference with the local guideline, The

17% of the requests had an appropriate

Philippine Clinical Practice Guidelines

indication of deranged prothrombin

For the Rational Use of Blood and

time, which is slightly lower than the

Blood Products, since our institution

study by Garg, et al. Other common

does not have its own blood bank

indications identified for fresh frozen

manual, stating the appropriate use of

plasma transfusion that were clearly

blood and blood products.
Overall,

the

Internal

Only

appropriate include active bleeding from
Medicine

gastrointestinal

Department accounted for most fresh

tract

and

dengue

hemorrhagic fever, sepsis, anemia and

frozen plasma requisition for about

disseminated

59.9% and these findings are similar to

coagulopathy.

the studies of Sameer et al., Garg et al.,
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intravascular
These situations could
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have

multiple

coagulation

and it was not the patients were

factors

analyzed.

deficiencies that needed transfusion.

plasma units was not properly measured

In this study, it was observed that the
inappropriate

requests

were

because data weren’t obtained if all

for

units’ released by the blood bank were

prophylactic use for surgical operation
and

could

be

overestimation of

secondary
risk of

Wastage of fresh frozen

transfused to the patients.

to

Also, our

blood bank has no issued institutional

massive

fresh

bleeding during the procedure, thus the

frozen

guidelines

tendency to transfuse.

and

plasma

transfusion

policies

for

better

assessment of proper usage of this blood
With the increased demands of fresh

product.

frozen plasma units and less number of

VII.

people donating, there was shortage of

Recommendation

this blood – derived product in our

After evaluating the usage of fresh

institution. This has a significant impact

frozen plasma, there were cases of

on medical costs and patients’ morbidity

irrational use of the said blood product

and mortality.

It is essential to have

among specialists. To properly use and

institutional guidelines and policies on

reduce the wastage of fresh frozen

fresh frozen plasma transfusion, and

plasma, it is recommended to make an

indications should be reflected on the

institutional policies and guidelines

requisition forms for proper assessment,

regarding transfusion of blood and its

reducing wastage of this blood product.

blood product, here includes the fresh

Guidelines were to be developed to help

frozen plasma.

clinicians in deciding to request and not

limited to blood bank requisition form, it

to replace their clinical judgment.

is suggested in the forms to mention

The study is limited to the acquiring

regularly the appropriate indication of

information from blood bank requisition

fresh frozen plasma transfusion. Also,
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Since the study is
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proper education of medical stuff and

tumor

board

conferences

and

regular auditing programs about the use

gynecologic

of blood and its component is needed.

conference, should be done.

A periodic reinforcement on proper use

studies to improve the utilization of

of blood and blood products, during

fresh frozen plasma are recommended.

surgicopathologic
Further

clinicopathologic conferences, surgical

VIII.
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Abstract
Introduction: Breast cancer endangers many aspects of mental health; it
exacerbates mental stress and confronts one's mental health due to the disturbance
in a person’s mental image of his body. These cases can also affect the
psychological well-being of these individuals. Method: the research is an applied
one in terms of application of the results. It is descriptive-correlation type in the
form of structural equation model In terms of implementation. AMOS 18 software
was used to investigate the main purpose of the research in order to analyze the
data in addition to descriptive indexes related to each scale. Data were analyzed
by SPSS-22 software. 246 ones were selected as the sample size according to
Cochran formula and model components by random sampling method.
Measurement tools: Miller's Life Expectancy Questionnaire (MHS), Reef
Psychological Well-Being Questionnaire (RSPWB), Ahwaz Psychological
Hardiness Questionnaire (AHI), and Social Security Questionnaire of Berlin were
used as the research tools. Results: Direct standard coefficients of conceptual
model of psychological hardiness relationships with psychological well-being and
life expectancy by mediating social support, women with breast cancer. The
model indices are (GFI = 0.984, AGFI = 0.952, CFI=0.956, RMSEA =0.077,
CMIN = 2.2, P<0.000); the indices values of model have a favorable fitting.
RMSEA value is 0.077 and less than 0.08 and the indices GFI, AGFI and CFI are
all greater than 0.90. Therefore, the model is well-fitted and approved. Therefore,
considering the importance of maintaining and improving the quality of life of
patients with breast cancer, it is recommended studying the mental hardiness and
social support and hope to psychological well-being and intervention to increase
the mental health of these patients in order to improve and adapt to the disease.
Conclusion: In the present study, there was a significant positive relationship
between psychological hardiness and psychological well-being and hope with
direct mediation of social support; patients with better psychological hardiness
had better health and better quality of life.
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Introduction
most common cause of death in
Iranian women (V. Larence, 2001).
Breast cancer which affects one in
nine women and the second deadly
cancer after lung cancer among
women and a major push factor in
several levels is life-threatening.
Surgical interventions often cause
body wrecking (Eping et al. 2004
quoted from Sarafino 2009).

Despite many advances in the field
of medical science and the
development of human knowledge in
the management and treatment of
various diseases, cancer is still
considered as one of the most serious
and in many cases incurable diseases
that unfortunately threatens the life
of many people and there is a risk of
it for a significant part of human
society (Lotfi Kashani et al. 2013).

Fortunately, this cancer is premature
and recognizable. It can reduce late
referral and provide effective
treatment to increase survival, reduce
mortality and improve the patients’
quality of life by providing specific
strategies. The prevalence of this
cancer is due to the process of
developing breast cancer tissue in
several stages and is classified as a
multi-factorial disease. This is due to
the development of cancer because
of infectious, environmental and
genetic factors in individuals
(Rahimi & Heydari, 2012; Behzadi
& Zamaniyan 2012).

Types of cancers are a widespread
range of diseases, each of which has
its own etiology, therapeutic profile
and prognosis. Most people with
cancer experience a stressful period.
In some patients, this psychological
stress goes away on its own and does
not lead to long-term mental
problems; it can be considered as a
natural adaptation reaction but some
patients experience more severe
psychological problems that decrease
their quality of life and their daily
functioning 9Pedram et al. 2010).
After cardiovascular diseases and
accidents, cancer is the third leading
cause of death in Iran. Annually
more than 30,000 Iranians die from
cancer. It is estimated that more than
70,000 new cases of cancer occur
annually in the country. With an
increase in life expectancy and an
increase in the percentage of aging in
the country's population, the
incidence of cancer is expected to
increase twice in the next two
decades. In this regard, breast cancer
is the most common cancer and the

Cancer endanger the various aspects
of mental health and it exacerbates
the individual’s mental stress and
confronts his mental health because
of disturbance in the mental image of
own body. These issues can also
affect the psychological well-being
of these individuals (Crook and
Abolinin, 2004). Extensive
researches have shown that people
with better psychological well-being,
certainly have the attributes of
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levels (Kobasa 1979 and Medi 1973,
quoted by Ismail Khani, 1998). The
notion of strict character has been
described as an explanation for the
relationship between stress and
illness in some people. They have
assumed that hardiness prevents
harmful effects of stress and thus,
having a tough character protects a
person from stress-related illnesses.

happiness, pleasure of life, proper
social communication and, in
general, higher satisfaction with life
and their quality of life is better than
those who have low psychological
well-being (Bahrami, 1995). Peg et
al. (2006) research also shows that
unpleasant life events can affect
psychological well-being and lead to
mental problems such as depression
and anxiety (Peg et al. 2006). In
general, the threat of self-esteem,
loss of feeling freedom, physical
comfort, denial, anger, depression,
uncertainty, loneliness and a
reduction in psychological wellbeing are the outcomes of cancer
(Demato, 2004). Disappointment can
threaten the physical health and
psychological well-being of patients
and affect the process of recovery
and rehabilitation (Grossi et al.,
2010). Therefore, one of the most
important factors affecting health
and longevity is the hope to recovery
and continuity of life (Wilson,
translated by Bajlan Farrokhi, 2009).
Hope has biological effects and can
have a positive effect on the control
of pain and physical impairment of
patients. Hope and expect activate
the brain circuits and the release
endorphin and enkephalin and thus
reduce the pain in the body (Snyder
et al., 2005; Seligman et al., 2000).
Future orientation, positive
expectations, purposefulness,
realism, goal setting and internal
communication are some of the most
important features of hope (Benzin
and Seyman, 1998).

Kobasa (1983), using existential
theories in personality, defines
tenacity as a combination of beliefs
about self and the world which
consists of three components of
commitment, control and struggle. A
person who has a high commitment
believes in the importance, value and
meaning of who is and what
activities he is doing. On the basis of
this, he can find meaning for all what
he does and provoke his own
curiosity. People who are strong in
the control component believe that
life events are predictable and
controllable, and believe that they
are able to influence what is
happening around them. Fitting
people believe that change is a
feature of the natural routine of life
and the anticipation of
transformation is a stimulus for
growth and development, rather than
a threat to real security. Different
studies and researches have shown
the positive role of social contacts in
psychological and health adjustment.
Physicians believe that social
contacts affect the well-being of the
individual and his improvement. In
general, adaptation and coping with
chronic diseases such as cancer in
people with many facilitators such as
flexibility, ability to solve a problem,

The psychological hardiness is one
of the factors contributing to the
formation of compatibility and its
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Ryff pattern was based on studying
the mental health literature and stated
that the components of the model are
positive mental health criteria and
this dimensions help to measure the
level of well-being and the person'
positive s performance (Biyabangard
et al. 2004). Psychological wellbeing requires understanding the
existential challenges of life. The
psychological well-being approach
examines the evolution observed
against the existential challenges of
life and heavily emphasizes human
development. For example, it is so
important the pursuing meaningful
goals, transforming and advancing as
an individual and establishing quality
relationships with others. An
extensive collection of research
literature in 1950s and 1960s focused
on analyzing the challenges and
basic problems of life (Yasmine
Nezhad, 2002).

hope, courage, religious spirit, and
social support are happening faster.
The largest volume of hope therapy
researches in the last few decades
belongs to Seligman (2000), the
father of positive psychology and
Snyder (1994-2006). To them,
frustration causes physical and
mental illness. The results of
Snyder's research on mental patients
and some physical patients, such as
cancer, show that many mental
illnesses and some physical illnesses
occur in response to loss of hope and
hope therapy can improve the
patients’ mental health and quality of
life. He notes that the use of hope
can turn a patient center into a health
center due to the tremendous effects
on the emergence and treatment of
major physical and psychological
disorders in human health centers.
Snyder believes that everyone has
hopeful thinking capacity and it can
be increased in people (Snyder,
Averying, Anderson, 1991).

Method
The research is an applied one in
terms of application of the results. It
is descriptive-correlation type in the
form of structural equation model in
terms of implementation. AMOS 18
software was used to examine the
main purpose of the research. Data
were analyzed by SPSS version 22
software. The statistical population
of this study is all breast cancer
patients in Sari City. Sample size
was selected according to Cochran
formula and 246 model components
by random sampling method. Müller
(1999) uses proportion of sample

size to free parameter for estimation
to determine the sample size. He
estimates this ratio 5 to 1, the
average 10 to 1 and the maximum
limit 20 to 1. However, in the current
study, considering the maximum
limit of sample size to the number of
variables observed and free
parameters, the complexity of the
model, the method of estimating free
parameters (estimating the maximum
correctness (needing a high sample
volume), the amount of missing data
(less than 5%), and the relationship
between normality and sample size,
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the principle is that the sample size
(236 people) is sufficient to
implement structural equation

modeling. (Sharifi, Research
Method, 2005).

Measurement Tools: Miller's Life
Expectancy Questionnaire (OHS)
was created by Miller and Powers in
1988. The initial questionnaire had
40 questions, which in the next
versions increased to 48 questions.
The purpose of this questionnaire is
to measure the amount of hope in
individuals. Validity: Miller reports
that the questionnaire is desirable
(Hosseini, 2006). The standard
question score was used to determine
the validity of this questionnaire; in
this way, the total score of the
questionnaire has correlated with the
score of the standard question and it
was determined that there is a
significant positive relationship
between two. Two questionnaires
were used to determine the reliability
of the questionnaire. The coefficients
were 90.8 and 0.89, respectively.
Also, in the research (Gholami et al.
2009), the reliability coefficients of
life expectancy questionnaire were
calculated using Cronbach's alpha
Which for the whole scale is 0.95
and 0.94; it indicates the desirable
reliability of the questionnaire
(Gholami et al. 2009).

Reyff in 1989. The original form has
120 questions, but in later studies,
shorter forms with 84 questions, 40
questions, and 18 questions have
been prepared. In this research, the
form with 84 questions was used.
Validity: Validity of psychological
well-being scales have been reported
in several studies. Riff performed
this questionnaire on an example of
331 people In order to standardize
the psychological well-being scales.
He has reported the coincidence
coefficient of sub-scales of this
questionnaire as follow: Autonomy =
0.76, environment control= 0.90,
individual growth = 0.87, positive
relationship with others = 0.91,
purposeful life = 0.90 and selfacceptance = 0.93. The validity of
sub-scale re-test method was also
was in a 117-member sample and in
6-week interval between 0.81 and
0.85 (Hoomani, Kushki and
Sa'emian, 2014). Bayani and
Koochaki (2008) in a study,
performed it on a sample of 145
students of Islamic Azad University
in order to standardize the
psychological well-being scales in
Iran. Coefficient of validity was 0.82
using re-test method of Reef
Psychological Well-being Scale and
its acceptance subscales and
subscales of self-acceptance, positive
relationships with others, autonomy,
environment control, purposeful life

Ryff Psychological Well-Being
Questionnaire (RSPWB)
Description of the Questionnaire:
This scale was created by Carroll
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surgery. It is prepared by Schwarzer
and Schulz (2000) and has 52
phrases and evaluates 5 realm of
perceived support: the need for
support, searching support, received
actual support and the supporter.
This questionnaire was first
translated into Persian and then
corrected and verified by three
professors of English and also was
examined and finalized by 6 faculty
members of Surgery and Psychiatry.
Reliability: To test the reliability of
the test-re-test questionnaire, 40
questionnaires were submitted to
medical and paramedical students.
Then, the questionnaire was again
completed within 3 weeks by the
same students; people were asked to
use a 6-digit code instead of
mentioning the name at both times of
the completion of the questionnaire
In order to avoid interrupting the
results. Then, determination of the
subjects’ scores was analyzed by
SPSS and the reliability of the
questionnaire was confirmed at level
90% (Taghavi, 2006). Also,
Cronbach's alpha coefficient for
perceived support elements and need
for support, support searching,
supporter and received actual support
were 0.78, 0.75, 0.79, 0.75 and 0.77
respectively.

and personal growth were gotten
0.71, 0.77, 0.78, 0.77, 0.77 and 0.78
respectively. They were statistically
significant (p <0.001).

Ahwaz Psychological Hardiness
Inventory (AHI)
Description of the questionnaire:
This questionnaire was prepared and
validated by Kiyamarsi (1998). The
Ahwaz Psychological Hardiness
Questionnaire is a 27-item pencilpaper self-report scale. Validity and
reliability: To assess the reliability of
this questionnaire, four standard tests
such as anxiety, depression, selfdevelopment and structural definition
of psychological hardiness have been
used. The questionnaire of
psychological hardiness has the
significant relationship with anxiety
questionnaire (r = -0.55), depression
questionnaire (r = -0.62) selffulfillment questionnaire (r = 0.55)
and with structural definition of
psychological hardiness (r = 0.51);
this indicates the satisfactory
credibility.

Berlin Social Support
Questionnaire: This self-report
questionnaire is designed primarily
to examine the social support of
cancer patients who have undergone
Findings
A total of 246 patients with breast
cancer participated in the study.
Their average age was 53 ± 75 years

old, range from 35 to 75 years old.
Most female patients were married
(72%).
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Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of test scores in the psychological hardiness
scale
factors

mean

commitment
challenge
Control
Psychological
hardiness

53.8
62.22
63.28
177.3

Standard
deviation
79.8
8.76
9.49
27.04

minimum

maximum

23
39
43
105

76
58
81
215

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of tests scores on social support scale
factors

mean

minimum

maximum

53.8

Standard
deviation
8.79

Parental social
support
Friends’
support
Perceived
support

23

75

61.22

8.76

39

81

64.28

8.49

43

81

status of (Table 3-4) show that the
majority of people, who account for
72% of the total sample, are married
and 82% are single.

Marital Status
The results of studying the
respondents’ frequency of marital

Table 3: Respondents’ Frequency Table of Marital Status
marital status
Married
Single
Total

Frequency
150
30
180

Frequency percentage
72
28
100

Birth Place
The results obtained from the
frequency table of the birth place
indicate that half of the respondents
(37%) were born in Sari City and
63% in other cities.

Living Place
According to the results of table 4,
35% of respondents reside in Sari
City and the surrounding and 65% in
other towns around Sari.

Table 4. Frequency table of respondents' living place
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marital status
Sari
Other towns
Total

Frequency
85
166
246

Frequency percentage
35
65
100

Table 5 Values of Kolmogrov-Smirnov test for evaluation of variables normality
Variable
Commitment
Challenge
Control
Psychological Hardness
Positive attitude to oneself
Feeling of being valued
Hope
Helplessness
Life expectancy
Perceived Social Support
An important person's support
in life
Family support
Friends’ support
social support
Self-acceptance
Positive relationships with
others
Environment control
Purposeful life
Individual growth
Psychological well-being

Statistics
1.16
1.32
1.31
1.15
1.20
1.27
1.26
1.27
1.29
1.24
1.29

Significance level
0.132
0.062
0.065
0.141
0.114
0.081
0.084
0.079
0.072
0.089
0.070

1.26
1.30
1.26
1.34
1.16

0.084
0.069
0.095
0.068
0.132

1.32
1.31
1.15
1.20

0.062
0.065
0.141
0.114

Table 6. Mean, standard deviation and matrix of correlation coefficients among research variables
and their components
Variable

Psychologic
al hardiness

Psychologic
al hardiness
Psychologic
al well-being
Hope
Social
support
mean
Standard
deviation

1

Psychologic
al well-being

0.56**

1

0.48**
0.59**

0.34
0.43**

44.23
5.53

33.32
4.43

Hope

1
0.42*
*
31.55
0.42

Motivatio
n

Life
qualit
y

Social
suppor
t

0.35

0.37*
*
14.15
0.37

1

24.31
0.35

11.12
1

Motivatio
n

7.32

*P<0/05 **P< 0/01

** Significance at 99% confidence level (P <0.01)
* Significant at 95% confidence level (P> 05.05)

According to Table 6, the correlation
matrix of the research variables was

significant at 99% confidence level
(P <0.01). The strongest significance
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is assigned to the variables:
psychological hardiness,
psychological well-being and hope
as the obvious variables of the
research. The highest levls of
correlation among hidden variables
are assigned to the variables: social
support, quality of life and
motivation. The correlation
coefficients of these variables are
given in the following table and the
significance of these correlation
coefficients is determined by one or
two stars. (Sarmad, 1997).

That is, social support has been able
to play a significant role in mediating
between psychological well-being
and psychological hardiness. The
severity of the effect of social
support on psychological hardiness
in the first phase is 0.221. In the
second stage, the effect of social
support on psychological well-being
is 0.132 and is significant (P<0.5).
The role of full mediation of social
support is confirmed due to the
significance of the impact of social
support on hope, in the third stage. It
is significant at p<0.5 level.

The results indicate that social
support has a significant effect on
psychological hardiness (P<0.5).

Table 7. The Effect of Mediation of Social Support on Psychological Hardiness and Psychological
Well-being
Relationship type
Phase
1
Phase
2
Phase
3

Social support
on
psychological
hardiness
Social support
on
psychological
well-being
Social support
on hope

B level

Standard
error b

T level

Significance
level

0.47

Standard
coefficient
(Beta)
0.149

0.221

2.32

0.023

0.132

0.36

0.125

2.34

0.015

0.134

0.038

0.124

2.35

0.013

Table 8. Estimation of Indirect Impact Factors and Total Intermediary Model of Relationships
among Social Support Psychological Hardiness, Hope and Psychological Well-being
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Variable
Default
Psychological
hardiness
Psychological
hardiness
Hope
Psychological wellbeing

Impact
Criterion
Psychological
hardiness
Social support

indirect
-

total
0.72

0.36

0.72

Social support
(mediator variable)
Social support
(mediator variable)

0.34

0.35

0.43

0.33

The estimation of the indirect impact
factors and the total mediator model
of the relationship among social
support and psychological hardiness,
psychological well-being and life
expectancy represent the prediction
of the existing relationships in the
model directly and indirectly; that is,

0.72% Hardiness can be explained
by social support, 0.35 % of life
expectancy can be explained by the
social support mediator and 0.33%
Psychological well-being can be
explained by the social support
mediator.

Table 9. Indices related to psychological hardiness model and social support with hope of
psychological well-being in breast cancer patients
index

coefficients β

Psychological
Hardiness to
Social Support
Social support
to
psychological
well-being
Hope to social
support
Social support
to
psychological
well-being

T-ratio

P-level

0.72

Standardized
coefficients β
0.21

5.35

𝑃 ≤ 0/05

0.33

0.59

7.50

𝑃 ≤ 0/05

0.33

0.47

6.95

P≤0/05

0.72

0.40

7.5

𝑃 ≤ 0/05

Fitting index
of RSMEA
𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐸𝐴
≤ 0/0001
𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐸𝐴
≤ 0/0001
𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐸𝐴
≤ 0/0001
𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐸𝐴
≤ 0/0001

According to table 9, indices of
psychological hardiness and social
support with life expectancy and
psychological well-being of breast
cancer patients, the strongest values

of β coefficients belong to
psychological hardiness to social
support. Each of them is significant
at level P<0.05.

Hypothesis: Default of mental
hardiness and social support with

psychological well-being and life
expectancy
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Table 10. Multivariate correlation coefficients along with coefficients of determination and
changes of the coefficients of default variables psychological hardiness and social support with
psychological well-being and life expectancy

Mode
l

First
step
Secon
d step
Third
step
Forth
step
Fifth
step
Sixth
step

Multiple
correlati
on
coefficie
nt
0.72

determinati
on
coefficient

modified
determinati
on
coefficient

Default Changes of
Standar determinati
d Error on
coefficient

Standard
coefficien
ts

0.32

0.32

14.11

0.33

57%

0.73

0.43

0.42

13.02

0.10

43%

0.74

0.46

0.45

12.70

0.03

35%

0.69

0.48

0.49

12.45

0.02

36%

0.73

0.51

0.50

12.17

0.02

33%

0.79

0.52

0.51

12.06

0.01

36%

In Table 10, the multi-variance
correlation coefficients along with
determination coefficients and
changes in determination coefficients
of the default variables of mental
hardiness and social support with
psychological well-being and hope
as the default of model variables,
these factors ultimately explain the
psychological hardiness variance;

Because the value of multiple
correlation from the first step to the
sixth step has risen. The results of
stepwise regression represent default
variables of research. Step-by-step
regression is used when the
researcher has several independent
variables and wants to show its
effects on the dependent variable.

Path Analysis
The table below shows the scope of index domain and the good fitting.
fitting Index
P-value
χ^2⁄df
RMSEA
GFI
AGFI

good fitting
P<0.05
0≤ χ^2⁄df≤2
0≤RMSEA≤0.05
0.95≤GFI≤1
0.9≤AGFI≤1
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Acceptable fitting
0.05≤P≤0.1
2≤ χ^2⁄df≤3
0.05≤RMSEA≤0.08
0.9≤GFI≤0.95
0.85≤AGFI≤0.9
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Diagram 1: path analysis and coefficients of the mediator variable and dependent
variable and explicit research variables

There is a significant relationship
between psychological well-being

and psychological hardiness with the
mediating role of social support

.
Table 12. Examining the standard coefficient and significance of forth hypothesis
psychological wellbeing---> social
support
social support--->
psychological
hardiness
well-being--->hope

Coefficient of path
0.33

P-value
0.000

Result of test
significant

0.59

0.000

significant

0.46

0.000

significant

According to P value at 0.05 level,
the research hypothesis is confirmed
and impact factor of psychological

hardiness on the basis of
psychological well-being with
mediating of social support is 0.59.

Diagram 2. Final model of the research with mediating of social support
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Table 13. Direct standard coefficients of conceptual model of relationships
between psychological hardiness and psychological well-being, social support and
hope.
CHISQUARE
8.3

DF
3

CHISQUARE/df
2.76

PVALUE
0.000

RMSEA

GFI

AGFI

0.077

0.984

0.952

Fitting Model
value index: (less than 0.05),
RMSEA index is between 0.05 and
0.08. GFI index is between 0.95 and
1. AGFI is between 0.9 and 1.

The purpose of fitting the model is to
what extent a theoretical or
conceptual model is adapted to the
data obtained from the statistical
society of consistency.
Examining the fitting model: using
indices RMSEA: Mean Squares Root
of Approximation Error (Less than
0.80 Acceptable), chi-square: (not
significant), chi-square /df (less than
3), GFI: (greater than 0.90), AGFI:
(greater than 0.90), NFI: (greater
than 0.90), NNFI: (greater than
0.90), CFI: (greater than 0.90), P-

Table 14. Indices of examining fitting model
Indices
chi-square
df degree freedom
chi-square/ df
RMSEA
GFI
CFI
AGFI
CMIN
P-value

values
8.3
3
2.76
0.077
0.984
0.956
0.952
2.2
0.000
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results indicated the fitting of the
suggested conceptual model with the
data. In general, it can be said that in
women with breast cancer,
psychological hardiness is explained
through direct impact and the role of
mediator of social support (direct and
indirect impact of psychological
well-being and hope). This model
explains 59% of psychological
hardiness variance through social
support and 33% of psychological
well-being through social support
mediation (P <0.05). Social support
as the main variables affects the hope
of women with breast cancer
(Kuman & Goldman, 2003). Hence,
it can be said that the social support
is a mediator of psychological
hardiness and social support leads to
adapted strategies to tolerate
suffering and pain from patients;
because, according to some reports,
life-threatening illnesses like cancer,
cause disappointment and loneliness
as well as changing the way patients
and families’ life and social support
can greatly help to cope with illness
(Medi et al., 1990). A total of 246
patients with breast cancer
participated in the study.

Verification factor analysis and
total model estimation:
According to the laser output of x2
value, the chi-square to the degree
freedom is 3, which is the
appropriate value. The low level of
this indicator indicates a slight
difference between the conceptual
model of the research and the
observed data of the research.
Also, the output of RMSEA equal to
0.077, for the model, shows that it is
less than 0.08. In addition to x2,
RMSEA index is lower, the model
has a better fitting.

Model Verification
Corresponding to the indices values
of Table 14, the model has a
favorable fitting. The value of chisquare to df is less than three. Also,
RMSEA value is 0.077 and less than
0.08. Indices (GFI, AGFI, CFI), it
means the variance values and
models covariance are all greater
than 0.90. Therefore, the model is
well-matched and approved.

A total of 246 patients with breast
cancer participated in the study.
Their average age was 53 ± 75 years
old, range from 35 to 75 years. Most
female patients were married (72%).
28 percent were single. the table of
frequency of people's place of birth
shows that half of the respondents
(35%) were born in Sari City and the
towns of Mazandaran Province and
(65%) in other cities. On the other
hand, along with the positive role of
spiritual well-being on social

Conclusion
The present study aims to explain the
psychological hardiness using social
support variables, hope and
psychological well-being of patients
with breast cancer through structural
equation modeling.
In this research, it was tested a
conceptual model of psychological
well-being, psychological hardiness,
mediation of social support and hope
in women with breast cancer. The
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Ward (2010), Kazemi (2011), Wye
and Williams (1992), Walt and
August Dieter (1984), Watzinger et
al. 2003), Genes et al. (2002)
Kobasa, Medi and the priest (1982).

support, the findings suggest that
stubborn people are more active and
resolute in interpersonal
communication and tend to be close
to those who have a high hardiness
(Medi et al., 1990). Thus, it can be
said that psychological hardiness
based on social support l05eads to a
rise in the level of positive thinking
and interpretation based on the
challenge (not the threat) of stressful
situations and hence the individual
may be more likely to seek the
support of others, and especially
other hardliners, in finding efficient
solutions. The significance of this
finding is that, according to reports,
receiving support from others among
cancer patients is such as a
protection against the negative
outcomes of illness and treatment.
Psychological hardiness and
psychological well-being in patients
with breast cancer, therefore, have a
strong relationship with patient's
psychological function (Helgeson et
al., 1996). Psychological hardiness
and psychological well-being in
patients with breast cancer have a
strong relationship with patient's
psychological function (Helgeson et
al. 1996).

The results of Table 9 and 10 show
that there is a significant and positive
relationship between the components
of psychological hardiness and social
support; it means that social support
tests, especially the support of family
and friends, have been predicted
direct and positive through
psychological hardness tests. The
most correlation between the
components of social support and
psychological hardiness belong to
family support, the challenge 0.155
and perceived support 0.174.
Therefore, there is a significant
relationship between social support
and psychological hardiness
(significance at 95% confidence
level).
Social support is more effective in
maintaining health when it is high in
psychological hardiness.
Psychological hardiness directly
affects social compatibility through
social support.
Previous research on cancer has
emphasized the negative
psychological experiences of cancer,
including anxiety (Hill, Helcombe,
Clarke, Boot Bay, Heinx, Fisher and
Associates, 2011), depression
(Mousavi and Mehdikhah, 2008;
Mashhadi, Shakiba and Zakeri,
2013) and distress (Firoozi, Basharat,
Rahimian Booger, 2013). Studies
have also shown that a high
proportion of patients with cancer
have reported positive changes in the

The results of Table 11 show that
there is a positive and significant
relationship between psychological
hardiness with psychological wellbeing and social support. Social
support with all components of hope
and hardiness has a significant
relationship with psychological wellbeing and is positive for all
relationships (P> 0.05).
The results of this research are based
on the researches done by Benson
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Bagheri et al. (2007), which was
conducted on the quality of cancer
patients’ life, showed that social
support significantly increase the
quality of patients’ life (P <0.05).
This result is consistent with the
results of the present study, which
shows that the emotional dimension
of social support is effective on
psychological hardiness and life
expectancy.

disease and most cancer patients
described some of the benefits of
their cancer experiences when faced
with death. Individuals may reevaluate goals and priorities and then
come out with more pleasure with
life, spirituality, and relationships
(Rinaldez, Peak Ham and Lynch,
2010; Cordova, Cunningham,
Carlson and Andricowski, 2001).
Tedsky introduced the term "posttraumatic development" to illustrate
the positive psychological
development in the post-experiential
life-challenge (Tedsky and Calhoun,
2004).

The results of Table 9 and10 show
that there is a significant relationship
between life expectancy and
psychological hardiness with the role
of mediator of social support;
because the standard social support
coefficients to hardiness is 0.59
which is significant at the P-value
level (0.000); the standard life
expectancy coefficients to social
support is 0.39 which is significant at
P-value level (0.000). Considering
the value of P at the significance
level of 0.05, the research hypothesis
is confirmed and the coefficient of
the effect of psychological hardiness
on the basis of life expectancy with
the mediation of social support is
equal to 0.59. The results of this
study are based on the results of
researches done by Levy et al.
(1999), Turner Couber et al. (2008),
Mantig et al. (2005), Barker et al.
(1995), Berman et al (2006),
Piterung and Barker (2010) Alferi et
al. (2001).

The direct standard coefficients of
Tables 12, 14 and 13 and diagrams 1
and 2 of the conceptual model of
psychological hardiness relationships
with psychological well-being and
life expectancy through mediation of
social support, women with breast
cancer (GFI=0.984, AGFI=0.952,
CFI=0.956, RMSEA=0.077,
CMIN=2.2 P<0.000) corresponding
to the values of the indicators in
Table 4-25, has a good fitting.
The value of chi-square is less than
three. Also, the RMSEA value is
0.077 and less than 0.08 and indices
GFI, AGFI and CFI are all greater
than 0.90. So this model is wellfitted and approved. Regarding the
output of the laser, the value x2, the
chi-square to the degree of freedom
is 3, which is the appropriate value.
The low level of this index indicates
a slight difference between the
conceptual model of the research
with the observed data of the
research. In addition to x2, the
RMSEA index is lower, the model
has a better fitting. The study of

In women with breast cancer, the
positive effect of psychological
hardiness and hope with
psychological well-being can be
explained through the role of social
support mediation. Also, using the
model of this research can be
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recommended as a trainingtherapeutic subject for physicians
and nurses.

recommended studying of mental
hardiness, social support, hope with
psychological well-being and
intervention to increase the mental
health of these patients to improve
and adapt to the disease. In the
present study, there was a significant
positive relationship between
psychological hardiness,
psychological well-being and hope
with direct mediation of social
support. The patients with better
psychological hardiness had better
health and better quality of life.

This model is effective for health
promotion and coping with the
disease in breast cancer patients and
has acceptable fitting. In the
treatment process, social team work,
especially the health psychologists,
are committed with supportive
psychotherapy of breast cancer
patients. Therefore, considering the
importance of maintaining and
improving the quality of life of
patients with breast cancer, it is
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Abstract
Introduction: In recent years, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to discuss
functionality such as collecting, display, management and spatial analysis,
potential for Disease Control and Prevention and planning in the health care field
have. GIS helps health plan, prevent and treat the different regions of the
country should be developed. For better control of diabetes, as one of the most
common diseases in the country, in this paper, spatial distribution pattern of
diabetes in Hashtrood be discussed. The spatial pattern of the disease in the city
Hashtrood through spatial statistical methods is one of the objectives of this
study.
Methods: Data and data from Statistics diabetes in Hashtrood health centers
were prepared. And then based on address records of people with diabetes
through the GPS coordinates recorded through geographic information system
(GIS) was applied.
Findings: In this study, patients with diabetes research community in the city
Hashtrood is examined. The results of this study showed that patients diagnosed
diabetes in different years show a significant trend. Twenty percent of diabetics
in urban areas with high concentrations is Hashtrood. Northern and eastern
regions of Hashtrood Health Network, respectively distribution patterns diabetics
are dense and weak. The percentage of peoples with diabetes in urban and rural
areas were equal to 2.51 and 0/58, respectively.
Conclusion: The cumulative pattern of diabetes in the northern city Hashtrood
could be due to the high population density in the area. GIS spatial database for
use as an effective system for patients. According to the results obtained from
the use of GIS in the Department of Health
Keywords: Diabetes, geographic information systems (GIS), spatial statistics,
spatial database
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Introduction
Studying regional geography has special

them at the following. John Snow, applied

importance in review the diseases, as

mapping issue of patients in capital of

occurrence of some depend on

England, in London practically. The

geographical situations of the region. On

present study could and determine and

one hand, the presence of natural barriers

situations of individuals suffering from

such as mountains and seas and on other

Cholera on city level, then found through

hand dependency of some disease factors

study and review that it corresponds with

on environmental and climate condition

fixed sections of city which use potable

have restricted some diseases to specific

water. He could determined the origin of

regions of the earth [1].

pollution related with Cholera which
transfer through potable water, thus

The geographic information system allows

counteracted it’s effect [3].

to provide and image spatial and thematic
data in frame of plan, table and diagram,

Green and his colleagues, reviewed the

edition and updating of data as well as

incidence of disease in urban regions and

possibility of using available data in

analyzed the relationship between disease

different objects trend and based on

and parameters such as living level,

diverse demands of users in addition to

education, addition, income by GIS [4].

accurate and fast approach to required

They found a partial direct relation

data in broad mass. Also, it pave the way

between economic-social low level and

for introduce and present capabilities and

environment quality with high incidence

different potentials as well as, recognize

of diabetic.

the research the research gaps of different

Winder & his colleagues (2013) also

geographic regions. GIS is an information

considered the lack of access to fresh

system that process source spatial data

fruits, vegetables and nutrients of low-

and geographic data and obtains data

income class as a one of diabetes’s

related to phenomenons which correlated

reasons, and simulated the result of

with spatial situation [2].

health policies on these foods availability

Unfortunately, there wasn’t found any

based on a basic factor. For example, they

study on conducted research level in field

could locate required centers for suitable

of analysis and organization of patient’s

foods in Buffalo city through GIS and

medical data in health centers based on

designated population to them [5].

GIS system, Yet, researchers, whether in

Grabsic & his colleagues (2014), in their

inside or outside of country, exploited it in

research, prepared population distribution

medical research which will be referred

maps of diabetes in USA. One of the
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applied major source in their statistic data,

Vahidnia & his colleagues (2015) (1394),

is the controlled system of behavioral risk-

prepared consistent GIS map of disease

taking standards. This system contacted

distribution in research under subject of

randomly with individuals of different

“the role of the GIS system in analysis of

resident regions and asked them, whether

diabetes based on available data about

up to now, has said by a doctor which you

diabetes state in the country” and GIS

have diabetes? Then, they used spatial

analysis and determined sensitive

analysis methods in GIS in order to

provinces to disease incidence. Also, the

determine different risk, sensitive or low-

main other analysis included interpolation

risk regions [6].

analysis, point patterns clustering,
ecological analysis and regional patterns

Davidson (2004), reviewed incidence

analysis and sensitive regional clustering

diabetes through GIS in Ohio province.

[10].

The results showed increased incidence of
diabetes in given province. Also, incidence

Monitoring and evaluation are of key

distribution of diabetes correlated high

elements of health plans and GIS could

with economical and social factors such as

facilitate monitoring and evaluation of

poverty [7].

plans effects through showing diseases
distribution situation and health

Dena Garsia (2011) in a research under

problems, services provision method and

subject of “applied programs of GIS in

available resources situation in fixed

analysis, control and prevention of

temporal and spatial conditions. Diabetes

diabetes”, reviewed the incidence of

is the most common endocrine disorders

diabetes in different provinces of America.

condition and also one of common non-

The results showed that GIS could help

communicable in the worldly society

significantly to health and hygiene experts

health [9]. And also it is one of the most

in determination of regions exposed to

common metabolic glands disorders of

diabetes and also determine the health,

childhood [12]. In field of type 1 diabetes

prevention, evaluation plans policy [8].

also, the low incidence age and incidence

Omi and his colleagues (2013), following

rate in the world is warning.

related data to diabetics in 83 sections of

In general, every year, one percent is

Michigan province, reviewed spatial trend

added to statistics of diabetics in the

of diabetes in this province. The results

country and because of being young

showed that incidence of diabetes

population and occurrence of disease, in

increased from 7.7 percent in 2004 to 9.2

particular, type 2 diabetes in old ages [13]

percent in 2009 [9].

and while about 4 million persons (5-7
percent) suffering from diabetes in
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country which it’s side effects involve total

economical-social consequences and its

of body organs, thus Iran and developing

acute and chronic complications demand

countries face with diabetes epidemy, that

for significant charges by patients and

includes one of the major treatment

treatment-health system of the society

health problems of the world [14].

[15]. Thus, the first step in resolving

Therefore, incidence of diabetes and its

problems is to record accurately the

complications, are along with plenty

situation of diabetics.

Methodology
Hashtrood County is a large county in East

based on geographic coordinates through

Azerbaijan Province in Iran. The capital of

GPS and demodulating it on spatial

the county is Hashtrood. At the 2006

database GIS. Then, the incidence of

census, the county's population was

diabetics was determined in Hashtrood

64,611 which about 60% of them live in

based on spatial statistic methods in GIS.

rural areas. The present paper is of

For this reason, hotspot analysis statistic

descriptive and analytical type. The

along with directional distribution

research population, based on inclusion

functions have been used.

criteria, consists of individuals suffering

Moran’s index & Getis

from types 1 & 2 diabetes, diabetics
during 2010-2015 and diabetics in area of

In general, there are different indices in

Hashtrood. Total of diabetics, were

order to measure spatial correlation. In

located based on defined criteria through

the present research, Moran’s index was

GPS system by spatial accuracy 6-16m.

used to review the spatial distribution of

Also, the length and width data in GIS

location quality values. Moran’s statistic is

were calibrated on UTM page and bias

one of the best indices to design

became less and less. The other issue is

clustering. This statistic determines

the diabetics immigration which based on

whether adjacent regions have similar or

care of patients forms, the partial

unsimilar values. Also, Getis index was

situation of them extracted and following

used to determine significance of

designation of coordinate location

cumulative pattern of diabetes condition

through GPS registered in GIS system.

in Hashtrood. This index designates
whether desired area is located near areas

Based on fixed objects, the style, objective

with higher ( Gi for positive values) or

variables, statistic method suitable with
object were explained briefly. The spatial

lower values ( Gi for negative values) than

distribution of diabetics was completed

general mean or not [16].

Findings
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The review of diabetics’ frequency in

shows the location of diabetics in

Hashtrood shows 79.04 percent among

Hashtrood based on extracted spatial data

the women in study years and 21.70

through GPS in GIS system.

percent among the males. Figure (1)

Fig (1): location of diabetics in Hashtrood
Also results of Moran’s index in related

The negative Moran’s Index shows

with spatial distribution of diabetics in

random pattern which spatial distribution

Hashtrood was shown in Fig (2). In

pattern of diabetics follows it (Moran’s I=-

particular, positive Moran is observed

2.636). In other words, couldn’t approve

among the diabetics in fig (2) which

the cumulativeness of diabetics in both

indicate non-branching of Moran’s index.

sexs.

Figure (2): Moran’s spatial statistic in order to determine location pattern of diabetics in
Hashtrood
Then, following displaying location of

cumulative pattern and also to the same

diabetics in Hashtrood through Hotspot

extent some of regions of Hashtrood show

analysis, is determined that twenty

lowest statistic. The high cumulative

percent of Hashtrood regions have higher

pattern means that A high percentage of
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patients with diabetes are within a limited

field of diabetes layer. Based on results of

area (limited area). Figure (3) shows the

figure (4), with regard to obtained results

Hotspot spatial location statistic of

of north and east regions of health and

diabetes in Hashtrood.

treatment network of Hashtrood (P Value
= < 0.05), have dense and weak diabetics

It is notable to say that, in order to test

distribution patterns respectively. Also

obtained results of Hotspot statistic

other regions of Hashtrood which have

analysis in location data, there is capability

maximum area (65 percent), distribution

to display significance level on same data

of diabetics is in significant

.

Figure (3): Hotspot location-spatial statistic of diabetes in Hashtrood

Figure (4): Significantness level test of accumulative pattern of diabetes in Hashtrood

The designated diabetics showed

The highest percent of patients was

significant trend in different years, so that

reported on 85-95 and lowest one on

from 1976 until 2016, there was

early years of research. This trend appears

significant increase in percent of diabetics.

in both sexes and accession is sensible.
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Nevertheless, accession trend is more

sensible among women.

Diagram 1: frequency of diabetics in Hashtrood during 1979-2016

Discussion and Conclusion
In the present research, the role of GIS in

capability for display of significance level

location analysis of diabetes and how to

shows that northern and eastern regions

consider geographic and environmental

of treatment and health system have

factors in modeling based on GIS were

dense and weak diabetics distribution

reviewed. The most important capability

patterns respectively. Also, in other

in first stage, is to display conditions map

regions of Hashtrood which have

and categorizing patient’s data but other

maximum area (65 percent), diabetics’

main analysis include interpolation, point

distribution is insignificant.

patterns clustering, regional patterns

The percentage of peoples with diabetes

analysis, sensitive regions branching.

in urban and rural areas were equal to

In the present research, location of

2.51 and 0/58, respectively. In overall, the

diabetics in Hashtrood was determined

percentage of people with diabetes in

through Hotspot analysis test which

urban areas is about 5 times greater than

twenty percent of Hashtrood have higher

in rural areas. Perhaps the most important

cumulative pattern. Also, results of

cause is lifestyle, sedentary and

Moran’s Index in relation with spatial

overweight, and so on. Most studies were

distribution of diabetics in Hashtrood

conducted on diabetes by GIS system in

shows that couldn’t approve the

America (6, 7, 8, 9). The most important

cumulativeness of diabetics in both sexs to

results show that distribution maps of

the same extent some of regions of

diabetics could have determinant role in

Hashtrood also show so lower statistics

field of management and control, and also

analysis in spatial data system, the
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effectively determines health prevention

In general, the superiority of the GIS

and evaluation plans policy.

system to manual and other methods is to
display the disease map and the large

In the present research, spatial database

number of patient information

GIS was created with regard to available

categorization, interpolation analysis,

data and prepared analytical maps such as

spatial pattern clustering, ecological

consistent map of disease distribution

analysis, Analysis of regional patterns and

based on interpolation and sensitive and

clustering of sensitive areas and

insensitive regions map. By integration of

placement of the exact position of

geographic data could complement and

individuals on the geographical plates.

improve analysis process of diabetes in
future research. Also it is proposed a

The analysis of regional patterns is same

consistent and classifiable map of diabetes

as point patterns one but is possible by

is prepared in interpolation analysis by

different methods. For example, one of

using of available data of patients location

effective criteria in regional geographic

in different geographic points. By such

relation is the issue of adjacency which

map, could designate which regions have

isn’t definable for points. Finally, in

more or less patients. In clustering of

branching of sensitive regions, the regions

point patterns, the location of patients

which could be referred as high-risk one in

was used and analyzed whether there is

terms of diabetes incidence, are explored.

geographic pattern in patients’
distribution or it is randomly and not
recognized any relation.
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Background: The health care of pregnant women is one of the major problems in
many communities; despite the fact that different forms of health care are offering by
the health center, most of pregnant women do not receive the necessary care during
pregnancy. This study aimed to determine the level of knowledge and performance of
prenatal care among pregnant women referred to health centers in urban and rural
areas of Babol.
Methods: This descriptive-comparative study was conducted on 200 pregnant
women between 18-35 years who were eligible based on inclusion criteria. Participants
were selected using multistage random method and divided into two groups of 100
samples included urban and rural areas. Research tool for data collection was a
questionnaire in three parts (demographic characteristics of the subjects, specified
questions foe knowledge and performance) which was designed by the
researcher.Scientific validity of the questionnaire and content validity were assessed
by Pearson coefficient statistical method which was 82% and its reliability was
evaluated by test-retest. Data were analyzed using the spss-20 software and Chisquare, Fisher exact test and McNemar test.
Results: 43% rural women had poor knowledge, while 39% of urban women had
moderate knowledge. Also, 40% of rural women and 38%of urban women had poor
performance.McNemar test showed the relationship between knowledge and
performance, so that 55%of rural women with poor knowledge also had poor
performance (p=0.41). Chi-square test showed significant relationship only between
some characteristics such as education level, women's employment status, monthly
income and their knowledge. This means that there wasno significant relationship in
rural group, but significant relationship was observed in urban group. In terms of other
features, both groups showed no statistically significant relationship. The chi-square
test only showed significant relationship between performance and some features such
as employment and sources of information in the urban group, while these relationship
were not significant in rural groups. Other features showed no statistically significant
relationship in both groups.
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Conclusion: According to our findings, knowledge level of urban and rural women
were respectively medium and poor, but the performance was poor in both groups.
Therefore, it seems necessary to improve the knowledge and performance of pregnant
women by health workers, midwives and other health workers.
Keywords: pregnant women, prenatal care, knowledge, performance, urban, rural.

Introduction
Pregnancy and the childbirth are the

Control has reported that mortality rate

most important events in every

among women who have not received

woman's life. Although pregnancy is

pregnancy care is 6.5 times higher than

not a disease and it is a biological and

women who received adequate care(3).

natural process, it is likely to be

In Iran, a study conducted by Zarei et

associated with some complications,

al. in Kurdistan concluded that the

which can be prevented by prenatal

probability of maternal mortality who

care (1,2).The main goal of prenatal

did not receive necessary care was 22

care is to ensure the birth of a healthy

times higher than those who received

baby with a minimum risk for the

care (7).According to the World Health

mother and is one of the medical

Organization, the death rate of pregnant

standards for measuring the quality of

women in Iran was 37.4 in 2006 and

women's health care (3-5).Prenatal care

20.3 in 2013 per 100,000 live births (8-

is a comprehensive health care program

10). Increasing awareness and

including a coherent approach to

preparation during pregnancy can lead

medical care and psychosocial support;

to changes in health behaviors and

this program normally starts before

allow the mother to pass this stage of

pregnancy and continues throughout the

her life with fewer complications and

pre-natal period. This comprehensive

more satisfaction (11-13).

program includes: pre-pregnancy care,

Researches have also shown that

early diagnosis of pregnancy, first visit

increasing maternal awareness about

and follow-up visits for prenatal care

the process of pregnancy and childbirth

(4-6). The American Center for Disease
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leads to their greater participation and

determine and compare the knowledge

reduces the complications of this period

and performance of pregnant women of

(14, 15). So, this study aimed to

prenatal care.

Methods
This descriptive-comparative study

stage, the samples were selected from

was examined and compared the level

the pregnant mothers referred to these

of knowledge and performance of 200

centers.Research tool for data

primiparous women in urban and rural

collection was a questionnaire in three

areas who were at their 36th week of

parts (demographic characteristics of

pregnancy or higher with the age range

the subjects, specified questions foe

of 18-35 years.This study was

knowledge and performance) which

conducted in 13 urban and 26 rural

was designed by the researcher. The

health centers that were located in

number of questions in each section

north, east, and west of Babol,

was 20, 25 and 20 questions,

according to the distribution of

respectively.Scientific validity of the

population. Some of the health centers

questionnaire and content validity were

were selected through multi-stage

assessed by Pearson coefficient

random sampling method; so that, a list

statistical method which was 82% and

of urban and rural health centers in

its reliability was evaluated by test-

Babol was prepared.Then, according to

retest. Data were analyzed using the

the number and geographical location,

spss-20 software and Chi-square, Fisher

some of these centers were selected by

exact test and McNemar test.

simple random method and at the next

Findings
According to the findings, the study

and their husbands’ age, their

subjects were homogeneous in terms of

employment status, insurance coverage,

some characteristics such as their age

the type of referral to the doctor or
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midwife, the information resources and

frequency of visits to urban and rural

the satisfaction level of the

public or private health centers, the

accountability of health personnel there

waiting time for receiving care and

was no significant difference between

their participation in prenatal health

them.But,there was a significant

care classes (P<0.05).43% rural women

difference between the two groups in

had poor knowledge, while 39% of

terms of factors such as the level of

urban women had moderate knowledge.

education of pregnant women, the level

Chi-square test showed no significant

of education and employment status of

difference between the knowledge of

their husbands, the amount of monthly

urban and rural women. (figure 1)

income, how to visit health centers, the

Figure 1. Distribution of Absolute and Relative Frequency of Knowledge Levels among study subjects
about the prenatal care

Based on the results, 40% of rural

showed no significant difference

women and 38%of urban women had

between urban and rural groups (Figure

poor performance and Chi-square test

2).
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Figure 2. Distribution of Absolute and Relative Frequency of performance Levels among study
subjects about the prenatal care

55%of rural women with poor

environment can be an influencing

knowledge also had poor performance,

factor in this regard.

also 46.2% of urban women with

In terms of other features, both groups

moderate knowledge had poor

showed no statistically significant

performance. According to McNemar

relationship. The chi-square test only

test, the lack of correlation between the

showed significant relationship

two variables was rejected. Therefore,

between performance and some

there was a significant relationship

features such as employment and

between the two variables.

sources of information in the urban

Chi-square test showed significant

group, while these relationship were not

relationship only between some

significant in rural groups.Other

characteristics such as education level,

features showed no statistically

women's employment status, monthly

significant relationship in both groups.

income and their knowledge, so that

The results showed that 49% of rural

there was no significant relationship in

pregnant women and 53% of urban

rural group, but significant relationship

pregnant women received information

was observed in urban group, which

about prenatal care from their relatives

means the factor of the living
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and friends. Chi-square test showed no

groups are identical in terms of the

significant difference between the two

sources of information.

groups, which indicates that both
Discussion
The findings showed that rural pregnant

Based on the results of present study,

women had poor knowledge and urban

more than half of the rural women, who

pregnant women had a moderate

had poor knowledge, had also poor

knowledge. Chi-square test did not

performance; while the performance of

show a significant difference between

urban women with moderate

urban and rural women's knowledge

knowledge was also poor. According to

level.In study conducted by Zhao et al.

the McNemar test, the relationship

in 2007, 64% of rural women had good

between the two variables was

knowledge (16); the reason for this

acceptable. Therefore, there is a

difference can be the difference in the

significant relationship between the two

factors such as the level of education,

variables and the level of performance

monthly income and insurance

was decreased by poor knowledge.

coverage, and better access to health

Chi-square test showed significant

care.

relationship only between some

The results also showed that rural and

characteristics such as education level,

urban pregnant women had poor

women's employment status, monthly

performance and Chi-square test

income and their knowledge, which is

showed no significant difference

consistent with the results of Ziaee et

between urban and rural groups. Bener

al. study; they found that there was a

et al. found that only 12.4% of pregnant

significant relationship between the

women had a good performance in the

occupation of pregnant women and

first trimester of gestation(17); while

their level of knowledge, so the

the results of Mirmolaee et al. showed

employed women had higher awareness

that 49.3% of pregnant women had a

than housewives (18).Also, the results

relatively good performance and 50.7%

of Mazloomi et al. showed that the

had a good performance(7).

employed women had more knowledge
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than housewives (p<0.001) (19).Also,

The results showed that 49% of rural

Zhao et al. found that the higher the

pregnant women and 53% of urban

annual income offamily, the better the

pregnant women received information

knowledge of women (16).

from relatives and friends about
prenatal care. Chi-square test did not

Besides, the results of the study showed

show any significant difference

that there was a significant relationship

between the two groups, which

between performance and

indicates that both groups are identical

characteristics such as job and

in terms of the sources of

information resources in urban group,

information.Safdari quoted from Levin

while the same was not significant in

et al.that: Health care providers can be

the rural group. Kazemi et al. in their

the best source of information for

research found that the performance of

pregnant women, so that they prefer to

employed women was better than the

hear the most information from health

housewives, and this difference was

care providers. According to a study

statistically significant (p = 0.02),

conducted in North Carolina, the

which is consistent with the findings of

majority of women (70.8%) received

the present study. The results of Safdari

their information from health center

et al. showed no statistically significant

staff . While the results of Ziaee et al.

relationship between women's

in 2008 were consistent with the results

performance and their information

of present study, they found that the

resources. In their study, the largest

most likely source of information for

source of information included

pregnant women included their

midwives and doctors (20).

mothers, relatives and friends (18).
Conclusion
Based on the results of this research,

are effective factors in preventing

women's access to all health services

mortality and complications. Today, the

along with their increased knowledge

education needed for prenatal care is

through prenatal education and

not quite favorable in Iran based on

counseling sessions about the

related standards.Findings of this study

pregnancy, childbirth and postpartum

were proved that 43% of rural women
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had poor knowledge. This level was not

pregnancy should be revised and also

better among urban pregnant women,

undesirable behaviors should be

and only 39% of them had moderate

reduced.

knowledge.Midwives can be good
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Abstract:
Introduction and purpose: Menopause is an important issue in women’s life that brings
about a transition to a new biological status and the gradual loss of fertility. Menopause is
the transition from fertility to infertility, and it is regarded as an indication of old age and a
predictor for diseases and health problems, and women’s only experience is that their
menstrual periods stop.Women experience numerous problems including hot flashes in
menopausal period. Given the midwife’s duties for promoting the health status of
menopausal women, the present research aims at studying the effect of oral chamomile
capsule on hot flashes in menopausal women.
Method: The present study is a triple blind clinical trial conducted on 82 menopausal and
premenopausal women experiencing hot flashes. The samples were randomly dividedinto
two 41-participant groups. One of the intervention groups received two capsules a day, each
of which contains 250 milligrams of chamomile extract. The other group received two
capsules containing starch for 8 weeks. After the intervention, the hot flashes mean scores
were determined using the intensity recording form and the duration and number of hot
flashes. Data analyses were conducted using a variety of tests including ANOVA, Kruskal–
Wallis, Chi-square, MannWhitney, Wilcoxon, andFriedman.
Findings: The findings obtained in the present study indicated that the hot flashes mean
scores of the placebo group were 4.42±1.93, 4.4±3.026, and 0.62±3.06, and the mean scores
of the chamomile group were 3.63±3.96, 2.25±2.65, and 4.02±4.22; the difference of the
scores was significant in the chamomile group. In the end, 74 individuals participated in the
intervention.
After 4 and 8 weeks of intervention, improvement was observed in the number, intensity,
and duration of hot flashes in both groups that is statistically significant. However, the effect
was more observable in the intervention group than the placebo group (p<0.0001).
Conclusion: The findings of the present study indicate that taking at least one capsule of
chamomile a month can be effective in treating the hot flashes of menopausal women. Thus,
taking chamomile capsule, as a herbal supplement, is recommended for these women.
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Introduction:
Menopause is an important issue in

perspiration, anxiety, inflammability, and

women’s life that brings about the

panic. Hot flashes are followed by cold

transition to new biological status and the

and shivering. The duration of hot flashes

gradual loss of fertility. Menopause is the

ranges from some seconds to some

transition from fertility to infertility, and it

minutes. In average, hot flashes last for 4

is considered as an indication of old age as

minutes. However, they are likely to last

well as a predictor of diseases and health

for 10 minutes; each time, five or ten

problems. Women’s only experience is

times, and 30 times a day. This status is

that their menstrual periods stop (1). The

even more intense at night, or it occurs

increasing menopausal age in different

more frequently waking the person up (4).

countries is associated with reasons

Menopause is accompanied by nightly

beyond the increasing life expectancy; it

perspiration, sleeping disorder,

has to do with nutrition and public health

inflammability, and disorders in memory

status (2).

and concentration.

The menopausal age ranges from 46.01 to

The prevalence of hot flashes in

52.4 in different cities of Iran; the mean is

menopausal women has been reported up

48.18 (Rajaei Fard, Beigi, and Salehi,

to 70 percent. It has been reported that

2011). Hot flashes account for the main

hot flashes are more intense and more

symptom of menopause and it is behind

frequent during the night. The prevalence

most of the complaints made by women

of hot flashes has been reported to be70-

(3).

85 percent in Europe and49-56 percent in

Hot flashes are sudden feelings of feverish

Iran. However, in countries rich in

heat that starts from the back of the head

vegetarian foods, such as China and Japan,

or neck. It is then spread all over the body

it has been reported to be 8-17 percent

and it is accompanied by intense heat. Hot

(5). For most women, hot flashes stop

flashes are preceded by the feeling of

automatically without receiving any

heartbeat or pressure inside the head. Hot

treatment within a few years. In one-third

flashes are likely to be accompanied by

of the women, the symptoms of hot
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flashes can last more than 5 years. In 20

phytoestrogen quality have been

percent of the women, the symptoms can

recommended for treating menopause

be constantly seen for up to 15 years (6).

(10). Chamomile is of the chicory family

Europe, and 49-56 percent in Iran.

that is one of the oldest plants used in

However, in countries rich in vegetarian

medicine, and it is known as Matricaria

foods, such as China and Japan, it has

Chamomillaall over the world. Its medical

been reported to be 8-17 percent. For

usage is internationally known and it is

most women, hot flashes stop

one of the most commonly used medicinal

automatically without receiving any

plants (11). In most of the Iranian cities, it

treatment within a few years. In one-third

is planted largely. It has benefits such as

of the women, the symptoms of hot

reduced fever and perspiration, reducing

flashes can last more than 5 years. In 20

headaches and migraine pains, arthritis,

percent of the women, the symptoms can

relieving menstrual pains, relieving

be constantly seen for up to 15 years (7).

menopausal complications, lowering

The prevalence of hot flashes has been

blood pressure, relieving vertebral column

reported to be70-85 percent in. The

pains, disinfectant uses, gastric anti-

prevalence of hot flashes in menopausal

inflammatory effect, anti-itch effects,

women has been reported to be up to 70

appetizing and carminative effects,

percent. They have been reported to be

antiemetic effects, restiveness, and

more intense and even more frequent at

herpes, preventing osteoporosis, and

night bringing about sleeping disorders

reducing rheumatism pains. Chamomile is

accompanied by intense perspiration and

also used locally for treating mastitis and

shivering (8). Thus, findings solutions to

hemorrhoid. In Europe and western Asia,

treat hot flashes, being one of the most

chamomile tea has been used for feeling

common problems of menopause, can

relief and improving one’s sleep for than

play an important role in maintaining the

one hundred years. Chamomile has been

menopausal women’s mental and physical

often used as a mild sedative and sleep

health and perpetuating a peaceful life for

inductor, Chamomile helps nerve

them (9).

relaxation. It can also lead to reduced

Plants such asvalerian, Black Cohosh,

anxiety, nightmare, insomnia, and other

Chamomile, hyper cum perforatum,

sleeping disorders (12). In Britain,

Liquorice, Fennel, soybean, red clover with

chamomile is used as an aspirin (13).Given
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article 2 of the national law for midwife’s

free, and cheap therapies such as

job description, one of the most important

medicinal plants have been widely

duties of the midwives is promoting

welcomed by the public. Thus, given the

women’s health in menopausal period.

cost-effectiveness and availability of

According to article 6 of the

chamomile, the present study aims at

aforementioned law, timely introduction

studying its effect on the hot flashes of

and prescription of herbal supplements is

menopausal women, so that a step is

one of duties of the midwives. Given the

taken towards the goals of developing and

dangerous complications and side effects

promoting women’s health in both family

arising from the hormone replacement

and society.

therapy, adopting natural, complication-

Materials and methods:
The present study is a random triple blind

mental disorders, thyroid disorders, liver

clinical trial conducted on two groups. The

diseases, cancer, abnormal uterine

statistical population of the present study

bleeding; not taking anxiolytics ; not

includes 82 45-to-60-year-old menopausal

taking any medicinal plants; not taking

women referring to the menopausal clinic

anticoagulants; not taking any soporific

of the comprehensive women’s health

drugs; and not smoking.The exclusion

care hospital; they were reported to

criteria are as follows: taking anxiolytics,

complain about hot flashes. The inclusion

soporific drugs, anticoagulants such as

criteria of the present study include :being

aspirin, warfarin, and heparin; taking

45 to 60 years old; suffering from hot

phytoestrogens and non-hormonal drugs

flashes for at least 3 months; complaining

such as clonidine for sedating menopausal

about hot flashes for at least 3 times a

symptoms; receiving hormone-therapy

day; not receiving hormone therapy in the

during the study; having allergy to

last 3 months; not receiving therapy

chamomile during the study; suffering

through taking drugs for sedating the

from abnormal uterine bleeding or any

menopausal symptoms; not receiving

other systemic diseases during the study;

therapy through taking phyto estrogens

and lack of willingness to proceed the

such as soybeans and, not suffering from

study. The data tool of the present study

heart diseases, blood pressure, diabetes,

include a demographic form including the
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participant’s age, last-menstrual-period

The findings are evaluatedbased on the

age, level of education, employment

average changes of the mean of each

status, marital status, number of

variable during the intervention in

deliveries, and number of children, and a

comparison with those obtained at the

questionnaire for studyingthe daily hot

outset of the study (Baghdari et al, 2009).

flashes recording form over the last

The less the mean score, the less the

month. The method for recording the hot

duration, intensity, and number of hot

flashes is that a symbol is recorded each

flashes will be.

time for the hot flashes whenthey happen

The hot flashes recording form has been

(morning, noon, night). For determining

previously used by the researchers outside

the intensity of hot flashes, according to

the country. The academic credit of the

the recommendation made by Food and

form has been measuredthrough

Drug Administration of the Islamic

evaluatingit content validity. Having been

Republic of Iran, the hot flashes intensity

translated, the form’s face validity as well

was classified as free of symptoms, minor

as content validitywereconfirmed by 12

(feeling of heat without perspiration),

faculty members of Mashhad University of

average (feeling of heat and perspiration,

Medical Sciences (Baghdari et al,

without disturbing the daily activities), and

2009).Moreover, the validity of the tool

intense (feeling of feverish heat and

has been measured by evaluating its

perspiration disturbing the daily

content validity in a study conducted by

activities); the scores given were 0, 1, 2,

Sadeghi et al (2012) at the Nursing and

and 3 respectively. The number of hot

Midwifery School of Tehran University of

flashes was recorded on a daily schedule

Medical Sciences as well as another study

and the mean will be obtained.

conducted by Nahidi et al (2008) at

The hot flashes duration is more than 5

ShahidBeheshti University of Medical

minutes, 3-5 minutes, 1-3 minutes, 30-60

Sciences.

seconds, and less than 30 seconds; the

The reliability of this form was confirmed

average is obtained though. The weekly

at Mashhad University of Medical Sciences

average of each variable is measured

in a pilot study applying test-retest

separately through dividing its total (over

method by obtaining r=0.87 and r=0.9

a week) to the number of days of the

respectively (Baghdari et al, 2009).

same week in which the form is filled out.

Moreover, at ShahidBeheshti University of
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Medical Sciences, for measuring the

Plants. Both the researcher, the

validity and reliability of the tool, content

participants of the present study, and the

validity and retest were used with the

data analysts were unaware of the kind of

correlation coefficient of r=0.96 (14, 15,

capsules used. Both capsules were the

16).

same shape produced with A and B codes

Having delivered the letter of consent, the

by the consultant pharmacist and were

qualified women were randomly placed in

given to the research participants. For

one of either of two groups. The drugs

conducting the supervision need on the

were classified by a pharmacist into two

route of administrating the capsules, the

groups; A and B. The route of

researcher controlled the route of

administration was taught for both

administration by calling the participants;

groups. The chamomile user group took

in case of taking the wrong route in

chamomile capsule (250 milligram a day,

administrating the capsules or having any

in two divided dose), and the control

other exclusion criteria, the participant

group took two capsules containing 250

was then excluded from the study. The

milligram of starch twice a day for 8

data was analyzed using SPSS 22.b as well

weeks. The capsules have been produced

as other tests such as independent t-test,

by the researchers at TarbiatModares

chi-square, MannWhitney, andWilcoxon.

University Research Center of Medicinal

Findings
Of the 82 participants, 41 received

to diarrhea) were excluded from the

chamomile capsules, and 41 received

study. In the end, the analysis was

placebo capsules (containing starch).

conducted on 74 women. Table 1

During the administration of the drugs, 4

indicates that both groups were similar

women from the chamomile group (2

with respect to age, last-menstrual-period

owing to diarrhea and 2 owing to

age, average number of deliveries, and

gastrointestinal complications), and 4

number of children, and number of

women from the placebo group (2 owing

abortions. With respect to their

to irregular taking of the drugs and 2owing

employment status, most of the
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participants were housewives (%83.8 in

hot flashes in the two groups differ

the test group, and %75.7 in the control

significantly before the intervention, 4

group). 94.5 percent of the test group and

weeks after the intervention, and 8 weeks

70.3 percent of the control group enjoyed

after the intervention (p≤0.0001).

average economic status. 100 percent of

By comparing the mean difference and

the test group and 91.9 percent of the

standard deviation of the two groups,

control group were married. With respect

MannWhitney test seems to be effective in

to the educational level, most of the

reducing the intensity, duration, and

participants had finished middle school or

numberof hot flashes before the

secondary school (%35 in the test group).

intervention, 4 weeks after the

Wilcoxon test in tables 2 and 3 indicates

intervention, and 8 weeks after the

that the intensity, duration, and number of

intervention (p=0.0001).

Discussion
One of the most important reasons behind

remarkable reaction in the intervention

hot flashes in the menopausal period is

group in the first month of therapy for

the reduced sexual hormones. Physical as

improving sleeping disorder and fatigue.

well as mental changes related to the

Moreover, the placebo had no effect on

hormones bring about hot flashes in these

the improvement of sleep. This is

ages. The study conducted byYazdani et al

consistent with the findings of the present

(2004) aiming at studying the effect of

study about the effect of chamomile and

chamomile on dysmenorrhea and

the ineffectiveness of placebo (18). The

premenstrual syndrome indicated that

study conducted by Vahidi et al (2007)

chamomile turned out to be effective for

aiming to compare the chamomile extract

relieving abdominal and pelvic pain,

and morphine showed that the analgesic

fatigue and lethargy, and anger; it can

effect of chamomile is similar to that of

help reduce these symptoms significantly

morphine. Flavonoid combinations are

(17). In the study conducted by Kupfer et

responsible for the spasmolytic effects.

al (2003) aiming at studying the effect of

They are analgesic, and the essences,

chamomile and dong quai combination on

especially bisabololandchamazulene, are

the menopausal symptoms for 12 weeks,

responsible for the anti-inflammatory

the findings indicated that there was a

effects (19).
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The study conducted by Jenabi et al (2009)

out to be effective in reducing the number

aiming to study the effect of chamomile

of hot flashes 1 month after the treatment

tea on primary dysmenorrhea indicated

(p<0.05) (21).

that chamomile tea brings about an

The study conducted by Kazemian (2006)

improvement of the menstrual pain. The

aimed to study the effect of passion

mechanism of chamomile has been

flower on menopausal women’s hot

proved to be effective for improving

flashes; it was conducted on 54

dysmenorrhea and premenstrual

menopausal women for 30 days and

syndrome. It is owing to the extract and

indicated a significant reduction in the

ethanol taken from the flowers of this

intensity of hot flashes (p<0.05) (22).

plant; they have anti-inflammatory, anti-

The study conducted by Taghizadeh et al

spasmolytic, sedative and anti-restive

(2005) aimed to study the effect of

effects (20).

Vitagnus on the early menopausal

Concerning the effect of placebo, there

complications; it was conducted on 50

are contradictory findings. In the study

menopausal women for 3 months and

conducted by Kazemian (2006) aiming to

indicated a significant reduction in the

study the effect of valerian on

amount of menopausal complications and

menopausal women’s hot flashes, the

showed great improvement of hot flashes

placebo brought about a reduction of hot

(%52.2). The findings of all these studies

flashes from %36.8 to %15 (p<0.05). Thus

are consistent with those of the present

far, no other studies have been conducted

study; chamomile has been proved to be

to study the effect of chamomile on the

effective on the number, duration, and

hot flashes. However, other medicinal

intensity of the hot flashes (23).

plants (havingphytoestrogenic effects)

Table 3 shows the comparison of intensity,

have been used to treat hot flashes (20).

duration, and number of hot flashes

Kazemian’s study (2006) aimed to study

before the intervention, 4 weeks after the

the effect of valerian on menopausal

intervention, and 8 weeks after the

women’s hot flashes. It was conducted on

intervention in both groups. The findings

48 women for 2 months. Valerian turned

of Kruskal–Wallis statistical test indicates

out to be effectivein reducing the duration

that the duration, intensity, and number

of hot flashes 2 months after the

of hot flashes in the two groups did not

treatment (p<0.05). Moreover, it turned

show a significant difference before the
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intervention, and the groups are similar in

need to be conducted in this regard. The

this regard (p=0.6). However, the groups

intervention with a larger sample size and

showed a significant difference 4 weeks

a longer follow-up was not possible. Thus

and 8 weeks after the intervention

limited sample size and short follow-up

(p≤0.001).

are the limitations of the present study.

Given the contradictory findings on taking
this herbal supplement, more studies

Conclusion:
The findings of the present study indicated

Committee with the registration number

that chamomile capsules are effective in

of 9201282144190058. The findings of the

improving the menopausal women’s hot

present study have been registered at the

flashes. Thus, the midwives and

Iranian Registry of Clinical Trials with the

gynecologistsare recommended using

registration number of N 201307302751 9.

chamomile plant as a safe, cheap, and
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harmless remedy in treating menopausal
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Table 1. The Comparison of demographic information mean and standard deviation in chamomile group and
placebo group
Group

Age
last-menstrual-period age
Number of deliveries
Number of children
Number of abortion

Placebo
standard deviation
±mean
52.24±4.41
47.7±47.38
0.065±10.60
3.024±1.83
0.065±1.06

180

chamomile
standard deviation
±mean
52.73±4.26
47.38±3.174
0.059±0.0865
3.27±1.194
0.059±0.0865

P-value

p=0/082
p=0/062
p=0.062
p=0/77
p=0/09
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Table 2. The frequency distribution of intensity, duration, and number of hot flashes in three phases: before
the intervention, 4 weeks after the intervention, and 8 weeks after the intervention

Chamomile

Placebo

Pvalue

Groups

Mean±SD

Before

4.022±4.22

4 weeks after
the
intervention
8 weeksafter
the
intervention
Before
4 weeks after
the
intervention
8 weeksafter
the
intervention
Before
4 weeks after
the
intervention
8 weeksafter
the
intervention

3.36±3.96

8.27±5.28

1.37±0.075

25.2±2.65

6.730±5

1.039±0.0174

0.622±3.06
4.4±3.026

7.84±6.25
4.76±6.05

2.039±0.0389
1.4±0.055

4.42±1.93

Mean±SD
6.30±6.37

0.0001

The findings of Kruskal–Wallis statistical
test indicates that the duration, intensity,
and number of hot flashes in the two
groups did not show a significant
difference before the intervention, and

2.17±0.038

12.76±5.26

0.08
0.003

Mean±SD

1.1±0.484

0.06

0.012
≤0.0001

≤0.0001

≤0.0001

≤0.001

the groups are similar in this regard.
However, the groups showed a significant
difference 4 weeks and 8 weeks after the
intervention.

Table 3. The comparison of weekly mean and standard deviation of the duration, intensity, and number of hot
flashes before the intervention, 4 weeks after the intervention, and 8 weeks after the intervention in
chamomile group and placebo group
Groups

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Friedman

Chamomile

2.17±0.038
371±0.0756

2.2±0.0625
811±0.815

5.22±4.02
3.36±3.96

p≤0.001
p≤0.001

170
1.039±0.704

10
0. 961±0.85

2.25±2.65

p≤0.001

2.393±0.319
2.012±0.055

324±0.717
1.25±0.086

622±3.06
40

1.0041
1.37

Placebo
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1.822±0.484

0.96±0/08

The findings obtained from Friedman test
and its post-hoc Wilcoxon test:

3.1±3.026

1.17

hot flashes before the intervention.
However, the duration, intensity, and
number of hot flashes showed a
significant difference 4 weeks and 8 weeks
after the intervention (p<0.0001).

The chamomile and placebo group did not
show a significant difference with respect
to the duration, intensity, and number of

Clinical Obstetrics and Gynaecology;
23:25–32.
7. Ryan K, Ber cowits R, Bar bieri R. In:
Ryan K, Bercowits R, Barbieri
R.2003.Menopuase kist ners gynecology &
women health. 8thed: 504-40.
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Theory of mind is a one of the most important issues of social cognition topics and whereas it
is a prerequisite for understanding the social environment and involvement in social behavior
competitive, it has been considered during the last decades in the field of psychology. In this
regard, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of group play therapy on
levels of childrenin preschool's theory of mind.
Materials and Methods
The present study, was a Quasi-experimental study design with pre-test and post-test and
control groups which for this purpose 30 students selected by cluster random sampling and
random assignment to experimental and control groups, respectively.
38-item test of theory of mind was used as a tool to obtain data.Package of six sessions of
play therapy was administered to the experimental group. Data were analyzed using
descriptive and inferential statistics covariance.
Results
The results showed that there was a significant difference between the experimental and
control groups in terms of levels of theory of mind test.Follow up test after one month,
showed the stability of results.
Conclusions
According to data obtained from this study can be concluded that the play therapy promotes
children's theory of mind levels and since training activities were based on cognitivebehavioral and there is a close relationship between social cognition and doing group play,
visible impact on the promotion of children's theory of mind test levels can be explained.
Key words: Play therapy, Theory of Mind, childrenin preschool
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1- INTRODUCTION
anybody has thoughts, wishes and
opinions, and their behaviors are controlled
by their mental conditions. In fact, it is a
fundamental ability in understanding
human behavior, which plays a major role
in everyday life (5). The term ‘theory of
mind’ was applied by Premack &Woodruf
(1987) to explain a child's ability to
interpret behavior with the help of one’s
mental states or other’s (6).
Studying the skills of theory of mind
development dates back to the early work

Theory of mind is regarded as one of the
newest topics in social cognition, which
has attracted the attention of many
developmental psychologists. The basic
framework of this theory is social
cognition (1). Social cognition is one’s
critical ability to succeed in social relations
in everyday life(2, 3). One of the aspects of
social cognition that has received more
attention
is
the
theoryofmind
development for children (4). Theory of
mind means understanding the fact that
184
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claimed that children have theory of mind,
but the existence of a type of behavior
theory may be accepted in them (12).
Game is one of the most important
components of a child's life. Children can
learn the basic and extensive skills through
playing games, which are associated with
physical, emotional and social health (13).
Play therapy is a unique method to help
children communicate through creating
balance in emotional behaviors (Richards
et al., 2012). Game is a structured
approach based on the theory of therapy on
which the children’s learning process and
natural and normal relationships are
established (14). Play therapy affects the
various skills of students with intellectual
disabilities, such as academic achievement
(15), and social skills and adaptive
behaviors (16). In a study conducted by
Vahedi (17), the normal and aggressive
students weretrained in social skills
through puppetry. The results indicated
that puppetry was efficacious in lessening
the aggressive children’s aggressiveness
and boosting the social skills of normal
and aggressive children. Puppets are very
useful for playing roles and exploring
thoughts and feelings. Using puppets also
provides opportunities for expressing
feelings, concerns and innovative ideas
that are
inhibited under normal
circumstances for any reason.
Playing games enables children’ inner
thoughts to communicate with the outside
world, thereby controlling the external
objects. In addition, playing games allows
children to display their experiences,
feelings and tendencies that are threatening
to them. Furthermore, games enable
children to express their feelings and outer
relationships. They also develop attitudes
and communication skills and increase
children's happiness and harmony with the
environment (18). The results of some
cross-cultural
studies
(19,
20)and
observational studies (21)showed that the
diversity of social experiences help
individual differences in the theory of
mind. In two separate studies, Ornaghi et

of Piaget about children's thinking and
autonomy (7). Flavell et al. (1993) believes
that this theory develops in children at five
levels. At the first level, the concept of
mind is exploited by children to show
needs, emotions and other states. At the
second level, children perceive that mind is
associated with the physical world. At the
third level, children understand that mind
is apart from the physical world and they
are different. At the fourth level, children
learn to recognize mind, objects and events
as true or false, and finally, at the fifth
level, children learn to understand that
events are actively interpreted by the mind
(8). Further, children acquire the concept
of desire at the age of two, they start
talking about beliefs, thoughts and desires
at age three, and at the age of four, they
believe the thoughts of others and
understand their wishes. The theory of
mind enables children to recognize
emotions, understand beliefs and desires
and predict and explain the behavior of
others(9, 10).
The ‘theory of mind’ was defined by
Premack & Woodruff (1987) as one’s
ability to invoke one’s mental states and
others’. A system of these references can
be considered a theory, first because these
states are not directly visible, and secondly
because the behavior of other organisms
can be especially predicted using this
system (11). As a result of previous
studies, at least three different theoretical
approaches emerged: 1) theory-theory, 2)
simulation, and 3) modularity. From the
viewpoint of the advocates of theorytheory approach, children’s understanding
of the mind or the theory of mind has
witnessed different developments and
qualities in various stages. To further
explicate this approach, it can be expressed
that children use their overall intelligence
capacity to develop a theory about their
mental states. Popar (2008) believes that
children acquire a visual understanding of
the mind at the age of four and regard the
mental states as propositional attitudes.
Before the age of four, it cannot be
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that games for children are like speech for
adults and they are the means to express
emotions,
communicate,
describe
experiences, and reveal wishes and selfactualization, the present study aimed to
find out if play therapy is efficacious in
enhancing the levels of the theory of mind
or not.

al. (2014) reported that children with the
chance to participate in discussions about
their mental states had a better
performance in terms of the theory of mind
(22).
The group play therapy is a psychological
and social process in which children learn
about themselves through communicating
with each other in the game rooms. Given

2- Materials and Methods
2-1. Study
Population

Design

and

Ghomrani et al. (2006), and the number of
questions was reduced from 72 to 38. Then
the validity and reliability of the test were
assessed on a number of educable mentally
retarded and normal students residing in
Shiraz, Iran(23). To examine the validity
of the test, the content validity and
concurrent
validity
were
utilized.
Moreover, the concurrent validity of the
test measured 0.89 (p<0.01). In addition,
the correlation coefficients of subtests with
the total scores were significant in all cases
(0.82-0.96). Furthermore, the reliability of
the test was examined using test-retest,
Cronbach's alpha, and coefficients of credit
scoring. Not to mention, the test-retest
measured between 0.70 and 0.94 (α=0.1).
Additionally, the internal consistency of
the test was calculated using the
Cronbach's alpha for the whole test and
each of the subscales (0.86, 0.72, 0.80, and
0.81, respectively), and the coefficients of
credit scoring measured 0.98 (Ghomrani et
al., 2006). Moreover, the Cronbach's alpha
measured 0.83 in the present study.

Statistical

The present study was a quasiexperimental one with a pre-test-post-test
control group design, which aimed to
determine the effectiveness of group play
therapy on preschool children's theory of
mind.
2-2. Methods
The statistical population consisted of all
female students aged 6-7 years old who
were studying in Bistoon-based primary
schools, Kermanshah, Iran, in the
academic year 2014-2015. Using the
cluster sampling, a school was selected
from the primary schools based in this
township and 30 students were chosen (15
students in each experimental and control
groups) and were given pre-tests.
2-3. Measuring Tools: Validity and
Reliability
2-3-1.Theory of Mind Test (TOM Test)

2-4. Intervention

This 38-item test was developed by
Steerneman (1999) to assess the theory of
mind in normal children and those with
pervasive developmental disorders aged 512 years old. This test provides
information about social perception,
children’s sensitivity and insights and how
much they are able to accept other people's
feelings
and
thoughts.
Some
alterationswere made to this test by

Group Play Therapy: This therapy
included six 60-minute sessions, once per
week, which was based on cognitive
behavioral principles as follows:
First Session: The members were
introduced to each other. In this session,
children’s
compatibility
with
the
environment and each other was intended,
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and any game suggested by children was
played with the aim of building friendship
and a sense of security.

researcher for the experimental group.
During the intervention, no one left the
study, and both groups were given posttests.

The Second and Third sessions: In these
two sessions, puppets and soft toys were
used to teach prosocial behaviors to
children.

2.5-Ethical Consideration
To consider the ethical principles,
informed consent was taken from the
parents
before
completing
the
questionnaires.

The Fourth Session: Toy animals were
used to detect children’s fear of
relationships with others and to find their
concerns about establishing relationships
through role playing as animals.
The Fifth Session: Imaginative games
were played to help children express fears,
wishes and ideas verbally and nonverbally.
In addition, playing with patterns was
performed at the request of children.

2-6. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria were 1) having
normal IQ, being in the 6-7 age range, the
consent of the principal allowing the child
to participate in the study, the right to
freely accept or reject participation in the
research, and assuring them of the
confidentiality
of
the
collected
information. Moreover, mentally or
physically sick subjects and more than two
absences in the intervention sessions were
excluded from the study.

The Sixth Session: Playdough was used
by children to express their feelings and
concerns through sculptures. While
playing with playdough, members of the
group proposed solutions whereby they
could solve their problems and strengthen
their interrelationships. In this session,
they were helped to leave their therapeutic
sessions and generalize their learning to
the outside world. After selecting the
groups, the 38-item theory of mind tests
were distributed among the respondents in
both groups individually. Then, six weekly
60-minute programs were conducted by a

2-7. Data Analyses
For data analysis, the descriptive statistics
(mean and standard deviation) and
inferential statistics (ANCOVA) were
used. All tests were analyzed using the
SPSS Statistics Software Version 23.0.

3- RESULTS
The results of Table 1 show the descriptive
findings, including mean and standard

deviation for the dimensions and total
score of theory of mind.

Table 1. The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Levels of Theory of Mind in the Experimental and
Control Groups
Test
Group
Control
Test
The Levels of the Theory of Mind
Mean
STDEV
Mean
STDEV
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Pre-test

Post-test

1st
2nd
3rd
Total
1st
2nd
3rd
Total

16.20
7.30
0.38
24.25
19.85
11/27
4/13
34/63

1.81
2.12
0.45
2.46
1.18
1/43
1/03
1/86

16.33
7
0.37
23.41
16.80
7/23
0/53
24/47

1.53
1.51
0.45
2.23
1.45
2/16
0/64
3/1

Table 2. The Results of Levene's Test for Examining the Equality of Variances of Scores at Different Levels of
the Theory of Mind
Variable
F
Df1
Df2
Sig.
st
1 level
3.76
1
28
0.06
2nd level
1.60
1
28
0.21
3rd level
0.13
1
28
0.71
Total
0.24
1
28
0.62

To examine the assumptions of analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA), the homogeneity
of the slopes of post-tests and pre-tests
were calculated. Moreover, to compare the
experimental and control groups in terms
of the theory of mind, the multivariate
analysis of covariance was used. The

results revealed that the tests were
significant at p<0.01, an indication that the
control and experimental groups were
significantly different at least in one of the
levels (see Table 3).

Table 3. The Results of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance on the Mean Scores of Post-tests of Variables in
Both Groups
Test
Value
F
Df of Assumption
Df of Error
Sig.
Eta Squared
Pillai Trace
0.67
65.49
3
23
0.001
0.84
Wilks Lambada
0.11
65.49
3
23
0.001
0.84
Hotelings Trace
6.78
65.49
3
23
0.001
0.84
Roys Largest Rot
6.87
65.49
3
23
0.001
0.84

Table 3 merely states that there are
significant differences between the
experimental and control groups in one of
the domains. So, to identify the domain,

the multivariate analysis of covariance
(MANCOVA) was used (see Table 4).

Table 4. The Results of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance on the Mean Scores of Post-tests of Variable Levels
in the Experimental and Control Groups
Sources of
Mean Square
Degree of freedom
F
Sig.
eta squared
Change
1st level
63.16
1
42.76
0.001
0.64
nd
2 level
127.34
1
45.83
0.001
0.64
3rd level
87.27
1
131.64
0.001
0.85
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4- DISCUSSION
which might be due to the chosen
statistical populations. In other words, in
the said studies, the statistical populations
included children with autism and mental
retardation, while the present work studied
the normal and ordinary children.
The abovementioned studies were among
those which dealt with the effectiveness of
teaching the theory of mind in improving
the levels of the theory of mind. However,
no study was found to deal with the
effectiveness of play therapy in enhancing
the levels of the theory of mind. The
results of previous studies (28) suggest that
experience can be effective in developing
the theory of mind, and it is required for
the development of theory of mindbecause
experience provides more opportunities for
learning about other people's thinking, and
communication and social learning can act
as major sources for the development of
children's understanding of the mind.
People can express their emotions to
family members, friends and relatives
through building intimate relationships,
thereby strengthening their emotional
connection with them and coping with
problems with the best way possible
through asking for timely assistance from
others.

The present study aimed to investigate the
effectiveness of group play therapy on
boosting the levels of preschool children’s
theory of mind. As the results revealed, the
group play therapy was efficacious in
enhancing the levels of preschool
children’s theory of mind, so that the mean
score of theory of mind in all three levels
as well as the mean score of total theory of
mind increased after the therapeutic
interventions based on the assessments of
theory of mind test. This result was
consistent with the results of studies
conducted by Dehghan et al. (24),
Ansarinejad et al. (25), Kakajoybari et al.
(26), Ghafari et al. (27), Adib Sereshki et
al. (28), Resches & Perez – Pereira (29),
Lecce et al. (19), Ryan et al. (30)and RusCalafell et al. (31). It should be noted that
this method was effective in the case of the
third level of the theory of mind
(understanding the secondary false belief),
and it seems that the effectiveness of this
method to achieve high levels of theory of
mindrequires more cognitive and mental
processes and interventions. This finding
was inconsistent with the results of studies
done by Fombonne(32), Adib Sereshki
(28), Moghtari (33) and Naderi et al. (34).
No change was observed in the third level
of the theory of mind in the said studies,
5-CONCLUSION

diagnosis and treatment. Playing games
come from intrinsic motivation and reflect
the inner feelings of children. Playing
games helps children to express their
feelings and external communications,
thereby
developing
orientations,
communication skills and increasing
children's happiness and harmony with the
environment (18).
The present study was conducted on
preschool children whose genders were not
matched. In this regard, it is suggested that
matching be done for both genders in the
future.

Based on the findings of the present study
and abovementioned material, it can be
concluded that weakness in the theory of
mind can be regarded as a major sign of
one’s psychological
problems and
especially social interactions in the future.
Therefore, to enhance the ability of theory
of mind in children, more efforts and
training should be done. Moreover, one of
these approaches is playing games whose
effects on the theory of mind of children
were confirmed in the present study.
Games are useful for children because they
are provided with suitable opportunities for
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ABSTRACT
Aim: The purpose of this study was to determine the prevalence of Molar Incisor
Hypomineralisation (MIH) in 7-10 years old school children in Southern Saudi Arabia.
Materials & Method: A Total of 596 school children of age group 7-10 years were screened for
MIH. Clinical examination were done inside the respective schools. Dental examination were
carried out by using a standard mouth mirror and dental probe. After thorough brushing, the four
Permanent First Molars (PFM) and eight erupted permanent incisors were examined on wet for
demarcated opacities and enamel breakdown under portable light source. The results were
recorded and analyzed for statistical significance using the Chi-square test and t-test with a P
value of <0.05 considered significant. Results: The prevalence of MIH in a group of Saudi
school children was 21.3%. Permanent first molar was most affected individual teeth in this
study as compared to incisors. MIH cases were found to be more affected in maxillary arch as
compared to mandibular arch. Permanent lower laterals were the least affected teeth compared to
centrals and first molar.

Conclusions: MIH is a clinically and epidemiologically relevant

problem in Saudi school children. The high rate of severe forms is of clinical concern. The
findings of the present study stress the need for educating present and future dentists and
pediatric specialists in MIH, as well as for developing public health policies for the prevention
and adequate treatment of MIH.
.
Keywords: MIH, FPM, Enamel defect, Prevalence, Children, Saudi Arabia.
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Introduction
Developmental defects in enamel (DDE)

dental

like

hypomineralisation of 1 to 4 first permanent

Molar

Incisor

Hypomineralization

defect

that

involves

plaque

molars (FPM) that is frequently associated

accumulation and dental caries, leading to

with similarly affected permanent incisors.

pain and discomfort for the child. This, in

The condition has been referred to as

turn,

‘hypomineralized permanent first molars’,

(MIH)

may

may

predispose

result

in

for

dental

behavior

management problems (BMPs) and dental

‘idiopathic

fear and anxiety, and it may also cause

‘non-fluoride

aesthetic problems.[1,2]

Clinical studies

‘cheese molars’ by different authors.[6,7] The

have revealed a higher prevalence of enamel

defect is clinically presented as demarcated

hypomineralization in both primary[3,4] and

enamel opacities of different colour in the

permanent dentitions[5] in children born

affected teeth, occasionally undergoing post-

preterm.

Due to profound sensitivity of

eruptive breakdown due to soft and porous

affected teeth, children are reluctant to carry

enamel. This may result in atypical cavities

out effective oral hygiene (OH) and to

or

accept dental treatment, being at risk of

requiring extensive restorative treatment.

developing dental phobias and presenting

Most prevalence studies of MIH have been

behaviour management problems.

carried out in European countries, and rates

Molar-incisor-hypomineralisation (MIH) is

between 3.6% and 19.3% were reported.[8]

defined as the developmentally derived

At the time of this study, there has been no
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even

enamel

hypomineralization’,

hypomineralization’,

complete

coronal

and

distortion,
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published prevalence study on MIH in

the prevalence of MIH in a group of Saudi

southern part of Saudi Arabia. The aim of

Arabian children.

this study was to investigate retrospectively

Subjects and Methods
A total number of 596 male school children

were recorded on a specially designed

were participated in the study with mean age

patient

of 8.5 years and age ranges from 7-10 years

participating children were instructed to

were screened for MIH in southern Saudi

brush their teeth in their classroom before

Arabia. The clinical examinations were

examination. After thorough brushing, the

performed by experienced clinicians in those

four FPM’s and eight erupted permanent

children who fulfilled the required inclusion

incisors

criteria. The examiners received training and

demarcated

were calibrated against each other prior to

restorations under portable light source.

this study. The study participants were given

Inclusive criteria:

clear explanation about the objective of the

(i) 7- to 10-year-old children

study. Voluntary informed consent were

(ii) No systemic disease history

obtained

before

(iii) Life-long residents in the selected

examination of child. Dental examination

regions (children born and living in the

were carried out by using a standard mouth

study area).

mirror and dental probe. The location of

(iv)

demarcated opacities and enamel breakdown

examined under wet condition

from

the

parents

195

research

were

data

sheet.

examined
opacities

on
and

All

wet

the

for

atypical

Well-demarcated opacities when
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[9.10]

(v) Children’s mothers and fathers should

adopted in epidemiologic studies,

have permanently lived in the respective

the three examiners were calibrated and well

area for at least 5 years before the child’s

familiar with diagnosis of MIH, which

birth, while breastfeeding was also practiced

would help to reduce the magnitude of error

in the same region.

caused by study design. Ethical clearance

(vi)

was

Four PFMs and eight permanent

obtained

from

ethical

and

approval

incisors erupted.

committee of the King Khalid University,

(vii) Dentitions with generalized opacities

Abha, Saudi Arabia. The criteria used for

present on all teeth (such as in several forms

the diagnosis of MIH were those developed

of amelogenesis imperfecta), rather than

by Weerheijm et al [11] and described at the

limited to the PFMs and permanent incisors,

European meeting held in Athens in 2003.

are not considered to have MIH.

The results were recorded and analyzed for

(viii) The defects in the permanent incisors

statistical significance using the Chi-square

were not associated with history of trauma

test and t-test with a P value of <0.05

or infection in the primary dentition.

considered significant.

The diagnostic criteria used in this study,
however, were basically the same as those

Results
A total number of 596 male school children

Of the children examined, 127 were affected

were participated in the study with mean age

by MIH, with prevalence rate of 21.3%.

of 8.5 years and age range from 7-10 years.

Table 1 shows the prevalence of MIH
among the different ages. Prevalence of
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MIH according to age was, 17% at 7 years,

633 teeth were affected by MIH, of which

14% at 8 years, 30% at 9 years and 39% at

225 (36%) were central incisors, 94(15%)

10 years of age. The majority of children

were lateral incisors and 314(49%) were

diagnosed with MIH were 10 years old (39

FPM

%), while those aged 8 years had the lowest

significance. Prevalence of MIH occurrence

MIH prevalence (14 %). Pearson Chi-Square

is more in maxillary arch 96(69%) as

showed statistically significance between the

compared to mandibular arch 43 (31%)

age and the prevalence of MIH.

[Figure 1].

[Table.

2],

showed

statistically

Discussion
A wide range of prevalence (4 to 25%) was

there are very few studies on prevalence of

reported for MIH by various investigators in

MIH from Saudi Arabia generally.

different countries. However, most of these

prevalence of MIH in present study as

studies

European

compared to other Arabian countries, were

countries.[2,8,12,13] To our knowledge, at the

similar to that reported in Iraq (21.5%),[16] is

time of this study only two studies were

much higher to that reported in Jeddah,

reported in Jeddah and Riyadh, Saudi

Saudi Arabia(8.6%),[14] Turkey (7.7%),[17]

Arabia.[14,15] Prevalence of MIH in southern

Jordan (17.6%),[18] Libya (9%),[19] and Iran

part of Saudi Arabia were not published in

(18.4),[20] but lesser than reported in Riyadh,

literature.

Saudi Arabia (40.6%).[15] The high variation

The prevalence of MIH in a group of Saudi

in the prevalence of MIH could be due to

children was found to be 21.3%, presently

differences in methods, sample sizes, criteria

were

conducted

in
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The
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(2010),[25]

used to diagnose MIH, different age cohorts,

al

or real differences between regions and

hypomineralization lesions may be dynamic

countries (Jalevik, 2010; Tadikonda et al.,

defects,

2015).[21,22] Another drawback of this study

environment as the child grows older.

was

the

According to the definition of MIH, only if

hypomineralization was not recorded in the

at least one FPM was presented with MIH,

clinical notes. In the present study, only

the case was diagnosed as MIH. Children

boys were included as boys and girls have

with enamel defects only in incisors or other

separate schools in Saudi Arabia. More local

non-index teeth were not included in the

studies are required to evaluate gender

MIH group, which could lead to an

predilection

underestimation of MIH. In our study, FPM

that

the

severity

regarding

of

MIH

through

which

this

changes

is

in

due

the

to

oral

combined studies in girls and boys schools.

(49%) were affected as compared to

The age range of this study with 7- 10-years

permanent

of age is ideal, as the FPM and incisors have

permanent lateral incisors (15%). Maxillary

just erupted. Later, caries and extractions of

molars were affected more compared to

severely affected molars mask the detection

mandibular molars (Martinez Gomez et al.,

of MIH (Balmer et al., 2012).[23]

2012; Parikh et al., 2012; Preusser et al.,

Most

central

[26,27,24]

incisors

(36%)

and

studies did not find a significant association

2007).

between MIH and age (Preuisser et al.

also studies indicating the opposite (Jälevik

2007),[24] in our study showed a higher

et al., 2001)[9] or even no difference between

prevalence of MIH among children 10 years

the jaws (Chawla et al., 2008a).[28] Togoo

old as compared to younger age groups.

RA

Similar finding observed by Costa-Silva et

determine prevalence of FPM caries among

198

On the other hand, there are

(2011),[29]

conducted

a

study to
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7-10 years old school going boys in Abha,

incisors (Balmer et al. 2015).[33] In addition,

Saudi

point

in adolescents with active social lives and a

prevalence of dental caries in FPM was

developing interest in appearance and slight

recorded to be 66.4%. Teeth affected by

defects can have a serious impact on self-

MIH exhibits enamel defected and rapid

esteem.[34]

Arabia.

Concluded

that

progression of caries; therefore, in many
cases, affected teeth require restorative

Although the etiology of MIH is not fully

treatment right after eruption. If the defect

known, it is likely to be complex and

is deep and widespread, it can lead to severe

multifactorial, with some degree of genetic

loss of tooth material and early loss of

or epigenetic involvement (Silva et al.,

permanent

caries

2017).[35] Recently, Kotsanos et al.,[36] stated

progression. The age-dependent severity of

that children exhibiting MIH have 11 times

MIH had been reported in previous studies

greater probability of undergoing restorative

as well, suggesting that over a period of time

treatment in their FPM’s compared with

MIH, a pre-existing congenital defect of

children of a control group. Moreover,

enamel, results in post enamel breakdown of

fillings

FPM due to heavy masticatory forces

children have over three times a greater

(Leppaniemi et al. 2001; Jasulaityte et al.

probability of needing re-treatment than

2007).[30,31] Petrou et al (2015)

found

interventions on children of the control

that almost one-fifth of the teeth diagnosed

group.[36] Despite the higher treatment

with MIH exhibited severe defects. Trauma

demands, restorative treatments for these

to primary teeth has been attributed to cause

teeth are challenging for both patient and

MIH

dentist.[37]

in

teeth

the

because

corresponding

of

[32]

permanent
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and

sealants

Clinically,

in

MIH-affected

treating MIH in
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children has serious drawbacks.

The

or even the enamel breakdown of their

problems in treating child patient having

children’s teeth before the child itself starts

MIH are related to unexpectedly rapid caries

to complain of pain or discomfort during

development in the erupting FPM, pain and

daily

sensitivity, oral hygiene and diet habits,

information regarding MIH should be made

difficulty to anesthetize the MIH molars

available to the public and parents in

(Jalevik & Klingberg, 2002).[37] It has been

particular should be made aware of the

shown that children with MIH receive much

features of MIH, the high necessity of tooth

more dental treatment

that unaffected

brushing and of regular visits at the dental

children. (Jalevik & Klingberg, 2002,

practice for early preventive and therapeutic

Kotsanos et al., 2005).[37,36] Thus, treatment

steps.

planning should also consider the long-term

The present study shows that MIH is an

prognosis of teeth suffering from this

existing problem in southern part of Saudi

condition.

Allazzam

et

al

(2014)[14]

Arabia.

activities

(e.g.

However,

eating).

findings

Hence,

are

not

conducted study in Jeddah, observed that

representative of the Saudi community as a

lack of exposure to MIH in undergraduate

whole.

training, future dentists will face similar

findings of the study contributes to better

challenges in terms of managing patients

understanding of MIH as it provides data on

with MIH.

MIH from a country where there have very

Since MIH is not a classical disease, parents

few studies in the literature.

may not pay attention to the discolorations

Conclusions
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Despite

these

limitations,

the
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1- The prevalence of MIH in a group of

pediatric specialists in MIH, as well as for

Saudi school children was 21.3%.

developing public health policies for the

2- Permanent first molar was most affected

prevention and adequate treatment of MIH.

individual teeth in this study as compared to
incisors.
3- MIH cases were found to be more in

What this paper adds

maxillary arch as compared to mandibular



There is clearly a lack of data on the

arch.

prevalence

4- Permanent lower laterals were the least

Hypomineralization (MIH) from this

affected teeth compared to centrals and first

region of the world. At the time of the

molar.

write up of this manuscript, there had

In conclusion, MIH is a clinically and

been only two published studies from

epidemiologically relevant problem in Saudi

Saudi

school children. The high rate of severe

region). However, there were no data

forms is of clinical concern. Therefore,

available in the southern part of Saudi

diagnosing and treating MIH should be part

Arabia in the literature. This study found

of the basic undergraduate education in

that the prevalence of MIH in 7 to 10

Saudi universities. As the interest in MIH is

year old Saudi Arabian boys children

very recent, continuing education should

was 21.3% which is comparable to other

also address this topic to bring it to the

studies that have examined children of

attention of all dental practitioners. The

the similar ages (between 7 and 8 years)

findings of the present study stress the need

using the EAPD criteria.

for educating present and future dentists and
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Arabia

of

Molar

(Jeddah

and

Incisor

Riyadh
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This study provides baseline data on

population group can also be affected

prevalence of MIH in Saudi Arabian

with MIH.


population

This is important as this knowledge may

Why this paper is important to pediatric

provide clinicians direction on treatment

dentists

planning for patients afflicted by MIH.







Pediatric dentists would have high

The findings from this study suggest the

chances to encounter children with MIH.

association between MIH occurrence

Pediatric

and the Arabic ethnicity.

dentists

who

treat

Saudi

children should be aware that this
4. Aine L, Backstrom MC, Maki R,
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Table 1: Distribution of MIH (n, %) among children in different age groups (in years)
AGE

MIH CASES

No MIH

Total Number

7

21 (17%)

73 (83%)

94

8

18 (14%)

110 (86%)

128

9

38 (30%)

126 (70%)

164

10

50 (39%)

160 (61 %)
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TOTAL

127(21.3%)

Chi-square

21.315

df

3

P-value

0.000*

469 (79%)

596

*Statistically Significant at 5% level of Significance

Table 2: Distribution of permanent teeth affected by MIH.
Total

MAXILLARY ARCH

MANDIBULAR
ARCH

n (%)

Central incisor

162

63

225 (36%)

Lateral Incisor

56

38

94 (15%)

FPM

163

151

314 (49%)

TOTAL

381

252

633 (100%)

Chi-Square

111.52

83.88

116.08

df

2

2

2

P-Value

0.000*

0.000*

0.000*

*Statistically Significant at 5% level of Significance

Figure 1: Distribution
of MIH according to
dental arch - n (%)
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Abstract
Healthcare in Kazakhstan will be gradually transferred to the system of compulsory social
health insurance, based on the joint responsibility of the population, the state and employers. The
need for a scientific justification for the financial sustainability of the system determines the
relevance of this study.
The majority of respondents (55%) believe that at the moment the implementation of SHI
in Kazakhstan is relevant. The distribution of respondents by types of economic activity and the
amount of insurance contributions, in the case of financing compulsory health insurance from
their income, showed that in general, the population engaged in various fields of activity is
willing to pay, only, from 1 to 3 thousand. In the opinion of the majority of the professional
medical team (77.8%), under compulsory social health insurance (СSHI), only one single
insurance fund should be submitted, which should be managed by the state.
Keywords: compulsory health insurance, financing the health care, private insurance, budget
financing, medical services.
Objective
In the message of the Head of Republic
N.Nazarbayev to the people of Kazakhstan
dated January 10, 2018, in the item "Firstclass health care and a healthy nation", it
was stated that health care will be gradually

transferred to the system of compulsory
social health insurance (CSHI), based on the
joint responsibility of the population, the
state and employers.
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However, more preparatory work is required
and the boundaries of the state's obligations
are clearly defined. The population will be
able to receive services that are not
guaranteed by the state, by becoming a
member of the CSHI or through voluntary
medical insurance, as well as co-payment.
Preparatory work for the implementation of
CSHI continued from 2014 according to the
instructions of the Head of State. The Law
of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On
compulsory social health insurance" was
putoperation, the Medical Insurance Fund
was established.
Noting the progressiveness of the health
insurance system for the development of the
country's healthcare, at a joint session of the
Chambers of Parliament on September 4,
2017, the Government was instructed to
ensure equal participation of all categories
of citizens in the CSHI system. First of all,
he focused on issues of access to health care
and conditions of participation in CSHI
system of over 2.7 million Kazakhstanis
related to "self-employed" category.
The essence of financial stability is
manifested in the ability to provide supplies
and costs as sources of financing. The need
for a scientific justification for the financial
stability of the system determines the
relevance of this study.
The range of healthcare financing models
used in the world can be classified according
to various parameters: sources of funds, the
number and type of payers, the degree of
coverage, and others. In the framework of
this study, first of all, we draw attention to
the classification by sources of funds:
1. Budgetmodel
2. The model of compulsory social
health insurance
3. The model of voluntary medical
insurance
4. Medical savings accounts

Budget model
The budget model is characterized by the
payment of medical care by state bodies at
the expense of the state budget (Beveridge
principle).
Within the framework of the budget model,
the budgetary rules - the requirements for
development, the rigid framework of
targeted budget programs, multistage formal
procedures, etc. - are distributed to health
care funds. Minimal incentives for
efficiency are both on the side of taxpayers
who are obliged to maintain the functioning
of the network of medical institutions and
the suppliers side.
Among the developed countries, the budget
model is used by the United Kingdom,
Australia, Canada, the countries of Northern
Europe.
The model of compulsory health insurance
The essence of the model is to pay
mandatory targeted contributions to health
care, and the amount of the contribution
does not depend on the individual risk of
getting sick. The funds can be consolidated
both in a single state fund and in a variety of
private funds (the Bismarck model).
The principle of solidarity in CHI is
expressed in an explicit form; the principle
of social justice is also well respected due to
the proportionality of contributions to
incomes.
The model assumes a higher level of
competition at the supplier level for the
distribution of funds, makes bankruptcy of
suppliers possible if necessary.
Today SHI functions in many countries,
including Germany, France, Japan, Korea,
Russia, etc.
Private Health Insurance Model
Classic examples of private health insurance
as a major health care financing model of
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almost complete absence of competition
between health care providers.
These factors continued to be supported
exclusively by bilateral relations
"Administrator of budgetary programs recipient of budget funds", in which the
main focus of health care providers was not
on improving the quality and availability of
services, but on establishing formal and
informal links with budget allocators and the
full development of allocated funds.
In general, the system was characterized by
high stability in that it was guaranteed to
maintain the functioning of the existing
network of health organizations.
Further in the work, the evaluation of the
sustainability and effectiveness of the
budget form of funding under UNHS was
analyzed. In the period from 2009 to 2014, a
number of significant reforms were carried
out that solved the key problems of the
budgetary system of financing, shifting the
focus within the budget model to a more
active form of interaction between
administrators of budget programs and
providers of medical care.
Active modernization of the system began in
2009 with the creation of a single payer at
the national level.
An indirect positive impact on the
sustainability of the budget financing system
was the introduction of results-based
budgeting in the Ministry of Health.
In general, all these measures led to increase
competition by medical organizations, and
also changed the nature of the relationship
between the Payer and the providers of
bilateral assistance to "one-to-many." This
played a role in enhancing the system's
sustainability in terms of the emergence of
alternatives in the choice of provider of
health services.
Particular attention should be paid to the
"partial fund-holding" mechanism, which
supplemented the per capita financing
system for outpatient care in 2014. This

the system are the United States and
Switzerland.
The model is characterized by compulsory
contributions, but the size of the
contribution depends on the likelihood of
getting sick. Thus, the pooling of risks
occurs in a weakened form, and a negative
selection of risks leads to a reduction in the
overall coverage and financial security of
the population. That is why this system with
variable success functions in countries with
high incomes.
Medical savings accounts
The model of medical savings accounts,
which also combines the functions of social
security, operates in Singapore. The
economically active population makes
contributions commensurate with income to
personal savings accounts. Thus, the
principles of solidarity and sociality are
completely excluded.
However, none of the models, with the
exception of the budget, in practice, does not
apply to international practice in its purest
form. The most common combination is
compulsory health insurance and budget
financing.
Budgetary and budget-insurance forms of
financing are the most acceptable in the
context of today's healthcare system in
Kazakhstan. The price for superiority is
increased administrative costs. It is also
characteristic that this fact is the most
critical in the information space of the
opponents of the SHI.
Prior to implementation UNHS, as the
second half of the 2000s (2005-2009),
funding for health care in the Republic of
Kazakhstan, remaining completely budget
after unsuccessful attempts to introduce
compulsory medical insurance in 19961998, continued to gravitate toward the
passive form. The system was characterized
by outdated methods of financing and the
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However, the form of budgetary financing is
conditioned by the limitations and
drawbacks of the scheme, such as the
absence of an explicit financial participation
of employees and employers; lack of
diversification of financial sources of filling
the health system; imbalance of state
guarantees and financial resources.
Thus, the degree of system availability,
namely, high efficiency and the level of
sustainability acceptable for this form of
financing, as well as the presence of the
listed deficiencies of the budget model, were
arguments for the introduction of the OSMS.
In order to obtain a complete picture of the
public's attitude towards the introduction of
compulsory social health insurance, a survey
of opinions was conducted: a survey of the
population and a survey of medical
personnel.

mechanism implies the allocation of funds
for outpatient care between PHC
organizations, in accordance with the
amount of the attached population.
Another system-level tool that has made a
significant contribution to financial
sustainability is the policy on the volume of
cases treated. Starting from 2012, the total
number of hospital cases was recorded,
including cases treated in a day hospital
(including outpatient surgery), in a 24-hour
in-patient clinic and high-tech medical
services. This allowed us to contain the
volumes in the conditions of the
unprecedentedly active development of the
day hospital and high-tech medical care.
The above policy allowed to shift the focus
of health care consumption in the outpatient
unit, and in a short time to introduce modern
methods of treatment, while maintaining the
financial sustainability of the system.
Methods of research

areas in the return range from 18 years and
older. The sample size - 200 respondents in
each city, as well as 150 doctors and 300
nurses - employees of medical organizations
of both public and private forms of
ownership.
The survey involved interviewers who
had received general training in conducting
interviews and had experience in conducting
consumer surveys.
Information processing and
analysis. The data entry was carried out
using specialized software SPSS. The
evaluation of the actual correspondence of
the data file to real questionnaires, data
cleaning and logical data control are
implemented. Using the package of applied
statistical programs SPSS, verification of the
data entered in Excel was carried out.
Poll Results
One third (32.5%) of respondents have
one of the following types of insurance: life

A sociological survey of urban and rural
population, as well as medical workers, was
conducted in 3 cities of the Republic of
Kazakhstan: Astana, Almaty, Atyrau.
The study surveyed adult population of the
Republic of Kazakhstan at the age of 18
years and older.
Quantitative methods of collecting
information and a survey were used.
The survey was conducted in the
technique of personal formalized interviews
in public places when the interviewer filled
in or self-filled questionnaires on paper
questionnaires. The estimated duration of
the interview is 25-35 minutes. The
questionnaire included the following blocks
of questions: personal data; information on
the socio-economic situation; questions on
the introduction of CSHI in the Republic of
Kazakhstan.
The total population is the inhabitants
of the surveyed cities and corresponding
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thousandtenge less agree with this opinion
(50.8%).
According to the data shown in the
table below, less than half of the respondents
are willing to pay the premiums. So, just
43,1-65,1% of the respondents, in terms of
their monthly income, responded positively
to the question of willingness to pay, if it
will give access to expensive medical
procedures and medications.
Different sample of respondents with
an income of 150 thousand. 200th.tg. willing
to pay fees in order to have access to
expensive medical procedures and
medicines (65.1%), did not have to pay
informal payments from the pocket (59.5%
), live longer and have good health (59%).
Only in the position "The waiting time
in the medical organization was reduced",
the share of respondents with incomes over
200 thousand tenge prevailed. (54.8%),
which indirectly explains the inexpediency
for these persons to spend a lot of time in
queues.

insurance, health insurance, civil liability of
vehicle owners, etc. Thus, it can be assumed
that the population of Kazakhstan has an
understanding of insurance in whole.
In a number of changes required in the
health care system of Kazakhstan to meet
the needs of the population, 68.6% of
respondents think that the most necessary is
to improve the quality of medical care,
52.4% to shorten waiting time and turn.
More than 43% of respondents believe that
it is necessary to improve the availability of
medical services and the freedom to choose
a medical organization.
The majority of respondents (55%)
believe that at the moment the
implementation of CSHI in Kazakhstan is
relevant.
The distribution of respondents'
answers to this question in terms of their
incomes showed that the population with
income from 100 thousand to 200
thousandtengeconsider the introduction of
CSHI relevant. A group of individuals with
a monthly income of more than 200

Table. Distribution of respondents' answers to the question "How relevant is the
introduction of CSHI in Kazakhstan?" Intermsofrevenues.
Up to 50 50 - 100
100 – 150
th.tenge
th.tenge
th.tenge
To have access to expensive medical procedures and medicines
Agree
43,1
54,7
57,1
Do not agree
56,9
45,3
42,9
Revenuesofrespondents

150 - 200
th.tenge

over 200
th.tenge

overall

65,1
34,9

56,5
43,5

1168
1151

No need to pay informal payments out of your pocket while receiving medical care
Agree
38,1
47,0
51,9
Do not agree
61,9
53,0
48,1
The waiting time in the medical organization was reduced
Agree
35,7
42,9
46,4
Do not agree
64,3
57,1
53,6
Live longer and have good health
Agree
40,1
48,8
55,2
Do not agree
59,9
51,2
44,8
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59,5
40,5

52,4
47,6

1027
1294

47,0
53,0

54,8
45,2

931
1362

59,0
41,0

55,7
44,3

1062
1236
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This indicator in the context of respondents'
incomes showed that people with different
income levels equally do not support the
principle of solidarity in financing health
care. However, there are some differences
among respondents with lower and higher
incomes - respondents with the indicated
income levels least of all support the
principle of solidarity in financing.
Thus, from all respondents, only less than
half support solidarity principle (46.4%).
The majority of respondents (73.5%), in
case the CSHI will be financed from the
salary / income of citizens, have shown
willingness to pay monthly from 1 to 3
thousand. 15.3% of respondents - from 4 to
6 thousand. 5.6% - from 7 to 9 thousand
tenge; 6.6% - 10 thousand tons and more.
Respondents' answers in terms of their
income showed that the lower the income of
respondents, the lower the amount of
anticipated insurance premiums.
The distribution of respondents by
types of economic activity and the amount
of insurance contributions, in the case of
financing compulsory health insurance from
their income, showed that in general, the
population engaged in various spheres of
economic activity is willing to pay, only,
from 1 to 3 thousand. The share of the
population engaged in the sphere of
extractive industry, wholesale and retail
trade, manufacturing industry, public

administration, real estate transactions,
allowed themselves to distinguish
themselves by the fact that they are ready to
pay from 7 thousand tenge. and higher.
Regarding the payment of insurance
premiums for the following categories of
citizens, the majority of respondents were
unanimous in the view that the fees they
must pay the state. This category consists of
conscripts, the participants of the Second
World War and the soldiersinternationalists, pregnant women, people
with disabilities, seniors, children and the
unemployed. Although, a few (15.4%) said
that the unemployed and informally
employed population themselves must pay
insurance premiums.
Further, in the analyzed results of the
survey of health workers in some aspects of
health care financing and implementation
mechanism with compulsory health
insurance.
As shown in the figure, according to
the opinion of the majority of the
professional medical team (77.8%), with
OSMS, only one single insurance fund
should act. Of these, 57.3% believe that a
single OSMS fund should be managed by
the state. On the contrary, the other 19% of
respondents believe that the MHIF should be
managed by joint efforts of the state,
employee and employer.
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5,0

4,0

19,0

Figure. Distribution of respondents' answers to questions about the number of insurance
funds and fund management.
According to respondents, the most
reliable way of allocating funds to the
OSMS is the Ministry of Finance of the
Republic of Kazakhstan (47.6%). Insurance
premiums can also be placed in the National
Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan
(44.6%). At the same time, the majority of
respondents believe that the OSMS funds
should be accountable to the Ministry of
Health of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
83% of respondents, medical
respondents agreed that the following types
of services should be covered under the
insurance scheme: medical supplies,
specialized medical care, consultations in
polyclinics and a doctor's examination,
laboratory tests. 73% believe that this list
can include emergency first aid,
rehabilitation treatment, medical care for
pregnant women, routine dental care,
transportation of patients for medical care
and vaccination. 62% of respondents believe

that psychiatric care should also be covered
by CSHI.
According to the majority of
respondents, additional funding from the
state budget (85.8%), free choice of the
medical organization (80.9%) and
competition among medical organizations
for patients (70.7%) contribute to the
improvement of the healthcare system in
Kazakhstan. Half of the surveyed physicians
(50%) are confident that improvements in
the health system can be achieved by
increasing the autonomy of medical
organizations.
According to the results of the survey,
more than 70% of respondents expect that
with the introduction of CSHI, the quality of
medical services will improve, there will be
real opportunities to choose medical
organizations, and the lists of provided
medical services will expand. 68.9% and
68.3% of respondents, respectively, believe
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that the incomes of health workers will
increase and citizens will better take their
health. Thus, about 52% believe that
positive changes are unlikely.
Thus, the opinions of the general
public and providers of health services on

the introduction of CSHI and the positive
changes needed by the health care system to
meet the needs of the people it will
contribute are shared.

Conclusion
However, at the present circumstances,
based on the results of studying international
experience and domestic practices, the
implication of the introduction of CSHI,
where the financial sustainability of the
system, is guaranteed by the joint

responsibility of the population, the state
and employers, which will improve the
health of Kazakhstanis and increase the
availability of quality medical care, and
together in order to reduce the level of
informal payments in the industry.
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